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Par~t I

THE OPERATIONAL CDME: A SPRINGBOARD FOR RESZARM

Th uroe fthis tet

The concept of the operational code %as originally developed by

N4athan Laites of the RAM) Corporation lina studiy of Soviet leadership.

As *e construe it, rhp operati6nal code of an organization includes

thE x'.,.lues--arnd more particularly the qoais--%hich the organization's

leaders ýafeguard and plirsue. An operational code includes'8150 the

available an~d prefurrcd 'strategies, tactic's Iand techniques which a

given organizetic'n may use. T71"'~ may be v~iet.ed as the detinition of

eyplicit and implicit rules for action.

The original. study undertaken by Leites was 'eompleted, in 1953_

after moKre than seven years of. research. We propose to use his f ind-

ings as a jumping off place for a study of Chinese Commumnist -decision-

making,_ Our emphasis, hobe~vsr,,-billb. upon, the "usa.of varilous

innovative apor,)schee ewl resek tewiqe hich$ for the most
Ickt

part, have been developed since the Jaites a'Muy was designed end

Jimpl.emented. _Our recownsudations %MU includeais estimate of feasi-

bilities ýomtbizwed %,itb a program, and. model delineating, both ýthe

optiLmal dnd minimal scal"a upon thich an empirical inivestigation of

Cýhlrese decision-making might be conducted.

-,Pert'7iS of this report 'vM:1 b dieived largely fromt disou~ssions

4*hich amerqed f-vm a conference of China specialists hold at Stanford

(Univfersity Decemsber 16, 17 and 18, 1967 eMd focussed upon the opera-

:iorial cndPe concept and upon the disfficulties and fea'sibilities, inherent

rini~ Part I %III also draw~ upon pertivent,'%rticles from recent-
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periodiral literdt'I-r and upon brief pe.vands •reparel for this

repnrr by scholars Tho ldu noc in all instance.s ccn-s-Mder themselves

as- China speciaolists, but %ho have an interesi, in tr'c -, cbleas of

Chinese de,-isizon-making and policy, cu;.Liped ý.ith k<id.,odqe azd

skills that seem highly relevant to the is.-ur:i under s,•:,sio,.

PdVL, 11 will prescnt a w-ified rn'del -(.- 6t'idyinj Uth ChirýZse

operation'.-- code &w a v.,ariety of phenor-.an Lcarrng or. it., ITis

section wli r.c.;npon papers rini -:•,•morandd prapare&, specifically

for th. vperal ý.unal code iiquiiy, and also fiom a :,ide range of

social sc.ience literature.

Part Iln ,ll describe a nunber of xese-reh techniques, and

'Pat W will put fon.arvd resea'-,ch ,-conmehations and pri,'atiei.

.Par '7 consiJ-t's of appenciices. Included there•n are some -)f the

paners prepnrei for the ecnfeereince.

Sh.e Concept.,of the 2pertionlCode~a

In the introduction to his book, .The 0ration~al Cade of the,

Politburo, Leites put forwavd in 1951 the basic pupose of his stuoy

of the po1itieal strategy of Russian Cotvunism. "The intention Is

not to discuss the major interests of Leninlm.-.Stailinism but to ,•s-

cover the rules hhich Bolsheviks believe to be necessary for eff-cltive

political conduct. Although a number of' these rluloei, stdted in gen-

owl. form, can be found throughourBolshEvik V.tteza;urc., many other.,

have only beea employed in the political anai)yses made by Bjlsheil, s

t£ithln the last half century. An attempt hd. beeo' nade to draw

r.yxlicit and syatematie formruldaions from chis %eal;.h of lata ano t,,

.'t then'. dwn tithin A metningful frame of r'n'k(enc. .
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The rules cited in the Leites study fell into three categories.

Smo had been statM explicitly by Lenin and Stalin and were incor-

porated in the study as direct quotations from their writings.- Some

were so clearly implied for specific situations that Oommunist leaders'

chemselves would easily recognize them as they appeared in the Leites

cext. Others were inferred as operative among Bolshevik leaders but

,aight not be easily recognized by them. Leire3 and his associates

felt that all of these rules were pervasive in Russian Communist

policy calculations, whether they referred 'Co domestic or foreign

policy, propaganda, or military policy.

As a step toard achieving the best possible predictions of

Ruscian Politburo action, Leites and his associates analyzed many

.:ypes of data besidej the writings of Lenin and Stalin. From the

historical record of Conmmnist policies, decisions and responses to

events they fourd unverbalized but equally important rules of conduct

-- and also a disposition to deviate from recognized rules under cer-

tain conditlons. As Leltes put it, I t ' only 'an analysis of the

historical record can contribute ansuers to the following questions:

When the operational code specifies that there is an optimal degree

for a certain kind of behavior, Intermediate between too much and too

little . . what is that optimm for a certain period and area? And

0 ,hen the operational code permits the application of 0wo or more coll-

trasting rules to a certain situation . . . what are the factors

determining the choice?"

Underlying the operational code as conceived by Le.Jtes Is an

•sux:pt i"n that a Lom.,unist leadership' s behavior can be accounted

? in large part by their explicit ideological a'tsertions, that there
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is thus a high correlation between what the doctrine "says" and %ha-

the leadership acts upon and "does." Is this necessarily so? Th,

position of the present report is that the question should be regarded

as empirical and that propositions or hiypotheses for disciplined

empfrlca7' testing should be derived from it.

It seems safe to assume that Chinese behav'ioc--like the behavirr

of any individual human being or organization of human beings--probably

cannot be accounted for in terms of any single, predomix.ant factor or

type of factor (ideology included), but rather in ter-ns of several

factors, or perhaps a rather wide range of factors, wichgted differ-

entially and varying somewhat in their importance ý,iuh changing circw:i-

stances. This report will suggest ways in which research scholars,

using a variety of appxraches and techniques, can begin identifying

and at least tentatively weighting some of these critical factors.

It %ill be assumed at every step that--for the foreseeable future, at

least--there will be no single, unchallengeable approach or method

and that a variety of modes and techniques of research need to be

carried out ab n check upon each other.

"Difficulties with e _Le.ie Aeproab

yn7 study f a commmuist operational code encounters special

probleas an, dimensions. For Communi•n., as develpped by . r1, L-nin,

Stat.in, Mao Tse-tung and ott, iers and theoreticians. is more

1-han an Ideolog!y and more than in organization. It purporlr. to be

a totas behavioral system with a "world view," a body of resu•.ptions

dhoit man's roue in the universe, a manual of "straretjy and tactics.

snd a iet cr propositions about hou to endoctriinate huirrn beinqs and

gaide, itlu.r!. and control their behavior (?:oirth). A part of the
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the problem in a Communist state is to ascertain the degree to which

Communist values and practices have successfully uprooted or destroyed

more traditional elements of the society, and the degree, on the other I
hand, to which the Communist state is constrained by persisting cut-

tural (as well as personal, ideosyncratic) phenomena.

The problem is further complicated not only by the many altera-

tiona that have been made in CcLmmunist theory and practice over the

y':ars, but also by the partimular interpretations and constructions

that have come about in different cultural an national environments.

We wculd he making a seriou.s mistake to vie% the le3ders of a country

apart from the cultural -context in which they operate. Enile Durkheim

and more recently Talcott Parsons and others have referred to societal

;nd cultural values as tre powerful stabilizers %hich make organize-

tions feasible and continuous. Even revolutionary leaders who try to

alter or uproot the whol.e society, as well as a particular government,

cannot altogether escape the impositions and limitations of habit,

custom, taboos, t•adtion& and other menifestations of culture. There

is considerable evidehce to suggest chat members of the top Chinese

Communist leadeiship aft still Confuclans as well as Marxist-Leninist-

Maoists.

The ~ewtiona).Co~e of thFLitburo consists, of t.et hatr

each of which de&a with a siqificant theme fromnthe body of rules

which Russian Bolsheviks have put forward as necessary for affective

poll ical corduct.' On the whole, these chapters tend to be quite

separate and isolited from each other. The discussions of predicts-

bi.ýity and unpred-ictability, orientation of the past and future, and

-neins an-3 ends, for example, are not linked in any overall, system-

atized, conceptuel design (Leites, 1951)--despite the fact that,
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operationally, one would expect thp elements to bc interrelated.

Although allouances must be made for a pioneering effort in its field,

Leites' work is thus remarkably simple in overall organization, and

for a work aiming to present a code, it gives little attention to

synthesis and sý tcmatization. Ix' effect, we are presented lthl a

list of themes, but these parts of the code are not interrelated,,

-even on one level. And there is even less attention given to questions

of more complex structure, such as possible relationshis between

themes or principles of different levels--for instance, to the problem

of what rules or principles am more general than others, which repre-

sent special cases within the wre general, and so on. Wn this whole

matter, Laites only, marks certain rules as being particularly important

-- which is mainly- a quantitative statement that" does not touch the

problem of stru.ctural relation*--and in passing implies that a few

points, such as that the Party's constant goal is to increase its

power, are of greatest generality. There remains little explicit con-

cern for systematization, although attempts to view how general formu-

lations fit together is a main avenue in science toward testing and

refining their accuracy of descrlption and statement (Weaktand,

Appendix D)-

By centering largely cn the iimost clear and specific principles

of the Russian Bolshevik code, the Leitee analysis aimost necessarily

emphasizes its A-Igid, monolithic and impervious aspects (Weaklnd,

Appendix D). The first proposition of Chapter I is perhaps illustracive:

"Ore point -f Sl-ishevik doctrine affirms that future do.velcpments are

either inevitable or impcssible. Intermediate probabilities are

excltxed. This is a characteristic 'all-or-rone' pattern of Bolshevik

L . " ...
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rhought (Leites, 1951)." Unquestionably, there Is a persistent theme'

of such determinism throughout Marxist-Lenlnist-Stalinist thought,

but no djcision-making individual or group can conduct a successful

t evo.u~ion cr manaqg a huge party or state uithout frequent cal:(eula-

Stions.--oenscious or unzonscious--of probabiLities and risks with4- an

extensive "intermediate" sore of policy-making and execttion. Strict

deteiminism would bind national and party leaderships into an impos-

sible straight.jacket (North). Lonin dealt %ith the contradiction

between daterminisin axd conscious leadership intervention in revol

tionar, affairs through a number of his writings, but to understand

eithe" Russian or Chinese decision-making styles we need a finer con-

ceptual instrument than'these formulations provide. Today thfve is

sufficient evidence around to mAke us aware of the many subtle ways

in ii~ich personal idlosy.•cracy, cultural peculiarities, habit, custom,

tradition and the like can Intrude upon, shape and often override

ideological precept.

The Ope-ratknal C concedes that "Despite such beliefs In

determinlsm, Bolshevik doctrine also contalns contrasting points.,

Thus, although it Is al6wys asserted that the direction and end ot a

major historical development (e.g., the tTansition from capitalism

-to communism)) Is prediutable, the ngth of, time and path such a

de*(eelopment will take re not held to be pred:,.'table (Leites, 1951,

2)." PolitbuwAo calcul :ions, moreover, are ",.arked both by a deliber-

are orientation towardý rho future ard by a flexible taking-into-account

(f immediate contingencies ( d., 4)." But the implications are on

the e de ot a somewhat structured determinism that l3aves us with

inadequate space for treating day-to-day deci: ion-madkng a navior.
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TZi picture that emierges, while being helpful to-iard understanding

F and enticipatin- seme Soviet attitudes and actions, may in other waysf5�cbscu~re matters and turrn attentin;i away from possibilities of corn-

:municating with Cbonuniot dacision-makers and oven Influencing them

In desirable ways by outsiue political actions. Any study of the

Chinese Communist operational code abould therefore take special care

to Include the precisest possible consideracion of whatever is less

definite, firm, or explicit, so that its basic focus does not act to

foreclose possibilities for enlightenment in this crucial area (Weakland,

Appendix D).

SA major limitation of the leites approach is thus the casting of

the zode almost entirely within a Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist context

of absumptions and hypotheses. There is very little possibility of

,measuring Russian Coumunist dependence upon the code nor of a -ssing

it i.n any, mora•tigful way outseido its own terms. Tr Chapter 3, entitled

Means mid End_, for example, the reader is apparently expected tu

accept at face value the proposition that "Party policy must not be

influenced by feelings or moral considerations (.Leites, 1951, 7).1

Yet, in a broader conceptual context, one would be hard put to identify

any reasonably complex human behMvioz--inside or oatside the Party--

that is not Influenced by emotions, affects or feelings, and there is

consderoale wvIdence also that Communist parties, like many another

organization, tend Co generate their own moral Imperatives. To ignore

the "feelIngs" and "moral considerations" of a Stalin or a Mao Tse-tung

or a Vhirushchev is manifestly absurd (North). Unfortuaately, The

Operational Code fails to discern or describe Iples or premites,

eitlhor of thought or of feelirg, that are bro. deeper than the
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specifically political principles Which f,•rn his main target. That

is, although there is some recognition of differences in level between

explicit prirciples, principles that are unstated but probably recog-.

nizable by Bolsheviks if stated, and implicit principles quite remote

from their aiareness, he does not actively inquire about the nature

of ary &lshevik behavioral principles that are %ider and less spe-

rialized than the specifically political, nor the nature of unconscious

basic, premises and patterns of cognition and emotion. Yet regularities

at such levels must exist as a foundation for the more conscious,

specific and tocussed politica] orientati,)ns, and should help to

define and illuminate the \latter, and especially to clarify their

interrelations, by viewing them %ithin such a broader framework (Weakiand,

Appendix D );

There is a further difficulty. Although he asserts to the con-

trary, Leites (1951, 18) seems to imply that the values and thought

processes of the members of the Russian .Politburo are bounded (in a

gcometrical sense) rather than open-ended. The outcome is a somewhat

rigid characteritation %hich does not seem to allow sufficiently for

change and evclutionary development. -This impression is reinforced

by the non-h4 storical use Of e•urces, citations being made purely on

the basis of content, without concern for the time element (Van Slyke,

Appendi% C )'. It does not seem feasible to investigate Chinese

decision-making apart from the history of Chinese values, institutions

and behavior--both in the recent and more distant past. But this is

much easier said than done.

it should be evident by nou that when we xdmrJne the Leites

approach closely, we encounter a ra.unber of fuuidamental difficulties
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(Robinson, Appendix D ). Hoever," In Identifying these drawbacks'

and in seeking to overcome them, our purpose is not to deprecate

a pioneering effort, but to underscore and seek to take advantage

of some major developments ihat have taken place in the social sci-

ences since his study uas completed. Whdeed, ;6e have reason to

believe that Leites %ould share many, if not all, of our comments

on his %ork and would approve the spirit, though not necessarily

the detaili, of our major recommendations.

As presented by Leites, the operational code is too narrou

(Robinson) and imprecise. It is an exercise in intuitive content

anulysis, and as he himself acknowledges, there is no claim to pre-

diction (Van Slyke). In the light of these and other considerations,

Leites' work can best serve our present purposes not as a specific

model, but rather as a springboaro for new strategies of research.

!ts general focus helps to point out the existence and define the

nature of a broad aim and approach to politics very relevant to the

study of Chinese Coznism, while closer examination of the Vork,

and otf coments upon it, aide in clarifying %hat would need to be

")one in addition or differently--beyund the evidert matter of shift-

ing focus from the Soviet Union to China--in order to realize ade-

quately'the aim ot prcuding a systematic formulat ion of the opera-

tional principles of the Chineae leadership (Weakland, Appendix D

The Current Need

At the present stage of our studies of Chin,.? the need is f'.r the

careful building--and even more careful testing--of theory by empirical

effort. There are extremely promising possibilifies for applying



contemporary Social science crncepts and techni1ques for the study of

Chinese ,.o.-unist decision-making, and at the same time to use China

as a laberatory for developing and testing social science approaches

-- estp.cialay if different approache5 and research techniques are put

intc Lonstructive competition -ith each other (North).

These uomments should not be constzued as suggesting that we

have reason to be cor0nplacent abotut the current stazus of relevant

social sciernce concepts and methods, or--as suggested by Davia Bobrow

-atitfied *ith our current abilities to describe the present and

pradict the future nature of Chiiese behavior and its determinants

(Bobrow. 1967, 3 0 6 )." An enormous amount of hard hork needs to be

done. On the other hand, there have been some encouraging develop-

ments in cv'nceptualization and the development of research technique

'ircc the Leltes study was undertaken, and ::hina seems to commend

itrelf a" e major "laboratory" fcr future investigations.

The ultimate aim should be the fhrmulstion of a picture of the

20;nese code that %ould be considerably more explicit, comprehensive,

systematic, and accurate than their own, arnd thus suited to more

accurate understanding .of •past events and prediction of behavior to

come (Weakland, Appendix D ). Such a goal is not necessarily as

impractical as it sounds. !t is well known that a psychiatrist "an

often discern characteristic patterns of behavio., and from them pre-

dict uhat an individual or a family group %ill do, in a certain situa-

tion, more accurately than the pexsons involved. Similarly, even the

layman has known comparable instances, %here an outsider has been able

to understand and anticipate the behavior of 9 f'iend better than the

person himself (1id.). We should work toward such a level in our

studies rf Coamunist China.
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?here are at least four major reasons for studying China: for

many scholars the country, its history and culture hold a deep intrin-,,

sic interest; for the political scientist, diplomat and statesman

China presents a fruitful field for developing hypotheses about pzob-

leas of modernization and international affairs; beyond this, China

is important for the United States in foreign policy; and for the

contemporary scholar with research interests, Mhina provides a test-

ing ground for social science methods (Oksenberg). In many respects

these somewhat distinct interests .idely overlap and could be recip-,,.-.

vocally reinforcing. Indeed, there is an opportunity here, in finding

out more about China, to advance the development and testing of broad'

social science theory a significant way.

Some of the questions we would like answers for appear deceptviely

simple. How does the Politburo operate? What are its divisions? Who

runs them? Us it reallythe apex of authority or do the lines of

authority shift with the Issue at hind and with different personality

Inputs? What are the other hierarchies of authority a, hat are

their lines of comw ication Into aOW out of the Politburo (Robinson,

AppieIx )? How much do we know about its procedures and its con-

sultation patten? Now awe problems Identified and formulated? How

are differences of opInIon among Politburo aembers handled and by what

means does a unified decislon emerge from controversy (North)? Do the

amebers clearly differentiate their roles when acting as a committee

and %hen acting as an informal group? Who recruited whominto the

party? Do persistent patron-client and peer relationships persist?

To %hat degree are Politburo members embedded in Chinese culture (Rue)?

A fairly direct way to get at these questions might be through
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the follouixiq queries- Who '•r the leaders? ',That-4,w their origins

and backgroands? How did they ac . top leadership jpc.iticns: What

is their -deolngy? What are tneir ý.ndiidual predispositions and

idicsyiicrac-.ies? To %hat extent: are they influenced by the custn.s,

traditions and beliefs of their culture- 7lu .ndt Lx.-e.e a.•e their

J'-kisions cc.istr.•iare or )t.herive irfluenced by the capa.cities,

peculiarities ar4 c .eneral chr,-ct.eristics of the particular nation

t.hey lead? To ,hat cxvent are their attitudes and beliefs--both

expressed and irferred--consis.tent %uih their overt blhaviors?

Elite Studies

Elite studies provide one way of identifying the leaders and

ccrro7-t in.r, data from. their baekgrounds and careers.

The limitatior.s and pitfalls- inherent in elite stu , are %ell

'q:~, and 6o not n6.ed extensive elaboration here. It is coXn.&Aed,

fur example, that neither suciel backgroLuid nor training necessarily

,cuter'inee pol'tic•! action (Rustow, 1966). Nor ooes it seem feds-

ib c--at least wittin the usual frarwork of assumptions and conicep-

t.ions--to develop & dynamic Ci•eory of elites. Beyond'this, it uesms

,nlikely that the singular stability of the Chinese Communist leader-

ship--up tc the outbreak of the Great Cultural Revolution, at least

-- is likely to re-emerge or persist (Cf. Pye, 1966, 392). tn view

of the absence of a "second generation" of young people in the "mean-

i.ngful elite," moreover, it is exceedingly difficult to predict %hu

will be leading CMina in 15 years (Doo1Ln).

On thE other hand, elite studies.--part-cularly in research on the

totalitarian ant "eirevaing" co.vcries--1ko1d cqnsiderabln promist, for
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at least three reasons. First and foremost, in the ve'v, of Dankwart

Rustow (1966), "scholars in comparativ: politics hdve be'er turnilug

auay from the institutional-lega) approach (f a previous generation

%itl.out having developed any netv concent of equal scope or validity.

Second, all the totalitarian and most of the 'dexclopincr' countries

are indeed oligarchies, being typically ruled 1)y cohesi•,e elites

drawn from a pazyuy or d military est.abiishmnt: . In both types

of country, there i3 an evident discrepency be;:.-e. this reelity .)I

oligarchy and the ji?ýeral and democratic tenor o., the c:ýnztitu~ions;

hence the institutional approach even less :ýrLitftu -..;hen tranm-ferred

trvin Westerr, to inon Wester'n ,:, trztr 4 es. t'f-ia2'y, I :,ii s txugh,-hut

Asia, Africa and La.3,o Anerice i- ;n rapid 'lux; hence, while consti-

tut ions and other fornal, arrangements vould pr-oject a ftlse image of

5tability, tid.viduals aind groups c,,i be seun as a 'bLiixdg liink'

from regime to eg-LTe

"-Lt jught to tal rc-eiphasized, however, that although Ue may often

c-nsider it imporcant to identify elites and to see tkho suzxvivea purua.,

we cannot &.eg:titeiy infer that there are determinan decisior scvles

hI•..h can be extracted from such studies. That is, aitnough orE may

find %here the Chinese elite come from (their social, neographical arci

t-cucatinal bac1kgrour,,4, careers and the like) variaticns ir, dEciei;:,.-
oakiji cannot be accounted for .;lte cc ty ,-,n tyii ixsis (Brccy).

In thaie terms Ioolin's aggregate elite anal.ys s (Ap'endi) A

emerges as 3tatic but important (Oksenberg), its value 6e•.ivinq.-from

the Prudy of trends over a long period. ;uch an analysis might reveal

what lealershiD torpees ,ore ,ost )mportant in Chinese society. Arbitrary

analytical units might be eatablis'ied--perheps a 'to,, ?-') '--ior several
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sample yeears in order to study the direction of change. Such an analysis

might help us to answer questions about such things as functional spec-

ialization in the Chinese elite and lateral movement across functional

hierarchies.

The Personalities of Chinese Communist Decision-Fakers,

Aggre9ate elite analyses leave unanswered important questions about

the dynamics of personality factors and about the feelings, predisposi-

tions, ambitions and operating styles of the top leaders. Robinson

Appendix B ) raises the following questions: "... how are we to

understani the personality mfteup of the men who sit in the Chinese

Politburo? Do their personAlities come through from an analysis of

their writings and speeches? It is difficult for me to say that they

do to any degree. Surely we can (perhaps with the aid of cumputer

content aralysis" code these documents &long the Lines of personality

trait indicators. But, in my opinion, that Uli not suffice. It Is

also necessary to kno% the life histories of the subjects, but unfor-

tunately theme is very little information on the personal. histories

of these min, especially the crucial details of their early childhood

and home life. Wien this is the case, we must resort to building up

-hat little clues we have, w!ith the aid of psi'hoanalytic theories,

into a picture of an entire personality. Here I would point to the

work of,trik Brickson, especially his XM_.h£F., as a good

example of how to go about this part of the work. In fact, I would

go so far as to state that pethaps what we need is an approach grounded

not so much in the work of Nathan Leites (not because it is not pro-

ductive of ideas nor non-transferable to the Chinese cdse--it may well
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There exist a number of other, largely untapped sources that mighc

be useful in studying the personalities of Chinese decision-makers.

Numerous people have had interviews with Mao Tee-tung and other top

leaders. It might be useful "to seek out these people, intervie% them,

and ask them certain questions designed to evoke evaluative amd factual

responses as to the personalities of the Chinese leaders vith bWhm they

spoke (Robinson, Appendix B )." Certainly, the %ork of Howard Boorman

(Columbia University) and Donald Klein (Harvard University) would be

relevant.

Various develo6ing techniques may make it feasible to study per-

sonality "at a distance" through the use of sound film end other record-

ings. These include voice analysis and also studies of facial o•xpression

and gross bodily movement by Silvan Tomkins (City Colleg, New York),

Paul Ekman (University of California, Berkeley) and others.

According to Ekman (1967), there has been considerable progres.-

in recent years in the study of body movement and facial expression.

It has become possible to achieve some accuracy in diagnosing types of

persoalUty, personality disorde, and severity of disorder, ane isme-

diets emotional state. lbst of this research has been performed %ithin

institutional settings on psychiatric patients where rather complete

motion picture film records have been obtalned and there has been ample

opportunity to verify predictions as well as derive cluns from careful

study of the subject population.

It remains an open question as to the problems that might be inter-

posed in extrapolating from ouch research to studies of ,ormral people

in non-institutional settings where more incomplete motion picture rilm
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records are the basic data arld where there is less opprnrtuiiity to tune

the predictive cl'es thn.)ugh direct access to the subject population.

If -e were to take the most optimistic 'Ae•,, we might hope that the

stud- of body, movement and facial eypressLon from motion picture film

recoids of the behavior of international decision-makers in public

o)laueb =q.ghc provide two typc-s of irft( eration v.hich would be of inter-

est: Al) tne possibility, of dectecting early signs of orn-coming per-

sonality cris,2s cr breakdown; (2) the ability to assess the nav'ure of

the on-gqilng emo'cional relationship between the various individuals

with-In tha same siocial organizdti-n.-

Before attempting ýLo do any direct study of decision-makers from

a forciair countr-y, there are at least two prelimriray steps which #ould

need to be taken. Each of these involves probably a two 'o four year

peri-', of r-iseatch and it i. conceivable that they could be done siraul-

,ene,)4aly, -although they could just as well be done consecutively,

depending upon the time pressure. The first step would be to conduct

an ii•vebtigation in which local decision-ai.kers, %ithin our own country,

perhapr- in s business or military Letting,' would be filted in public

place# over a reasonable period of time. One would attempt to take

the same types of films, which might be available on foreign decision-

makers. These films would thelln be subject to systematic analyals and

predictions would be made as to the emotionul state and personality

,rg*nj;-atio-t of these decision makers. Presumably these decision-z.akers

",OU4..d fe people on ',hom It would be posslble to gain racher complete

'nt, ra.tion about their actual personality iwictioning an-I enxl.ional.

itate throuih interviews and testing, c-d also presumably it wcul.d be

,ossble to obnain zccess to their on-qoing decision-ataking activity

Thas, in this inveztigation we %ould have chosen a situwtion %hcre one
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has maximum opportunity to check the nat.re of predictions from non-

verbal behavior, to learn about -the error rate, and to determine on an

inductive basis the kind of clues uhich might be relevant to these

predictions.

A second type of investigation which might wait until the first

was finished or might be conducted simultaneously, would be to conduct

research on socio-cultural norms governing nonverbal behavior in the

countries whose international decision-makers would be the subject of

later study. Such cross-cultural comparisons of nonverbal behavior

have, of course, been made on an informal basis, but have not been

carried out systematically to date. This type of investigation would

involve getting access to already existing,motion picture film records

of conversational nonverbal behavior in the country of interest. Tt

would also involve access to members or former members of that country

for extensive Interviewing regarding their ,evaluation of particular

body movement and facial expressions which have been isolated, ft-on the

film rsecords. The second step in this project would involve a cons.der-

able amount of tims, probably at least a two to four year poriod. After

completing these two steps it would be possible to then design a study

of personality orelraisation and emotonal relationships between dif-

fereut decision-makers within a foreign nation.-

One should not under-estimate either the advantages or the die-

advantages of such studies of nonverbal behavior. Advantages of usIng

this mode of behavior as a source of Information are: (1) it is pos-

slble to obtain records without the knowledge of the person being

recorded; (2) It is possible to obtain records from a distance; r3)

present evidence would vuggest that nonverbal behavior is less likely
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to be censored or controlled by the individual and thus may be more

revealing of conflict. Disadvwntages: (1) this is an experimental
I,

endeavor and, while progress has been made to date, its findings must

be regarded as tentative and the question of success in this particular

application is difficult to estimate; (2)asuch research is costly in

material, equipment, ,nd manpower; (3) the probability of pay-off is

difficult if not impossible to determine and the necessity for these

two ppelindnary investigations, both of %hich would be time-consuaing

and expensive, must be considered at the outset.

A Blend of Chinese Coamunism and Chinese Culture

Many of the special problems inherent in research on China are

well known. However, as pointed out recently by Lucian Pyes "Attempts

to surmise the realities of Chinese political development arz not limited

only by a shortage of data; there is also the larger probUA vi trying

to set appropriate standards for judging Chines performance. Within

,what larger historical context should we place Comimtst China in our

effort to got a clearer Ides of the patterns in' its current development?

what assa~Itons can *e safely make about its longer-range prospects?

And in considering our own policy responses# how fatalistically should

we observe the glacial movemnts of the Chinese ias they advance from

forming one-quarter of the world's population to being one-half, and

from'being weak and disorganized to being united and assertive (Pye,

1966, 387)?"

These considerations require that any study of Chinese Communist

political leadership must take extensive account of two related aspects

of the cultural context---Chinese Couiunim itself, as an overall cul-

tural system, and behind it, traditional Chinese culture. The latter

'4
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is important as necessarily a nijor basis for %,hatever the preaent

Chinese Comrnunist culture and society may be, despite formerly very

widespread views that Communist China is "un-C'hinese," arx1 espit.

the obvious prominance of an niporterd Marxist-Leninist idrology tWeakland,

Appendix D ). Furthermore, as will be stresse.d further along, these

considerations require taking careful account of ho. Mainland %ihna

fit* into the world environment--as a national actor--anc hou Tor.th

trends along certain dimensions are likely to affect its cankiz-j, pre-

dispositions and behavior (North).

Humwan beings do not respond to events, but to their perce,;tioi.s

of events--and the more communist views differ from our own, the wo-re

essential it is to understand the basic nature of this viewing.--that

is, vlews which Pre general, pervasive, and enduring--if ,'e are to

understand correctly any more limited or detailed matters 'Weak 1 nd,

Appenidix D ). Chine.e Communist ways of viewing the world, themselves,

and other, peoples emerge from some 2,500 year3 of history as %ell as

from nearly 50 years of Varxist-Laniniet-MIkolut development. We cannot

study Chinese Couuunlst views of tbe world and Chinese Communist devision-

making and behavior effectively without a profound dppm~ciation of hou

Chinese Communist le1wis are 9ý.ound. It is jjeiteu' chief merit--&nd

much to his credit--that he aimed primarily at Russian uay8 cf vi-L'ig

thingb in his study of the operational code. A similar- a'r.; seems

equally desirable, and equally feasible in principle, for the case of

Chinese Communism, although- there are certain problems peculla- to that

case which need apeolal consideration (Weakland, Appendix D j.

The term ideology has been used in so many different ways arc]

frequently defined so loosely that its usefulness to social scientce
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investigation j3 frequently questioned. Here ,•e use it to denote a

belief system, op a world view, that is, the special ways in which the

Chinese Co;•iminist3 seem 1o vie- the Uwnive-.se, iitan's rele in it, rela-

tionships amirJng rer, the ntturze of r.)an's history, and the pnobibilities

of his futuca., We ,%ould exoect to find clucs to the Chinese conrmunist

belier system in the policical %ritings and s::aecnes of Mco Tse-tung

and hi& colleagtues, in their interpre-at:'.ons -f h.stc)ry,' in their

pol.cies 4W2 pi.,:,iictions eboxi the ftture, i.n their !iter,-a-tre, drama,

arc, motion pictures. thought refonm. techniques, and styles of opera-

Sion.

Studies of Ch~ness Communist belief or ideology presant axnt'ier

re-earch access, and also special prcblems. %'ao Tse-tung and hi. col-

leagues have .;ritten voluminously about their views (f the wollc:., of

,rans roj l iic, of inlheren: contradiction, ani conflicts, and of the

lina of future developments, and yet there cra obstacles to discipilned

re ,,earch.

The idle-1ogy o. the C.C.P. cannot be propewr.y understood apart

from an understanding of the revolution which produced it. Unfor•unately,

onr. cennot azhieve a sense of the revolution or a true undcerstandinm of-

it Fma Mao's works as they stand today. T1'e Salectod Works a%* incom-

plete, and miny of the parts have been re-ed:i.:ed or re-writte,;i c¢vt

th. years (Vinn Slye',?. An example of such cl':eratiois can le Fcund

through a comrnp-scri of Mao's Qrioinal version of "Inrtro,:icing tho

Czmnunist" with the ve.rsion of the .it.me esety ii his fe•.ected Wcrks.

There is a basic ne .A for somra co•,rdini;.ioi arong thoe st:hoars

who are atudyin., Mao Tse-tung And his or1ks--:i .2!L•'ig the many rei-

•Anns rhaZ hve been nodo over the years in n.e basic; tcyts. Eac-i ner
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edition of the flected Work (and of other basic Chinese aommunist

writings) should be com.anred over time (Weaklane).- A central clearing

house would be extremely useful in order to facilitate such coordt.&-

tion (Van Slyke). The modu operandi might be something like this:

Participating scholars with access to original documents would send

them to the central clearing-house to be compared character by char-'-

acter with the .olected Works editions. Differences, changes, and

deletions would all be noted on the prepared text and %ould be printed

in loose-leaf editions and would be returned to the scholar. The

scholar would prepare a signed introduction to the completed text

establishing the importance of the work, analyses changes, and estab-

lished bibliographical credentials.

A move elusive difficulty in studying ideology involves the extent

to which Its proposiZIons correlate--or do not corelate-.-with actual

decision-making and behavior. The distinction drawn by Franz Schurmann

between Nso's "pure theory" and "action-oriented thought" is persuasive.

Certainly the thought of Mao Tse-tung conneta pure ideology (Marxism)

with prectieal pioir m (the Chinese situatiom). But Suzrwm seems

to-have overlooked the tendency-in lMo's thought to escalate toward a

realm of pme theory (Van Slyk$).

,t could be argued-that if (1)--P 'problems) is multipliad by N

(mind conditioned by limwxism-uLninism) the result will be T (thought).-

(2) Efforts to solve P (prblems) lead to E (experience) and (3) gent

alised experience generates thought which /4) leads, in ttwn, to suc-

cessful solutions of problems. But this assumed identity--relationship

4 as derived from 1 or 3--mey be fallacious, since it exchanges depend-

ent variables and independent variables. In Mao's early period it
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seems that thought was viewed as a dependent variable (it grew out of

problem-solving behavior conditioned by Marxism-Leninism) but eventually

it has become an indepenoent variable . The interaction between thought

and problems has greatly dec:eased. This would, mean that Mao's thought

is on its way to becoming a closed system (Van Slyke, Appendix C ).

It seems feasible to suggest a periodization of Mao's thought,__

Up to 1935 pioblems were viewed essentially as indeperdent variables, and

Mao's thought uas pioblem-oziented'and not systematized. Between 1935

and 1942 there w~as a period of interaction and feedback between thought

and problems. This was'a period of general systematization. During

the years 1947-1949 problems were "eessLl• solved by reference to

Chinese thought (decline of Interaction). The more successful the

Chinese were in referring to Nao's thought in problem-solving, the

greater was their predisposition toward referring to thought. Prom

1949 to 1958 (Great Leap Forward) reference to thought was Increasing,

but still somewhat open-ended becaus of ,the variety of new problems

ýsocial, economic, political) encoutered. The finra period seems to

eytend from about 1958 until the present. Solutions of the 1949-1958

period were now seen by Mao as Insufficiently successful. Onsequently,

there was a more literal application of the solutions which had been

successful before 1949. Increasing Irrelevancy was accorded to present

problems (failures) matched by In•ealsn commitment to the thought

of Mao Tse-tung as contalning the solution to all problezas. This

implies a movement of thought away from action toward pure theory.

On the other hand, Mao may never have intended his thought to be

accepted as a specific set of propositions, but rather as a way of

thinking, or as epistemology ,Rue). Initially, at least, his outline
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of the corect way of thinking was from perception to conception to

practice. ?here is also the danger of losing sight of the broder,

more fundamental questions if one pays too much attention to Mao''s

categories. Perhaps all we are findIng out is that as people--including

imao--get older, their thinking often gets mor-_ rigid (Oksenberg). In

any cases as thought becomes move abstract, one would expect more

strains between practice and theory. The rigidity in Mao's thought

ay be on the "meta" level--eolving problems dialectically has become

a prescription rather than a method (Brody). There is also the possi-

bility, however, that we need to distinguish rigidification and eleva-

tion of thought--perhaps the elevation of thought needs simply more

Interpretation and might In fact man more flexibility rather than

rigidifioation. The Sible/Is an example of the elevation of thought

and represents a as Wre as thought becomes elevated, it becomes

malre flexible Ciwnoall).

Clearlyp o's thought has chiwged over time. ]h general, however,

hvn minds tuid to change move slowly than policy statements. The

dioung of sharp distinctim•s between Ideology, thought and action

migh help Indicate.,tust wat it is that changes (Mutcall). In the

current context It Is Important to understad how lmo--•r how his suc-

ceesors--evaluate reality because fto, at least, is more interested in

the evaluation of reality tha in understanding It. It might be inter-

estiqg to pose the following questlon: under what conditions will a

society change Its world view and retain its interpreters or change

the interpreters and save the world view?

However we go about the pcoblem, it sem. evident that Chinese

ideology cannot be separated from the Chinese cultural context. But
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here, too, there are special difficulties.

If ve are on the edge of a new period of Chinose history, then

we cannot assume that the Maoist synthesis %ill remain (Van Blyke).

On the other hand, there may not be any great discontinuities in Chineee

history after the death of Mao (Horth).

There are "pervasive patterns )resent and important in Chinese

culture. We should look for these continuities and not be delud•ed by

superficial changes (Weakland). Also, the environment Itself suggests

certain basic problems and overriding trends with which any (lznese-

government will have to cope--whatever its ideology. Elites cnmnot

long ignore such considerations as growth rates, resource development

figures, and population change. Whatever major challenges come to Oh

surface in the future %ill probably have been present in the Chinese

social scene long before they emerge. They will be there for analysis

-- at least in their germinal formý--if *ecan Identify them (North).-

in many respects the mind Is like a c *uter, but it is programed

in more ways. A part of the programs of individual units which Is widely

,hared is called the "grammae of culture.' The gora-r of a culture

consists of a oontinuum of symbclic elements thza.u• which ego interprets

inputs from the outside envimro nt. Sgo per, ilvos nature, society,

and culture through a symbol str-ture msechanism, and theve is a hiatus

betwmeen perception, 'f reality and reality itself. Different symbol

structures imply different views of the structure of society. Too

-mny of the Chnese studies have been refracted through the symbol

structures of Western observere and not the symbol stmuetures of the

Mhinese themselves. An operational code study must present all of the*

ramifications of mind In the world (Iaknall).
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nature of the Soviet world vlew and gave us the picture of a monolithic

Soviet Politburo. In studying the Chinese world viem, we should be

prepared to analyze the ambiguities and contradictions. We must be

careful to interpret Chinese cognitive structwes and Chinese goals

in their own terms rather than in our own, and we must find how they-

themselves view their actions and also the actions of others in rela-

tion to both their immaediate and their long range ambitions. One of

tde places to begin is with the Chinese language itself.

thLeites operational code is Insufficiently historical (Van Slyke).

The tacit agreements of a culture probably do not change very much over

time (Woaklad),p but that which is tacit may become explicit over time

through conflict (Rue).

7h Chinese world view differs in the western world view in many

significant respects. For centuriest even millenia, China viewed itself

as the hub of the universe, the world's major civilisationp the only

cultre on earh that really msttekd. 2ere was no view of equ•l•ty

in intsematlo relatims. and ottm peoples were viewed as barbarians

twrisbry to Wns.

20eral matters mere viewed so•masat similarly. Satural disasters

weos sm at a aeuti pweW as the bveakdowm of the emperor's Heavenly

)bmdAte. IM 0I"•in c*W of dualilm Is also signifio•antly dif-

ferent from the dlusm of 4e west,-the dualism of good. and evil is

a ,typcally Western dualism uwh forecasts the eventual victory of

good while Chinese dualims have no guarntee that one side or another

will inevitably win out over the other. The Yin-Yang symbol is a hormony

of two opposite forces, and this nay man that there could be significant

differences between the dialectics of tho and those of Mbrx, Hegel, and
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Lenin. There Is a mo.e subjective element in Ciinese culture--more

of an emphasis upon will (Marinali).

The code would be a description of OCinese elite behavior, but

these traditional concerns would be pertinent. There are crucial

dynamic elements affecting whatever-way the mind is "programmed" or

conditioned. ancrea1sng stress may produce psychotic occurrences,

and if the whole culture is effected by these psychotic stresses so

as to change its cultural grammar', revolutionary social change occurs

(Fmncall). We do not have sufficient knowledge about such eational.

and behavioral dynamics within Chinese culture.

Nummsrous sources of data should be tapped--both traditional and

contemporary. Documents are of major Importance. Primary emphasis

must be upon Cilnese. O smmmt statements and upon simple descriptive

statements, about what they do (nesd to limt materials for Intensive

examination) and we mist start fm specifically political materials

and work outwaid to richer oultiarl and pyhlgalcontexte--and

back through trediticuial sources.

We mast not oarao2fe, hovevws, that dootmentesy analysis alone

can explain decisi n-making bavmior. Although we am use various

kinds of data, it s ;qPo t thAt we 9lam to we"0 diffe&nt data

suo*with referenmeto the kftds of questions we ask (Arry). 2here

has bee emopa up= docemmts as desariptive of action and not enough

emphasis upon anthropolitioal/eolologioal Infouimation--both of which

may be more iportant. Stess upon Omfuclan documents cannot reveal

how personal oases of confliat an handled within OCinese culture--to

answer that kind of question we rned to study Chinese legalis• (MswAll).

fhere is a literature which deals with aesthetic history. For

example, art forms and architecture can reveal Interesting things about
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cultural needs and concerns (Brody). It must be re-emphasized, however,

that thark are dangers in using Western aesthetic theories in evaluating

Cdhaese-art forms (Weakland).

7here is plenty of data. Levi-Strauss has a technique for -he

analysis of myths which can be used to analyze world views, but this

kind of structural analysis of the Chinese language has not been done

1-t. The problem is to develop a model with sufficient sophistication

that makes use of all the data available at the present, Clearly, the

operational code includes many "tacit understanding." as well as conscious

agreements. Levi-Strauss shows that a variety of "taciv understandings"

exist in a myth or sot of myths. One way of penetrating the operational

code might be through such tacit-explicit distinctions. It might be

possible, for example, to use this kird of analysis in explaining the

ferocity of Rrd Guard responses. To ignore this distinction amounts

to systematic ignorance of tacit factors (Mancall).

Novels, films, art, interviews, are all rich sources for analysis

-- films, being of particular Importance because they are group products

'(Weekland). Textbooks represent another important source (Doolin).

Mch can be learned about the behavior of a nation state--and much

can be Inferred about its de4ision-making characteristics--by examining

Its geography and demography (Sprout and Sprout, 1962, 287-391); the

ntsabeo of other states with which it primarily interacts and their

characteristic* (Deutsch and Singer, 1964); its bloc or alliance pat-

terns, relations and memberships (Xaplan, 1957); and its dimensions,

e.g., size, economy (developed or underdeveloped), polity (open or
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closed), azid so forth (Rosonau, 1964), populations, resources, and

rates of growth, as comnpared %ith other states

lraditionally, the Chinese Empire viewed itself as the hub of the

universe, the only tr'ue civilization, the only deep culturo, the only

Great P(oer on earth. Por the Chinese there was n• concept of equality

in internatioi-nal relations. There was China, the Middle Kingdom, the

great soverrA.nty, end around its fringe and periphery were lesser

barbarians for whom it w.as a privilege to pay the Empire tribute. A

westerner can scarc:JIy imagine the trauwa which many Chinese must have

suffered when, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

this ancient, prouid a I persisting Image came into collision with the

realities of China's industrial, financial, economic, military ad

poli.tical. impotence.

Yet %he old Image did not entirely disappear. On the contrary,

itarts of it, at least, achieved some acceptance in the West--Krtly,

no doubt, because of Chifat's conskdorable territory and huge population.

During latter phases of World War fI-Mas the defeat of Japan seemed to

be in uight--lresident .losevelt and Ivilm. Dinister Churchill were at

pains to Include Nationalist China as a Great Power along with the

United States, Great Britain, Frane and the Soviet Union. in view of

the unmistakable developments since then in a number of economic and

technological seetors, it would asrwthat the nation's status ad a

Great Power sKould be, clearly "established by now . Yet scholars aid

state,'ien are still puzzled by the problem of "trying ýo-aet appropriate

standaro.N for judging Chinese peformance (Pye, 1966)."

Is the People's Republic a Great 1mwer comparable to the Wnited

St;tcs en' the U.S.S.R., or a second level power such as Great Britain
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and Prance? Or Is it a lesser power than even these? On the basis

of hat criteria can we make a judgment? Is Mainland Cbina today a

modernized state, or is it one of the developing countries like India,

IAndonesa and igypt?

It goes almost without saying that any consideration of contempor-

ary China bn depth involves the development of a society which over the

better part of two milienia or more created one of the great civiliza-

tions of hwmah history. This depth of cultural background cannot be

overlooked. Do we therefore view the People's Republic in terms of

Ch•na's earlier historical continuity and cylioal evolution and per-

ceive current developments as an gence from a period of temporary

confusion and the beginnings of another period of order and stability

under a new "dynasty?" Or do we treat contemporary China as a new

revolutitonary regime tnat has broken entirely from Its earlier history

and Institvttions?

Iwlolph RIsmel's Dimensionality of Nations, Project has defined

and determined asures for most of the major dimensions of variations

of' nations on their attributes. oo•m•Ic development, size, totalltar-

is Aism, density, Catholic culture, domestic conflict, and foreign con-

filet are the larest of these dimesilms. Their measurement enabled

the Dimensionality of Nations Project to determine the ZM 1e of each

nation across the dimensions and to group nations as to their similaritk

In profiles., China is thus located In terom of attribte similarity to

and diesi'ilawity from other nations and it Is possible to specify

what group of nations the People's Republic should be most identified

with on its characteristics (fPtmal, 1967).

During the first half of the 1960's at least three collections

wn categorizations of data about national actors woere ade, each
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concerned with a different set of variables and designed to separate

nations into clusters in terms of certain common characteristics.

Russett, Alker !!t al. (1964) were concerned primarily with demographic

and socio-economic data. Banks and Textor (1963) and Banks and Gregg

(1965) dealt %ith political system characteristicu. Ivanoff (1966)

developed indices of national power.

Significantly, China did not appear similar to the same nations

in any two, let alone all three of these categories (Bobrow, ).967a).

In terms of demographic and socio-economic indicators China ranked

among "traditional civilizations" in the second from the bottom stage

of "political arid economic development." Other states in this category

included Bolivia, India, Haiti and South Vietn.am. With respect to

political system characteristics, the People's Republic emerged as

"centrist" or totalitarian. In this group were Spaln, Powrtugal, all

the Communist states, and some of the authoritarian states among the

developing nations. However, in the national power analysis, China-

appeared among "major international act-s" in the second category

from the top. Other states In this ,g ey Inclnded France, West

Germany, the United XIngdom and Canada.

Within any extensive typology of Comunist States, China clearly

wwrges in a category by itself (Dobrow,.1967a). In terms of moderniza-

tion, China tends to cluster with the least developed and culturally

least Western among the Comumuat states such as North Korea, North

Vietnam, Albania and Outer Nongolia. On the other hand, in terms of

attenuated ties to the Soviet tnion, China resembles Hungary,' Rumania,

Yugoslavia and Albania, but not North Korea, North Vietnam or Outer

Mongolia. Even among nations of the so-called Con=umist Bloc, China

thus emerges as something of an anomaly. WIth respect to national
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power rankLng, however, China was surpassed ori!y by the Soviet Union

among ComuzList sf ates and--as noted_ above-ý-wa.3 clustered with advanced

non-Cam=unist nations of the industrialized 16cst.

There is cnnsiderable evidonce to sugqest that Chinese leaders ar•:

keenly aware of ,incengruities betwee.n the effactiveness of the Pcple's

Republic In certainr spheres of operation and the effectiveners o0 other

Communist--and also non-Commiuaist states. Unrer_ these circumetanceq

".. the Chinese elite fi•d it necessary to seek justif-icaticrs for"

differences in ranik amnng nations and rto mTobilire a -Ayture of polit-

ical loyalty a&d eeoic energy either to reduce or susainr them

(bobrow, 1967a, 3Mi ."

Bobrow (1967a) has hypothesized three p.licy srrategiee that the

Chinese can use to comp*nsate for attributes of the People's Republic

that aoe deficient relative to those or other Communist 3tates. The

leaders can ". * blame the rank differences on strong but not invin-

cible external actors"; they can ". . make the differncef and their

relative uniqueness to the People's Republic a symbol of success rather

Ohn failure"; and they can ". ** make sixseble efforts to maximize

the use of economic resources a• ,nimize demands on th'a. (Bobrow,

1967a, 311-312)," T the exteant the first and third strategies do not

work, bobrcw postulates, the secnd becomes exaggerat1ed :,- nmrortance.

Ilom does China measure in terr.s of suc7h indicators of power as

area, population, and Gross hIatlonoal'rodnct as comparod %ith other

nations?

In area the People's Republic ranks third (9,761,0)2 rqluaze kilo-

met' ,s) after the U'"r (22,'-;, square kilometersý my', Ca'rpda,

wJ -, th: !'ted States in fourt•h place (Ruisset et a&, , 1964, 139).

rie .reaes- .; riaa and the •a4.red •a,•e j are J,"74,375 s,~r•i
o uxet.<ts and 9.,30S,387 square kilometers a; .pOLLUvely.
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There is considerable evidence to remind us, however, that the China"e

Communist leaders--as well as Sun Yat-sen and Odah g Xai-shek, in fact

-- are predisposed to measure the area of the People's Republic against

the -su of territories governed or strongly influenced by the Chinese

Empire at various points in its long history. Thus, there may be more

dissatisfaction over ar"e than the relatively high ranking might, by

itself, lead us to expect,

With respect to population, the People's Republic is clearly the

.o.rld's largest country with well over 700,000 million people (Russett

et al., 1964, s).2 The next three nations in population are India,

the U.S.S.R. and the United States. The annual percentage rate of

increase is calculated to be 2.0, which places China in sixty-fifth

place among the nations (Russett • jl., 1964, 47).3

In terms of capaillity, China's large population is undoubtedly

a mixed bloeing--since some considerable proportion of it are still

minim Ily productive above their own subsistence needs. The distribu-

tion of product-on capabilities inong the Chineoe population is diffi-

cult to assess, but literacy rates offer something of a clue. In per-

centage of populatiLt literate (47.S), China ranks sixty-f ifth--between

Burma and Lebanomn. I.' Inkted Kingdom Is In seventh place (98.5), the

United States in fifteenth,ýace (98.0), and the U.S.S.R. in twenty-,

4third place (9S.0) (Russett st 1., 1964, 222-223).

2Russett gl s the figure 694,200,000 in 1961 with an error range
of 20.0 as ooap&...d with 1.0, 5.9 and 1.2 for India, the U.S.S.R. and
the United States respectively.

3India ranks fifty-fourth (2.2), th• U.S.S.R. seventy-third and
one-half (1.8), and the United States seventy-seven and one-half C1.7).
Kuwalt is fIrst,'15.1) and Sarawak second (5.1).

4Australia and Austria are in first and second places. The precise
rankings of China the United •ingdom and the United States and the
Soviet Union am 7., 15.5, and 23.5 respectively.
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There are special difficultie8s in comparing the G.N.P. 's of

capita3lit and socialist or communist countries because of the dif-

ferences between free market economies and systems •wher3 prices are

nct based on maket forces and also because of differences in account-

ing methods. In terms of G.N.P. China ranks fifth ($46,25G millon)

after the United States ($443,270 million%, the U.S.S.R. ($121,920

million), the United Xincgdom ($61,379 million) and West Germany

($49,906 million). france, Canada, India, Japdn and Italy rank sixth,

seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth (Russeet t al., 1964, 152). 5

Per Oapita G.N.P. offers another clue to the distribution of pro-

ductive capabilities among the Chinese populace. The People's Republic

ranks In one hundred first place in Gross National Product per capita

(73) as compared with %uwait itn first place .2,900), the United States

in second (2,577), the United Xingdom in eleventh (1,189), the U.S.S.R.

In twenty-firt (600). -India and China are about equal in this ranking
(Rm e • t . - 1964,, JSS-156•),s

A third IdIcator of constraint upon the power capacities of the

People's pb c Is sugested by the proportion of C.N.P. at'tributable

to i as compared with I-dustry. In terms of percentage of

gross domestic product originating in agriculture, China ranks in

eighth pLace (4U) after ft.wia, Ugandai Sudan, Tamganyika, Indonesia,

Pakistan ad Ceylon Chssett ja 1964, 173-174). The percentage

'The S rench,.Canadian, Dndlan Japanese and Italian G.N.P.'s are
$41,563 amllion. $32,291 alilons-$28,648 million, $27,844 million and
$2S,003 million respectively. The figure. for China is considered accurate
within f 20% limits.

The precise rankings given for China end India are both 101.5, and
that of the U.S.S.R. 21.5. The figures for the U.S.S.R., China and India
are considered accurate within - 20% lImits.

7The percentaqes for the other nations are '63, 62, 57, 57, 56, 56 and
49 respectively.



for the U.S.S.R, in forty-fifth place, is 22, and fur the United

States, in last place, the pe-mentag'e is 4.8

In many Instances it is probably not a discrepancy of absolute

levels of capability that motivates a nation state to t-y to increase

its power vis-a-vis other states, but a gap in terms of rates of growth.

We might expect a country with high gvomth rates to be more concerned

with differences between itself and a stronger nation state than a country

with a moderate or low growtth rate. In this connection, the anmual

growth rate of G.N.P. per capita for the People's Republic is 5.5%,

which places the country in thirteenth place. Japan (7.6%), Austria

(7.2%), Yugoslavia 1,7.2%) and Rumania (6.9%) rank in the first three

places. The Soviet Union (5.7%) ranIez twelfth--just above China. The

United States (1.8%) is in forty-fourth place (Russett e t ., 1964,

9

These uneven foundations- of power, according to Bobrow "reptosent

reasons for the Chinese elite to locate substitute bases, particularly

in the following t1hme policy strategies; MFast, they oan try to sub-

stitute scale& of achievement relative to obstacles for scales of'

achievement, which Involves them in statements about the Stagnant nature

of pre-CoimwzLat Oli~ma, the Fcoblema Inherent in ChIna' a volume and

the obstacles presented by exteznal asofto. Second, they can try to

compensate for inadequate objective means of mass mobilization by

elaboratinq on the monolithic .control and reliability of those that

exist and by eliminating alternative clannels of communication a'vi

%%e precist- rankings of China, the U.S.S.R. and the United States

are given as 8.5, 45.5, and 74.5 respectively.

9Tht precise ranking of the United States is 44.5.
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foce of loyalty that could affect fheir efficacy. Third, they can

seek leadership by achievement in foreign arnd defense policies %Bobro%,

1967a, 313)."

ntraction Analysis

Whenever two individuals cr interpersonal organizations--includirg

nation states--interact, they have a choice of behaving in a nwaber of

ways: they ran Interact verbally or non-verbally; their behavior can

be essentially affirming or contradicting or damaging; they can nego-

tiate, bargain, pz'oduce a deadlock, or try to coerce; they can compete

in compazative advantage or esbenti•lly zero-sum terms; and they may

act symmetrically or unsymmetrically (Hleider, 1958, 200-207). Nuch

can be learned by measuring and analyzing these and other dimensions

of nation state behavior. This is often called action, or more properly

interaction analysis, as developed by Karl Deutsech, Charler ,MtC.elland,

Rudolph Rwml an others.,

NIo.elland (1965) has alzeady applied some of these techniques to

a study of the Talwan Straits crises, and on the basis of this and

other studies, he has put forward the following recormendat ions: "The

astounding events of the day in China suggest that, for the time be:.ng

and from the standpoint of systematic research and prediction, Minese

behavior should be approached as a heavily stochastic process. I mean

that we ought to be having nom experiments which include some orderly

Chinese external behavior and, some wlWd chance factors as well. Settling-

down will occur, of course, and we should be prepared to take advantage

of the opportunity to trace the beginnings and the development of a new

operational code, %here relations with foreigners and the outside %orld

are concerned. My viewpoint has sharpened on the point that it is
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"largely irrelevant to try to unravel the whole story of the dynamics ,

of intra-mation affairs when the inter-nation phenomena are the main

concern. I agree that basic research and theory on the sensitive

indicators of variation and change for the intro-societal levels should

be attended to, but the matter of ultimate importance is the connection

of this research and theory to external behavior. That is, the selec-

tion of the intra-national indicators should be governed by knoowledge
t

about inter-nation actions and responses. Thus$ I can see two reearch

domains needing extensive development:

1. A comprehensive quantitative re-studying of Chinese external behav-

ior for the period 1949-66 for the purpose of identifying the character

of China as a source of a varying stream of acts directed abroad; all

this fitted to at least three conceptual frames: (a) thejeg e's l

evolving intent to act during the period as registered in the statements

of the, govwrning foreign policy elite (via content analysis of documents)

and according to some classification of Irt.rn•tional situations, (b)

the regime's developing operationsl oode during the period--i.e., a

step back into the national systm's dynam1i*--and,,,(c)a comparison of

China's external behevior agalnst behaviors of other countries--we must

really begin to find out what Is partioulaily Chinese and wat Is gem-

eral or universal.,

2. A comqrehensive quantitative re-study of the external responses

to China's behavior in the period 1949-66. Taking China as a target

of foreign reactions, we need to construct in detail what other nations

have done to China as target--both perceptually and actually. This

particular line of inquiry concerning the response behaviors directed

toward China may have the first priority %here the planning and policy

interest Is uppermost. If we want to establish trends and directions
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of world reaction to the China phenomnon, then the observations must

be continuous and connect a rich record of the past with the current,

unfolding configuration. Ma order to keep up and in order to be able

to project, one needs to be able to show %here, and how the responses

to China's International system outputs fit into the %hole interna-

tional system. The need to build that ability--to deal %ith the whole

system so that parts of the whole can be traced in--is the essence of

my current theory and research activities. The pilot study done in.

the fall shows me the feasibility of keeping account of the whole

international system by drawing inferences and making comparisons by

statistical means from a continuous world event-interaction survey.

I see othis WES project as the mean& of building the international-flow

indicators and as a device for moving step by step into the rich, dif-

ficult, and ambiguous world of, perception and reality of the national

systems and their connected sub-systems.- Tlbsum this up, an important

research task is to• build an empirical and quantitative conf iguration

of Chinaas-target and the firings at that target from abroad and then

to place this configuration In a still larger map cf the total corfigu-

ration of the whole International system. lbe latter keeps shifti.g,

of course, and that Is part of the research 'tak to find the directions

and trad eIn that shiftin (NoClellard, '1967)."

Davis Bobrm suggests that a better understanding of Chinese bar-

gaining behavior could be achieved through a systematic and rigorous

analysis of negotiation pearticipation. "Also, we may have tended to

focus 'overly such on negotiations in which we have been a party or in

which military oonflict was the principle subject matter. I would like

to see a disciplined analysis which draws on Geneva, Warsaw, and Bandung

protocols with important supplements from economic negotiations con-

ducted by Japanese and Canadian representatives (Bobrow, 1967b)."

' f
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There are several different ways of analyzing interactions between
states, such as the "1stavidard marker" system developed by Brody, M4bses, .

Milstein and iadane (1966) and the various type3-of interaction analysis

undertaken by Xarl Deutsch, Rummel, and others.

Within the Dimensionality of Nations Project, as described by

Rudolph J. Rummel (1967), "Some ninety kinds of foreign actions of

nations have been factor analyzed to determine the major kinds of vari-

ance in external behavior. Several dimensions were found and indicators

of the dimensions we defined. This analysis enables Chinese foreign

behavior to be measured on these major dimensions and her behavior tc

be compared with that of other nations. Her forein behavi can

b placed la the context of the international sytm. reover, her

behavioral profile can now be determined and she can now be grouped

with nations acting most like her."

The Dimensionality of Nations Project dyadic studies have a number

of dyads involving china, eeg., Chine--U.S.S.R., China--U.S., U.K.--China,

and so forth. "The analysis of Interaction between the dyads, zuch as

trade, mall, treatles, conflict, 1,0.s, tourists, migrants, and U.N.

voting; and social and geogmphle distances, such as air distance, dis-

tance in political systems, t•aneaction distance, differences in lan-

guage, race,' and zel11ion, etc., has def ined some major dimensions of

interaction bks=e nations. D.O.N. Is now in the process of defining

profiles of dyads on these dimmsions so that the behavior of specific

dyads can be compared. This will enable Chinese behavior towards

specific nations (and vice vers) to be measured and compared w~th

that of other nations (e.g., Prance--U.S.) and with the prevailing

behavior with:i, the system." This represents work completed or almbst

done. Over the next few years, according to Rummel, 'it is planned

to define the behavioral and attribute dimensions at several points
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in time (1955, 1963, 1965, 1960, 1950). Theke cruss-sectional slices

will Pnable me to track the path of change through time of nations

such as Chira on her attributes (e.g., economic developMEnt)', her

foreign behavior (e.g., level of ronflict), and her interaction pat-

terns (e.g., with the U.S.S.R. conflict,. These Vithr cdn then be

compared to yield a dynamic pictutae of change %ithin the system and can

be analyzed tu determine th: basic structural characteristics associated

with behaviora&. change."

What else needs to be done? "!1Wch of my .ork h~s been on nations

in general," Rummel reports, "using aggregato eata. Mhina Ias been

one natiuvi among many a%• although this gives a comparative context

for describing China, it may not be sufficient f(,. a host ol specific

questions abcut decision making, change in political relations with

specific nations like the U.S.S.R.. or predicting policy decisions in

Viet•nm. I think we can help approach answees on these questions by

making more uw. than heretofore of what systematic r..cltivariAte ,am!-

viple regression, canonical analysis, analysis of variance, factor

analysis) methads of analysis we'now have available. Much data on

Chind is ..ying around, unsystematised, but potentially useful in

multivariate analysis. For oxaxuple, SIno-Soviet relations 1945-14C3

can be systematically analysed on trade, aid, conflict, conferences,

visits, treaties, etc., longitudinally us:ng P-factor analysis. Such

an arnalyais would define the major components of chapges in Sino-Sovipt

relations, the years associated tith these changes, and the cLucial

behavioral indztcatora heralding and measuring the change."

tudies of Chinese Communist Decision Processeb

Elite studieu, persorality studies. studies of Chinese ideology,

:,tudies of Chinece tradition and culture, 3tudets ot hainland China's



dimen,.iorm da,,l phli.•.ca.- -i te iIbutu, and nttidies A chinese act Ionrs,

are a1 of somewhat" Iimited VdlUe unles., appi-upri, e, irfluent ial

%driables can 1,e brxmught int'o velationrihip in a systematic rnd con-

trulieA fathicr in tcrnos ,af dynamic deci.sion-•.dvking prc)esses To

%hit e•tert Jo ptrs',)rcd idioeyncrac is override ideology or political

•,di economic dendnds and limitations? jo such idiosyrcracieb- become

ar£Tc or hl! cruCial in high strevs situatiuon? There are other impor-

tai.t jue1.-io-is of th!m natur:., Witnout dloubt, whatever is V.nown about

iggr•'rate elite data"about individual personality factor.ý, about .ideology,

adtt cU t ur:, and about the (hinese People's Republic as a national

,ict -' &•i i6' ei maicr ittention to arzi controlled analysis of a )range

r. intervcnrng 'arziibles in the decision process. Otherise, 'as sug-

9-st•i by Da.is Bobvrow alno- demonstrated by much of the writing about

"-hjind. we run t.he r.:.!k ?f .4rawing premature and possibly false and mis-

l&-,difng ccnelusions Thus, for exemple, "Unless we try to establish

emplricaliy what 'facts' the subjects of analysis do see and %hat might

ýe the conceivable reasonj for their responses to them, we become tempted

to infer, i their responses do not fit %Mte think the 'facts' %arrant,

th-at the subjects are evil, irrational, or stupid to some significant

legree tfobrou, 1967a, 315)."

In fact, if % ignore popular stereotypes and "turn for counsel to

,rdlessional observwrs of Qhinese developmnts over the last decade,"

w,- find a tendency to stress that whereas "the leaders iit Peking have

r,' 'e. midtkes and comnitted numercus follies, they are not madmen, and

they have a earacity to learn (Pye, 1966, -89",."

'this i.s not to assert that attributloiis of Chinese Crnnmunist

• t •uo•dizy .x," irrationality are necessarily invalid. On the conltzary,

, national deci .on -.. aking--part icularly :n situaticns of -tress--
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reveals elements that are not entirely rational. Thus, we may find

that Chinese Communist leaders were "... stupid on a certain occasion,

i-n that they did not manipulate knowledge available to them logically

but were not in states that impaired intellectual performance, e.g.,

emotional or tired states. We may even be ablp tc im.pute stupidity

as an attribute of the elite group if we can observe stupid handling

of information on a series of occasions (Bobro%, 1967a, 3 1 5 )." Or,

similarly we may find that they were highly rational in some situations

and much less rational in others.

The Leites approach Is in the tradition of national character

studies: another word for operational code is value structure. The

total value structure can be broken into two subsets--values about ends

and values about means. Suppcse that there is a stable set of values

uith stable subsets A (values about ends) and B ,,values about means).

une might be able to locate these sets through writings, literature,

documents, and so forth. IM subsets (A and B) are ordered under "nor-

nal" conditions. The order can change from one situation to the next.

The set of all inputs (1) can com fro• my source into the decision-

making unit and lmpige upon the stable, ordered subsets (A and B1,

and thus may chang outputs (0). The set C Is for our purposes the

set of all missing elements (i.e., role structure, plans, capabilities,

audience, constrai•t structure, memory, and the like). These factors

all affect perception of inputs. Feedbacks are a subset of inputs.

The question is--what kinds of knowledge would, w have to have to

implement this model In order to locate the ordered subsets A and B

(Brody)?

Among the thingt we need to kno% are the following: (1) who is

likely to be in the decision-making set and does the makeup of this

set change with a change In the nature of the issue or problem involved?

• .
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2) Ho% do the participating decision-makers internalize subsets A

* and B? ,3) HoW do these individuals relate to other sets of decision-

makers in the past? (4 Do the Chinese have to change decision-makers

in order to change approaches or can the same decision-makers change

approaches to deal with different problems? This is another way of

asking about feedback arrangements within the Chinese Communist decision-

raking structure and about how they %ork (Brody).

With the aid of some such conceptual frameork it should be feas-

ible to study decisions %here some natural controls are involved. A

study of textual changes in Mao's writings can allow us to get into the

"black box"--at least as it has operated over the last decade and a

half (Brody%. Adequate data are available for analyzing communications

and decisions within the bureaucratic stru.nture (Oksenberg), and it

might be potsible to construct a typology of researchable decisions

from the past (Van Slyke).

Against this background, and as su8gested by Bobrow (1967a) there

are ct least three explicit reasons for studying the nature of inter-

verting Chinese elite. decision processes. "First, most acts that the

1chinese take in relation to the international environment have been

reviewed or modified or otherwise affected by the elite. Second, such

study can produce more precis and specific predicti.ons. National

attributes usually leave elitos a large variety of options, selection

from which is affected by what they %ant, know about, and kno% how .to do.

The third reason is that such study provides control for what one might

call 'analytic projection,' that is, the tendency to assume that the

subjects of one's analysis see the same 'facts' as the analyst and

manipulate them in the same way and in the same context A'Bobrow, 1967a,

314-315)."
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There is a majov, d.tficulty in that we ;,M• so little about MCinse

cogni.io-, end 4ts rele-"ion to Chinese '..,r 'guge ard (Chziee ,n-vewbal

behavior,. The problem i% especially acute in view of our heavy depend-

ence--for so much -esearch--upoA, langumage, whether in the original or

"in translation. Given this dependence, 4- would seei. most useful, as

emphasized by Davis Bobro "to xDring psycholinguistic expertise to bear.

have not been able to rind any psycholinguist who combines top-nocch

disciplinary And area skills. If we lack such people, it would seem

vc.ry desirable to attempt to create ther' either through aid-career

retooling or ixnceiitives for graduate training .Bobrow, 1967b)."

A high priority should certainly be placed upon investigations--

within a Chinese cultural ccntext--such as those undertaken by psychol-

ogists %ith respect to cognitive interaction.

Amoig psychologists the .eveloynent of theories about cognitive

interaction are a comparatively recent phenomenon. Heider, in his

pioneering work (1344 and 1946), put forward tihe idea of coqnitive

balance and thus pzovidee an impetus for subeequent contributions by

Newcomb (1953), Cartwright and Hearay J1956), and Ab elson and Rosenberg

(1958). A second model--cognitive dissonance--was doveloped by Festinger

(1957). dand a third model--the congruity model--evmerged frvm the inves-

tigation3 of Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum into the measurement ol cognitive

meaning (Osgoodet al., 1957).

Human beings normally strive for a kind of co:sistency hetueen nat

they kno, or believe and what they do. Granting, however, that consist-

ency is the usual thing, %hat about the exceptions that come to svind

so readily? Seldom, if ever, according to dissonance theory, are they

accepted psychologically as inconsistencies by the pernor. involved.
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"Usually, more or less successful attempts are made to rationalize

them." But human beings are not always successful in rationaii~ing

them or explaining them away, and in such instances the inconsistency

simply continues to exist--and thus gives rise to psychological dis-

comfort. This dissonance suggested to Festinger the following hypo-

theses -Festinger, 1957, 3, 31):

"IWhen dissonance is present, in addition to trying to reduce
it. the person will actively avoid situations and information
whi:!h would likely increase the dissonance.'

"¶iM2 existence of dissonance, being psychologically uncomfort-
able, will motivate the person to try to reduce the dissonance
and achieve con6hnance°"

"Manifestations of the operation of these pressures include
behavior changes, changes in cognition, and circumspect exposure
to qew information and new opinions,"

Disionance almost always ensues after a decision has beei made

betveen tvo or more alternatives, or "after an attempt has been made,

by offering rewards or threatening punishment, to elicit behavior that

is at vaoiance with private opinion (Pestinger, 1957, 261)."

In the congrulty•model cognitive elements are equated with the-

connotative meanings of signso--words, sounds, forms, colors and so

forth--which elicit symbolic processes. A measurement system, the

aemantic differential, Identifies the factorial meaning of a concept

according to its iocation along three dimeslions--Evaluatlon, Potency

and Acti rity--.which are found to be the most salient factors in mean..

.igful judgments in a variety of modern cultures.

This does not assume, however, that two people will agree on whether

'-he stimilus is aood or bad, strong or weak, active or passive; it only

assumes that these factors account for an overwhelming proportion of

!scrnimiiation of variance.

o -
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A major part of thc, bassic, probl~em Is tr, identify w~hich pheniomena

are shared by many, most, or all peoples and which are cultuxre-sp~cific

or peculiar to a given belicEý sy3tem. Tho question has been raised

this way by Chtarles, Os~jood (1966,1), "4~h~t mni (h.: ý,e eypect to be snared

acvro- h,,uwra jqioups int the dotinfri of ~~rn beA.ior? Certainly

rot the ov~ert ciasio f intex'pnrsornal 4iitei, -- v;.r c press'uns

o'rd tc~- st:i cz -t. hii` Ltil' %iv.eS A.r (4 ' e,& r. c.C 'Ps On a

~'~v. ~taxn ct I p 01 f:41ns~.tiA:i'i~i o ~ciculai

Ml,ý pai's--ti.' :'Intnr.1 Uc, obey 3& nc. quIJL fO,'; -Mr~l~ WoetUZ'e

ion "a 1z, h~ one plat'z i-,tt coit-_ it.ri,.-pri::tc in a!otlier

pla--a Th oiý,y lik-ýly constai-t iT tnit. Iowairi ,-,uld seem' to Lo che.

dl.:ensionai stj~ucturz of inter iloz ý thernsclves. Thuý ~e ':1dJ4t expect

al~l humaii groups to dist-ingkt-;h betp!n arsscoiavive an-i cdiS3tvSociditi',e

oittention's (~e.g., betk'een helik v.t hi.nderin :, -etween superardirate

a-id suWxdivhate in-cerxtionm es. between dýnainatinc. and submittingl,

arnd so on,. Tf such a conwnon system of st-ructuz't ot inmo-erpersonaJ ii~tei&-

eti)ts cciulc! b,- demonstrated, then comparisonis acro!L;r jxxups could be

miade in reazonably rigorous and meaningful Udy

Mappl~Le Litorature

Un the afrcovnparyinig diagrcam Michel O'(serberg Luggests a tz y to

mat;-)'ý the n'xisting l~iterature in ithe China field, tiensitizAn 'us

arects %tor'.by ef ýlirther 'e~seanli.

Gn Thie hnr5irnt~l a,*,is -are. li-sied the six pervpet' e WbIch airn

),u, -ýt fiequentJ~i -ndve:1,id1> us'-i to eoialyze 001'tp.ar Qha: his

tri t,1 o)rblemq~ or rý(nciajutj'_y 4noh 61arvie), ()Ie~~~ (chleso
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politics in the modernizing societies), totalitarian (indluding con-

parative conmnr.ism &nd the politics of dictatorships), revolution,

bureaucracy and organi-Lation, and methodology (problems of studyingI

a society at a distance).

The vertical axis lists eleven interrelated and somethat overlap-

ping tLpics which interest political scientists: the environmental

factors vhich shape politics, political socialization, communities,

interest groups, irstitutions, elites, ideology, policy formulation

decisiolh-ruaking), control, communicationa, and basic issues.

Each of these topics can be analyzed from one or more of the per-

r pectives me.ntioned. Any particular publication on Communist China car.

I Slie categorized--or pig.ion-holed--into one or more of the bo"es provirded.

For examv:le, art article comparing religious groups in the U.S.S.R. and

^hina ad-,2s the totalitarian perspective, and deals %ith the topic of

..:nterest groups. C. K. Yang's village study (1959) has as its topic

"conmmnity" but his perspectives include historical, totalitarian,

modernization, and revolution. Skinner's paper on the compliance cycle

i:i originally derivcd from considering China in the light of organiza-

tion theory, but then expands to include problems of social change and

modernization; his topics are control + response and communication (1965).

Fsbuzaann's study (1966) neglects the topics of environment, socializa-

tion, groups, and communications, and does not embrace the "revolutionary'

p.)rspective.

I-aiticular perspectives necessarily lead to a stress upon certain -

topics. For example, a stress upon questions of continuity and change

vends to produce an emphasis upon topics dealing with environment,

iociali-zation, community, groups, elites, and institutions. t7ebing

,_bina as a totdlitarian regime makes us focut upon elite culture, ideology,

S. . . . . . . . _ ÷

Ii
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and control r response.

Looking at each of the topics, in the light of the theoretical

literature concerning these subjects (interest group theory, decision-

making theory, community power structure thuory, etc. . and the theoret-

ical literature on the broad perspectives (theories of revolution,

totalitarianism, the modernization process, etc. ,- one immediately

begins generating the questions about contemporary Chinese politics

which need to be anshered. A few examples suffice:

1. Socialization: On the local level, there are six kinds of leader-

ship groups each with different kinds of socialization experiences--

the old cadres recruited before 1949, the land reform activists %ho

joined Jn 1949, the activists who emerged since 1949, the demobilized

People's Liberation Army members, the elite of the old regime, and the

students trained in the local schools. How did the process of polit-

ical socialization differ for these groups? What conflicts result?

2. Community Studies: Althoigh there is some literature on Chine.,e

comnities, there Is a great methodological problem involved in obtain-

ing data In ttis area., What can be done, through the use of a computer

data-bank, 4s to compile--as completely as possible--socio-economic

profiles on every county in China from 1900 to the present.

3. h•Ee•t ••u2Mt How does interest articulation take place in

Mhina? What latent interest groups-(based on occupation, age, sex,

education, geographic origin, revolutionary experience, etc.) become

manifest? _ How?

4. Institutions: We need to study the functions of various structures

throughout Chinese society, and to study the relationship between insti-

tutions and elites. One might hypothesize, for example, that people

in multi-functionaW institutions rise more quickly thanr those in single-

functional institutions. -Is this true?

I%
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S. "e - We need studies of ho% amorphous social forces impinge

upon particular leaders. This can be done through biographical studies.

Biography car. suggest hot ideology effects behavior. We need a biblio-

graphy ot all speeches made by people with Central Counittee status,

and also a data bank of the career patterns of top party, government,

army, and economic leaders. Eventually, ve might be able to study the

"ladder cf success" in China. We must study career patterns to see the

degree to which there is mobility among institutions (government, party,

army) and among functions. We might also study the tensions resulting

from the under-representation of the geographic areaki previously the

Atrongholds of the Kiomintang.
6. ol9iL Foultion: A series of case studies on the shaping of

particular policies, is needed. Suitable candidates for such studies

are land reform, collectivization, the Great Leap, and the Cultural

Revolution.

7. Wntl: Refer to Lasaell's psyohological notion of deprivation

and inlulgsnce-it is important that we know the psychological implica-

tions of control mechanims (dependeicy,-loyalty, Isolation, and fear).

What types of controls are particularly effective in the Ohinese cul-

tural context?" One typical patt•en of control has been the "campaign

style' of economic development. Another has been the regularized,

bureaucratic "rule of law" style of economic development. What mix

of these two ways of eliciting a response'should the rulers adopt?

8. ýgMLtjonj: We need to study commuications patterns within

the bureaucracy.

9. Lasc JIssu: What are the substantive issues which concern the

Chinese e.Ate? There are four which inmediat•ly come to mind: treat-

ment of China's past, strategies for economic development, zoning of
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power and authority, and priorities to be assigned among goals among

the partyte multi-goal program.
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organization theory; conflict theories; bargaining theory (kClucling

al1lance and coalition theory); Influence and pmer theory; aommu.ca-ý

tion theory; Information theory; modernisation theory; theory of ideology;

small group theory; theories of mass behavior; coercion theory (including

work 'on "coercive persuasion"); and the theory of cognitive dissonance

(Robinson, Appendix D ). Mainland China, its domestic politics and its

Interact".oua wlt'a* other countries should provide an Important laboratory

for the application of such apploaches. The problem is to put the

theoretical orientations at the disposal of China specialists, or bring

Chinese problm and &ta to the attention of social science theore-

ticiens and investigatos oz'--pweferably-to do both. In order to bring

wide varieties of data Into focus, however, and to."achieve some relevance

from competing approaches, and to faciltate theory development and

testing, we need a basic, vne oar less unfied hotel.

°j
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TOWARD A UNIFI NM)EL

Traditional and Beha% Joral Reserch,

This part of the report %.ill suggest general outlines for develop-

znent of a unified model to facilitate studying the domestic and external

policies and behavior of the People's Republic In a systematic fashion.

lhe intent is to suggest a construct which %ill provide a focut4 for

relevant research; which will help to relate a vide, range of distinct

research undertakingb in a meaningful way; which has the possibility

of helping to Integrate "traditional", political analysis and the so-called

"behavioral" approach.

The never techniques and conceptual framevorks have emerged so

feast that few attempts have bee" made to relate them to the vast amounts

of data produced over generations by move traditional sohi-arship.

Problems in the Oiina field offer a rare opportunity for bringing the

older and newer styles of research Into a recipmoally supportive rela-

tionship. As' suggested by Immss ftbineom, the older approaches have

much to offer which we caumt afford to lse OiWh of. they preseint

both a challenge to and a crosi chek oni newer behavioral techniques

and conceptual frameworks (tlobnson, 1966b).

Even within the behavioral cam Itself there are difficulties.

A multitude of theoretical. approaches have been developed, but only a

few build on the %ork that has come before. "there seams to be a dual

compartmsntallsatlon--of theory twom theory and method from method,

on the one band and theoryfrom method, an the other. Ths, too# Is
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probably a product of the speed and richness of progress in the recent

period, but it must be rectified before approaches become schools and

schools find traoitions to defend. New combinations of theory and

method must be tried out: let us, for instance, marry systems analysis

to simulation and tpower politicst to game theory. We may obtain some

bastard offspring but perhaps a genius or two %ill also emerge

(Robinson, 1966a)."

CoiUration and Ca&abilit
Many of the policies and activities of a nation state can be

accounted for in terms of its capabilities, relative to other states,

and to its position within the international configuration. Other

aspects of policy and behavior must be explained in social, psycho-

logical or political terms. This section of the report tries to link

policies and behavior with both types of data In a consistent model.

A great deal can be inferred about a nation state, its policies

and its behavior by examInIn aggregate dava--thrugh time--with respect

to its area, populatlon, pgoductivity and other capabilities as CO-

pared to the capabilities of othae sttes. It is often these considera-

tions, ••1-ch detarmIne the ettin in which a state must operate and

which cont• In its activit•es Ino m dInections and provide it with

Important options I, other directions. The following propositions are

suggestive .

1. SUccsful maintnane of tha political system requires on the part

of the leaders balancing of demands and supports from the environ-

ment--including demands and cupports from their own popu.lace and

also demands and aupports from other nation, states. National

leaders try to naximixe their possibilities for maintaining office

/-
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by meeting enough of these external and Internal demands to Inaue

a balance of supports. If such demads should greatly exceed the

level of support, the leadership runs the risk of losing its posi-

tion. Normally, the security and survival of the state ever•ide

all other public values in the minds of the national leaders.

However, nations often differ markedly in the mans they use in

pursuit of these basic ends.

a, To what exteut do these fundamental goals seem t account

for the decisions, of the Chimnes Communist leadership at any

given time?

b. What values, if any, might be expected to override the urge

for survival, that is, can we identify any goal, ideological

or otherwise, w;hich the Chiznese Chmmmnist leadership would

consider more import-ant than preservation of the basic secu-

rity, sovereignty and well-being ot the People's lepubct?

2. For a nation state to achieve its basic security and survival

goals at a ainimal level is. not suftiient for stability or opera-

tional effectivenes. SW wide thWe margin of resources, con-

sensual domestic order ond coheilvenss, and national productivity,

the highe the pwobability of survival.

s. UcV uwieare the Chinese Coiidt margins at any given time?

b. To whet extent can decisions of the aaIrese Politburo be

acor'inted for at arT" particular time iIn these terms?

a. Can the minim~al level. for reasoniably assured Chinese stabil-

Ity be calculated In objective, quantif1s tems, and if so,

how doeso the actual level of Chinese operation compare With

th*'s reaconable level?
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3. lh pursuing these fundamental national interests the, leaders of

a strong nation frequently try to achieve and maintain external

capabilities greater than those of any other state in the system

--ftalthough again there are marked differences in the means which

diff•r•nt nations prefer and rely upon. Their efforts are con-

strained$ hosever, by domestic needs and by liuitationj on the

amount of the state's resources and on its ability to use those

fe'cowcez. Historically# the two, three, four or five most power-

ful nation states in the world system have frequently found them-

"elves In close, sometimes bitter competition for optimal Influ-

ence, drawing heavily on domestic resources.

a. To what extent does the Chinese, Comwnst leadership aspire

to wwnd primaay for the People's Republic?

.. b. b the extw* that they do so aspide, in what vays do such

Spietiast influence domesti. and fsoreign •policy decisions?

a. Wht te oWre tom sdata o' the policies end activities

oftthe ftuime Cm ~si leuiership*

4. 2e no maO essf"f th lea4ers of a nation state balance demands

and suppofts froM the eWiU me*-mt.inudirg demands and supports

from theoir am populace aW also desand and supports from other

ration states, the hblow the probability of survival. National

leaders try to mnax se their possibilities for' maintaining office

by neeting eough of these externl and internal demands to insure

a balanci of suppovts. Zf soh damnds should greatly exceec the

level of support, the leadership rnos the risk of losing its posi-

tIon.
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a. What are the major domestic and external demands and sup-

ports and how do they balance out at any given time for the

Chinese Oommunist leadership?

b. To what extent can Chinese Com•unist decision-making be

accounted for in terns of efforts on the part of the leader-

ship to maintain the level of support at least somehat In

excess of the level of demands?

c. -,o what extent can the external behavdor of the Chinese Cm-

murList leadership be accounted for in terms of domestic

demands?

S. If :he ability of a state--through its leaders--to manage, control

or ý:onstrain its external or internal environments (or both) falls

be!.w a certain threi.hold, there is likely to be a change in the

leaiership. Or, if this capability falls too low, below an even

mora critical threahold, there is likely to be a revolution.

a. What consideiations might be identified as defining these

two thresholds, and how mich of the definition derives from

the external environment, ho maih from the domestic?

b. What are the princIple man employed by the regime to manage,

constrain or control the external environment? What alterna-

tive mean exist?

c. What are the principle means ,employed by the regime to manage,

constrain or control the domestic environment? What alterna-

tive means exist?

14



algcawuites or Discrepancies and their Potential DnMic

6. An Incongruity or discrepancy between the actual external condi-

tion of a nation state and its preferred external condition gives

rise to dissatisfaction, or tension. Such dissatisfaction or

tension, in turn, impels on the part of the leadership the selec-

tion of some activity calculated to alter the environment to one

degree or another and thus reduce or eliminate the discrepancy

and dissatisfaction. The discrepancy may be registered in absolute

terms or also. when one state is measuring itself against another

state, In differential rates of growth or other change.

a. How would one most accurately and efficiently Identify the

external conditions preferred by Chinese Communist leaders?

b. How would one moat accurately and efficiently measure the

difference between the extenal. conditions p-eferred by the

regime and the actual external conditions?

c. H=w do these preferred eeternal coiditions relate to the

off •i-holding threshold and the revolution threshold cited

In Proposition S? -Ar. they "oapatible or at least partially

In conflict?

7. Similsary 1 an .ncongrulty or discrepancy between the actual dom-

estic cndition of the nation state and the preferred internal

condition gives rise to dissatisfaction or tension, and the selec-

tion of some activity calculated to alter the domestic environment

and thus reduce or eliminate the discrepancy and dissatisfaction.

a. •iow would one most accurately and efficiently identify the

domestic conditions preferred by the Chnese Communist leaders?

b. How would one most accurately and efficiently measure the dif-

ference between the domestic conditions preferred by the regime

and the actual domestic conditions?



¶ c. How do these preferred domestic conditions relate to the

office-holding threshold and the revolution threshold cited

inProposition S?

d. How do these preferred 'domestic conditions relate to the

actual external conditions and also tLo the exteZ'fl condi-

tions preferred by the regimie? Are they compatible, partially

in conflict, or mutually exclusive?
8. Oftan, however, the leaders must choose between the allocation of

ene-gy and resources to the reduction of discrepancies emerging

fron the extexnal env•ronment and those emerging fwm the domestic

env ironment. Frequently this type of problem Is referred to Ir,

terias of, a choice between "guns and butter."

a. To what extent have Chinese C nist leaders found themselves

confronted by this type of choice? Uh what spheres of policy

have the choice& had to be made?

b. Is it possible to sake generlisat.ins about the way Chinese

Communist leaders have made this type of choice? To %hat

extent have they undertaken oeftain foreign policies at the

expense of Important domestic policies, or vice versa?

C. Is It possible to dmenify the basic values or ,gos that

have shaped Chinese ommiani.t choices?

9. The capabilities of a state derive, fro Its location, area and

natlivol resources; its population; levels of technology, industry

and production; trade; and amitay strength or potential. T

contributton of population numbers depends, however, upon the

abi:.ty of the people to produce mo-e than they consuee.

a. What ave the operating capabilities (and the potential capabil-

ities) of the People's Republic objectively measured in terme
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of abSOILte 3evels and a&so in teimps of rates of g~roth or

other chunge?

b. How; do these capabilities compare •ith the capabilities of

neiqborirg state.; and of major pooers?

c. To %lita erter.t dols thf Chinese populatirn c3ntribute ":o

Minese capabilities, and to %hat extent is it a const::-aint

oT hi.dOzance? .a% will the 4Aplicaticns of population

chwngg with changes in technology?

10. EabCh addidoria.. ircremint of population in a state constitu'..es

an addition-al demand upon the resources of that state. This means

that in ordor tc contribute to the capabilities of a stav.!, a

givcn incmement cf population must produce creative enerqges

beyc-nd the value of the zesources these additioral peopli consuze.

Thus, a large ropulation erhances the power of a stat, zo -the

extent that a substantial part of the people are producti%-e we.ll

beyond their ofn subsistence requniraen"es.

a. fow are plodu•l-ve capabilities dist•ikutee among th? ,ii:,e

populace?

b. What are the retes of change in these disterbution., and

whet ave fqmoe rates of change likely to be?

c. What effects *LU these rates of change in distribation Lave

on the future capabilities of the People'. Republic?

1.. A nation state can also seek to Increase its cardbiliti~is by allying

with another state. In selecting this strategy the I..adership

of a state %Ill try to obtain alliance partners that will piovv:-,1

maximal b-c.--igth In return :or minimal return ccncess; on or pe y-

rent, rias of dcr-i.wtion or other cost.

1'
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a. Wtat hc, been the alliance pattern and strategy of the

People's Republic since 1950?

b. To di~at extent have various capabilities of the People's

Republic been enhanced (or constrained or diminished) by

these allia:ice patterns and strategies?

c. What uas the effect upon Chinese Communist capabilities of

the alllitnce wich the Soviet UnLion, and %hat has been the

effect of the straining of that alliance?

d. What is the balance sheet of Chi4nese Co•aiunist gains and

concesaionp or costs emerging from their alliance strategy?

1?. Depending upoi naticnal history and culture, upon their assessment

of :hie Internetional system of which their country is a part, and

up3,, their assessnents of their country's own relative capabilities

and other attributes, the leaders of a nation state will tend to

pursue some general s•traftgy of operation in order to achieve or

app'-.oximte thei:, goals. State strategies often differ consider-

ab•y, two nations employing qItse distbict meaen for pursuing the

same or sinilar gals.

a. What characterizes the strategy of operation employed by the

People's hmpubLIc:s1nce 1950?

b. Prom their strategy (or strategies), what can we Infer about

their assessments of theli country's capabilities and other

attributes relative to the capabilities and other attributes

of neighboring states and of various other states?

C. Frow thc•r strategy (or strategies), %hat can we Infer about

their assessments of the Lnternational system?

d. T3 *haft extent do Chinese Comaunist assessments appear con-

gruent or incongruent with realities as jerceived and ,teasured

by the outside observer?
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13. XIt has been noted frequently that now noticns--including the

United States in the early nineteenth century--tend to focus

upon their o%n internal economic and technological growtix and

upon problems of nation building and to avoid "entangling alli-

ances" abroad. The predisposition is to iAad maintainirg a military

establishment designed for minimal protection against cutsaide

atttck and for strengthening a acnse of order and cohesion a:

howc. Zncofar as such nations tend to get involved in %ar t•hey

are likely to be defenders rather than aggressors--except that

they frequently take initiatives in order to adjust or extend

uncertain sectors of their boundaries or to reestablish control

over territory %hich the leaders feel hab been alienated, from the

national sovereignty.

a. lb what extent does the People's Republic appear to have

operated according to this style since 1950?

b. lb the extent that the People's Republic appears to have

operated according to this style, in %hat ways can we acount

for this type of behavlor?

14. Another oategory of nation state is illustrated by sodern a•,•den

which, while miaintain mall but wall-trained army, tries to

control i'ts externa ie internal environments through diplomacy.

trade and domestic growth in terms of specialized skills and care-

fully chosen concentrations of effort. Often the Vlicy of :his

category of state--%1th respect to international affairs--is to

seek comparative advantage relations with other states rathez-than

to rely on intense or hostile competition, thweat, coercion or

armed f•rce.

' t'a
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a. To, %hat extent, if any, has the People's Republic depended

upon this style of operation?

D. To ,.hatever extent the People's Republic has employed this

style of oikcation, in what spheres of activity have the

operations taken place, and with what countries?

C. To the extent that this style has been employed, in what

vayg can .-;e best account for it?

15. A third ctegory of nation state tries to avoid "entangling alli-

ances" and .ilitary involvement In the world arena, but uses every

capability at its comuand--including military force--to compete

against other nations and gain advantage on a local or regional

level.

a. To what extent cm the People's Republic be said to fall

into this category?

b. TO whatever extent it doe*, In what sphers• of activity and

with what countries has it Carred out the two contrasting

styles of operation?

C. To whatever extent the People's Republic operates In this

style, how can we best account for such behavior?

16. A fourth category of state comprises those that are not yet Great

Poweral, but which display stong economic and Industrial growth,

dominate regio-ally,- apine to 0 eat Power status, and tend already

to behave in ways that are characteristic of Geat Powers. Japan

and the United States seem to have fitted into this category around

the last turn of century--although the t-o countries used quite

diffýrent meth(ds in pursuit of their goals.

a. Tb what extent does the People's Republic appearz to fall into

thic category?
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b. On the basis of what particular behavior or inferred goals

can It be said that the People's Republic appears to belong

at least partially in this category?

ce 21o the extent that the People's Republic appears to operate

like a state aspird'.g to Geat Power siatus, how can we best

account for this style and pattern of behavior?

17. Great ftwers norma ly try to achieve and maintain external capa-

bilities at least equal to if not greater than those of any other

state In the system--although their methods and styles of oper*-

tior differ notably. They frequently maintain powerful military

establi•hments; they tend to become involved in International

politics in many parts of the globe; often they assert a sense of

responsibility for keeping the Inteonational peace and protecting

the righte and security of lesser powers• U which they have an

Interest. in the ntemporary context Geat Powers frequently

employ elaborate infasmation or propegenda apperati, trade and

aid peogam, and voarous subversive and other interventions In

attempts to influence or cont"o other states and thus to enhance

contiol or influenceover:the international environment.

lessoe, states, however, and In spite of thei greater resources,

Great ?were are also constrained by their liaitations and domestic

requirements. Znl efforts to constrain, Influenc or control their

external environments, therefore, they not only try to max4im

their osn individual strength, but also tend to seek alliances.

The characteristics and behaviors of these alliances depend to a

large extnnt upor the characteristics of the various nation states

in the system and especially upon their relative capabilities.

Alliance formation may also be strongly affected by grievances--



as vhen one state has increased its territory at the expense of

another.

a. gre there any usegul criteria for distinguishine5i Great

Power from a state that Is strong, but not a Great Power?

b. Insofar as it is possible to distinguish, does the People's

Republic appear to be a Great Power, or"nearly a Great Power?

C.0 Does the People's Republic behave in ways that are commonly

thought to be characteristic of Great Powers, and if It does,

how can we best account for such behavior?

d. If the People's Republic is not a Great Power, is it likely

to become one, and If so, when?

18. The strongest nation state tends to measure Itself against the

seccnd strongest rAtion state--often in tmers of comparative rates

of 9vowth. Because of Its position, the strongest state often"

feels compelled to defend the sota , and this Inclination

1s likely to oontribute to Its Involvemnnt In "police actions"

and wars agaiist dissatisfied nations aggressively in search of

a now order.

a. To what extent does this appear to be an accurate and useful

assertion?

be If It Is not an accurate assertlon, on what basis Is it not?

Now could It b., -e-stated?

c. 2b the extent Oat this statement is accurate and useful,

and if we asstie for the tim being that the fin. States

In the strongest notion and the Soviet Union is the second

strongest, what, if any, are the implications for China?

Are the Implications different if we assume that the Soviet

Union is the strongest nation and the United Sta.es is the

second strngest?

t'
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d. What are the implications for the United States and the

Soviet Union-if the Peoplets Republic becomes significantly

stronger?

e. What are the iJmplications for the United States and the

Soviet Union if the People's Republic becomes significanrly

weaker or even collapses?

19. The second strongest nation state tende to measure itself against

4 the strongest and against the third strongest. In some config-

urations the second stxs.est nation state may be a candidate

for the role of dissatisfied and aggressive challenger of the

a. To what extent does thut appear to be an accurate and useful

assertion?

b. To the extent that this assertion is accurate, and I,- we

""assus that the United States is the strongest nation, the

Soviet Union is second strongestp and Japan is third strongest,

what implications, if any, does this have foar China? Do t

VImplcations change If we change the rank order assumptions,

and If so, in what ways?

20. Other nation states tend to measure themselves, at lea~it hypothet-

ioally, against the strongest nation state, but nwwr iunediately

against both the state that Is next stronger and the one that is

next weakev.

a. To what extent does this appear to be a- -ocurate and useful

assertior?

b. If it is 4ccurate, to what extent do CMirese Coimunist leaders

moasure their country against the United States?

C. If Great 13ritain .s the neyt stronger country after Commuruist
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China and West Germany is the next weaker, what are the Impli-

cations for the People's Republic?

d. How different would the implications be if Japan %ere the

next stronger? Or the next weaker?

An Indication 2f Dissatisfaction or &sIon

21. Thus, an increment of lessening of the differences between the

capacity of the strongest power in a system and the second strong-

est power in the same rystes may s.me as an incremntal indicator

of tenaion or diseatisfaction In the strongest power.

a. To what extent does this appear to be an accurate eM useful

assertion?

b. If it is accurate, and if the strongest and ,second strongest

powers ae the United States and the Soviet UnIon, what are

the Implications for thm People's Rpublic and Its relations

with the other two couwtwies?

22. On the other hand, an h increase in the difference

between the capacity of tbe stmaonst power In the system and

the second stongest ower In the unes system may serve asoan

inreetal Indicator Af distaator tension In the second

strongest powIe. In either eks, thm potential dynamic Is to a

oonsldeweble degree generated by cbengss Cand rates of change)

in dIfference rather th•n•by absolute &muntse

a. To what extent does this appear to be an accura•te and use-

ful assertion?

b. If it is accurate, and if the strongest aA second strongest

powers are the United States and the Soviet Union,, what ae

the Implications for the People's Republic and its relations



with the other two countries?

23. Di general, the widening of the difference in capability between

a give" nation state and the next n power and the lessening

of the difference in capability between a nation state and the

next 22 power give rise to dissatisfaction or tension in that

natit a state. However, if the difference in capability (or rates

of growth) Is too geat, or if the functional distance between tle.

two nations is too great, or if the strategy of the states is not

to compete for dominance, the likelihood of the generation of dis-

satisfaction or tension will decrease. [it should be noted that

there are many other possible sources of tension for a nation

state. The postulation here is that for states involved in cos-

petitive relationships, these differences are likely to become

ftjor tension sources.]

a. To what extent Is this an accurate and useful statement?'

b. - the extent that it io accurates What are its iplications

for the People's ktPiuli In Its relations with the next

stramu' 1 d weam Doti=. States?

a. Ki8eODGaslly, Wo wt degree ca fts behavior of China be

ex0laied In tiese Owns?

24. esion am also be geeeted hruh a direct provocation--as

when iou st"ate inreases its teritory at the expense of another.

3 such an Instance, we migh expect tension to be generated even

though the aggrieved state succeede in achieving overaLl cpa-

bility superior to the capability of the state that had deprived

It of its tenritory.

a. To what extent, histor•ioally, can the external behavior of

China be explained In tems of provocations (and Chinese

capabilitias at the tim of such provocation)?
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b. To what extent can current policies and behaviors of the

People's Republic be explained in terms of recent provoca-

tions or recollections of provocations in the past?

c. iagjinst the background of past provocations, what are tha

implications of increased Chinese capabilit.Lee since 19507

25. In order to challenge and overtake a stronger power or in order

to defend its position against an encroaching weaker powers a

nation state may tudertake any one of a number of strategies or

a combination of two or move such strategies. For the Post part,

thcs3 stracegies iiviolve increasing the capabilities of the state,

or reallocating resources from one category of capability to

arnthiet.

a. To what extent can Chinese Communist behavior since 1950 be

accounted for in these tems?

b. 3nsofar as Chlnese ,COmust behavior can be accounted for

An these trms, what strategy ormtombination of strategies

has the People's epublic e..ied upon?

26. More specIfioallys, a nation Statean m Increase its capabilities

through intermalýgrixwt (population growth or a growth in produc-

tivity); through trade; 0%rough acquisition-of territory and popu-

lation by conquest, purchase, discovery or preemption; through

Increase of its military capabilities; through alliances; or

through a combination of these developents,

a. Specifically, which of these strategies, or what combi•atIon

of th3se strategies has the Peoplets Republic relied upon?

b. In mror detall, what means has the Peop.e's Republic used

in atterupting to carry out its major strategies?

c. If the People's Republic has tried to inplement a combination

of strategles, shat has been the relative emphasis placed



upon th"em?

27. As indicated above, however, an increase in population means aor

Increase in consumption and an increds&. in demands upon the

resources and national product of rhe state. These are subsist-

sam. riquirements. Beyond the•, the productive potentials of a

popoUtIoa may require additional raw materials and markets it

their productlon potential Is to be realized. Thus, increases

In population and Increases in prductivity may, whle contribut,

Jag to the capacity of the nation, also raise additional demands

for Increasing national control over or influence within the

interntational environment.

a. Sa are pooductiLv• capabilities distributed amng the Chinese

populace?

b. 2R balance, has the C1ns popultation enhanuced or constrained

the capabil.tle of the feopleas Ampublic?

e. 4vw p•JoectlaS of' VbaiMe VDoplation gumth and rates of

*eomale teetl~ogalk and edlatleAnl change, are Chinese

SaV e to Inrease or decrease over

a* Soft 60de0 so at gh" Mte?

i*. o lit U *t thets pod of a state, hether or not It

U pit of a oansoaaNr cnelved polcy, may lead--indeed, if

It Is suficiently vigwous, iS allost certain to lead--toward in

Increse In eth exteml aecivitiee of the state and a disturbance

in the International equilibriua.

a. In what ways has Intearal growth--popolation, oconomic, tech.,

nological, educationaJL-atfeeted the behavior of the People#s

Republic?

b. In view of probable rate. of grc.,w.h in China, it, ,,ther cou,.tries

ot Asia., and in major work' prer-, ovc• copin9g -,'WJj*, In



what way6 are the inrternational systemn and its contig1JritiOn1s

likely to be altered?

StrEteales for nhaencing Capabilities, fluence nd: Control

29. In genezal, a nation state is no stronger t."an its basic capabil-

ities (area, resources, population, level o7 iiroductlvity, and so

forth). However, its military and political powor can sometimes

be errhnced by drastic reallocation of re*3, 'cc(.&-7recdter inv•st-

ment in heavy industry and nilltdry equipment at the expense of ,

consumlr goods, ior example.

A. To what wxtent has the People's Republic va%,t to enhance

its capabilities in this way?

b. Znsofar es the ,People's Republic has attempted such retloa-

tions, what has been the outcome, and what m the .iaplilat0ions

for the future?

30. IbMh various conaiOltIon sqqem thatthe do lmt tinl system

is albys tn a moe oat leow dyma wmition with states oontlnu-

ally testing each other's t Atise aid displaying giseat lability

of temelons In their rlass"W ith oe mter.

a. If this is a i.aama .y accurate assertion, so way expect the

Iateractional system--in view of differential population

growths and differential rates of economic and technological

Change--to undergo spectacular alterations betwee now and

the turn of the centur/. 2b what extent can we foreem the

shape of thkws tn come, and what are the implications for

international atfairs?

b- What are the possibilities, in thesf, chasg!ng rirct,'nstances.

for achieving and maintaining' a rol.tively viable #uid securc

international equilibrium? 4
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31. In these terei-, %e miaht postuliate thar the hiyi-a t.,c.Ve 1-ccsion

betweem two states, the jreater the poobability that each oi them

wi choose a military strategy and the gqeiter the probability

of aw•ed conflict between them.

a. To what extent Cdn Chinese Communist poýIci(vs d ndactivitit.

be accotinted for in these terms?

b. What would be some of the major, constrdint od oiyivg tat

operation of this pe'opeition?

32. The lower the tension between one state and another stc-e--crmnpared

with the tensiion between either of these stees &;-•, a third statc

-- the greater the po:$sibility of alliance Letmeen the4e tco *tatei,

aV Can (hinese Comuwst allance patterns be accounted for ii

these termss?

b, Given their respective capabilities and tepaiý,n prof iIt,

what sew to be the prpoýb e future alU.Orncc patterns of tb'

PeOOPU 5epub•og, t2% U.SS.R. an the United States--par

ticualery "s nuclear tscinloWy Is-furth-u r cevelop*'d?

33. As a Mn~at state Inaroses Its capabilities relative tu the copA-

bltitles of the niext stwoos powers, •ts tensions vis-a-vii the

stmnsr poawr t &IUeema purovided the trene contizueS and the

stironge8 power is vot perelved by the weaker pa•er as p, -parivj

counter memsumes. .ut as Not 3S, belos.

a. Does the case of'th Peoope' Reptiblie provide evidence?

b. Mhet are the probable, cspabity -and te~rslzsoi tt~ndsIe n T"5id?

3,'. However. as a eaker nation increases its st.engt; vb--a- iu a

stronger natinn, the tensivn of ':he st:rongor nat)on is likely to

Itcrease, and it-, lca(ership, in turn, qtlU f.i th'p need of

increa3irg capab.'. ýties through growth or t -,tfn .-he .-. c

tion of mmources, or the achievement of niev alli'a or all three.



With each iricremernt oi Lctength gairned by the rtronyer ndtion,

he'cever, the ten.vior increases agairn for the weaker nation, %hich

now feels Latler compulsion to undertake additional efforts.

a. To .ha( extent can the relationships ok the People's Republic V
with other nation states be sccounted for in these terms?

bý In these terms, what are the probable trends in Asia?

c. Wtat are the probable world trend's?

3S. As thc gap between the capabilities of a weaker power and the

next stronger power ýespedaliy if it is the strongest power)

narrows bel.ow a certain th1ah&ld, the overtaking power may suffer

anx:,zt,. inverse to the rate of change In the closing of the gap.

'hin means that the tension suffered by the stronger power is

matched by the anxiety of the weaker pow•r.

a. If we accept West Grmany S the next stronger power, does

this proposition saw to hold?

b. It se accept Moocs s the next srtmoger power, does this

proposition sem to hold?

c. Does, this genemsl proposition ee to hold ith respcet to

the relations of the People'es lpublic with the US.S.R. or

the U•ited States?

d. To the extent that the proposition does not hold sapirically,

can It be re-statied to' acount for some significant part of

Chinese Cuomunist behavior?

.,6. The na?'rowe& the gap-- below a certain threshold--between the capa-

bilities of a weaker power and the next stronger po.er (especially

if it Is tne strongest poitr), or between an aspiring Great ower

und tht Ln* or two strongest Great P-wers, th.l greater the anxie.

of the weaker power; tie greeter the tenvior of the stroi0 :r power;

the gclatez the tendency of the stronger pover to take cointer
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measures; the greater the tendency of the lesser power to over-

estimate the counter detivitles taken bý the stronger po.er acn

the generation of a tciprocating prdisposition on the part of

the stronger power); the greater the tenadenuy for ciovarcez to

be •emembere and made salienti the greater the tendency for the

materi•l competition to be thus augmented by psychological con-

flict; the greater the tendency toward exchanges of threat and

counter-threat; and the higher the probability that; an "i!cident'

or provocation %ill p'•eipitate a crisis..

a. Tb what extent dces this set of propos3tionA seem to account

for some significant part of the policies and activities ef

the People's Republic?

b. Can the *at of propositions be re-stated to account more

.* effectively for a significant portion of the policies and

activities of the People's Republic?

37. NHrsh&lllng its capabilities, pursuing its goals and interactint

with othW Countries, a ration state may carry out its scrategiet

-and pensive end respond to the strategies of others--targely

In oomparative advWatge, non-sero sum terms; or In essentially

zero sum tm; or in nom oiabiation of these two distinct

styles.

a. 7b what extent do the leaders of the People's Republic sew,•

to have operated in one or another of these styles?

b. How can tendencies toward one or another or ail three of

these styles be analyred in a systematic and controlled

36. i�i ,rimral, the hbghur the tenaion felt b$. -%e leaders of a n.At~ov

state t.and aiac, in nuany tnstances, by the popultace), tie stronqer

*r
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the tendency towg 'd operating In ?s5ý.etitlJy zero sum terms, at

least in respa)nse to those countries which are perceived by the

lea&'cpship as Antagonictic..

d. Tb what extent does a tera3ency tL,iid a ze-o sun. style of

operation correlate, empirically, v I th t-Is Ing t-n.siori?

be As the People'vs Republic interacts with other statew, to

whet extent, empirically, do rising levels of tenusion .nd

zero sum styies of response lead, empirically, into a reac-

tion or £Rich-rdson process of reciprocal, spiralling tension

4nd essentially zero sum styles of operation on higher and

higher levels of hostile competition, threats attempted coer-

cion and possibly violence?

Up to this point ue have been suggesting ways in which -a significant.

part of Chinese Co'unnist policles and behaviors can be accounted far

in terms of the capabiliteos of the People's Republic, In terms of its

position within the objective oonfiguretion of the international system,

and in terms of basic national scurity a• sd e level of control or

influence over its domestic and extervol environments optiaail for

national suwvival as a major purpose or pal. We have had little or

Wothin, to say about Chinese history, the Chinese .Oomunist decision-

making processes, or MVaxist-UamInIst-1molst Ideology. The problem

you is to lInk these conrisderetions of capability, ranking, and sou-

vival with other important," often more elusive, eloments ini the deci•ion

process. In this section we shal be considering to what extent Chinese

C(mm,,,itt pol!iles and behaviers must be accounted for In tern. cf Ver-

Sons, me.rrie5, habitt., beliefs, values, purposes, fee.litgs, xpec,-

I1 A.,u, and other sub]ectlve, essentially pesycholoqicaJ. phoeo.enra.
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M=' P j~ 711 1 rvld w~S, st f et ic '0a

'e.oi r.J med, itr Processes

lir ivý!tal Dy rtan ic jlovl we refer'red to irncongrlutieb or dii-

tt tueen the~ dc',:J.:l, ondition :if d nation etdte dore sr. ic

C~ a xl nd the cand ition preferred by, its ieddership ard 'perhaps

0 1 1. CC4)L ae r~ givi'g rize to di~satiaifacrion or tension. We'-

yz -' u. ol )I) ;e'tive, eggregate data for determining dii ,-

*~i.- s, but m-ile no effort, at thaut point, tc. introduce perceptions

j ,"sren-vcy ;aj~Cortgv I iity, evaluations, feelinga, expectat:ion3,

,i flt ct P esstent ia l~y psychologiedi phenomena in any systew-

* I nch -ir .kPlans and the Str~ucture of Hluman Behavior,

-i le, t-_ ter ,nd EL ibt'art 1969% refer to TOTL, th at ia,1~r

*hderein an. action is initiated byt an "incongruiity'

,t t.e.ýn Lhe actial- state of a systims and a potential ne% state rhdL iS;

ic crq tenLed for, and the- Action persists until the !ncor~gruity--the

orox~ninld stiiiiaiui-is r'einovd. ""Ito general pattern of reflex action is

itt'ttt the irvput energies, against some criteria establighed in the

i'anis n, to, respond it rhe result of the test In to shou incongruity,

cO *ontinue± to respond until the inconigruity vantishes,, at 'which

;1-( rhe ref le>, is t*rrnmiated. Thus, there is 'teedLcick' froirr the

cv-oi the action, Zo the testing piiaael arnd %e'dre contfron-ed by

r~u -lo Icop 'Miller, Galanter and Fribi'an, 1960, 2 " Processe.

Ithart jr., behavi.or are simil~ar but in%;6lve marý,ed fftodit iedr Lon of

irrpdc. behivior strg '_eoies and paZ~ternz',or the bes-s-of tide anid long

Trr .4n (:, Tý peri-i ice. '_n these terms *~e may v ev. the incongruity

'i c oscrepancy betweur th,? outcome of a qir'en toil arid the crnt.eria
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IMe :rtdi-AdUdl huurm-,being, ini tr'derti'ki.Lqr traint.formfat ons. re3pinc

to uwfiroruren,:al everts flr stlmc.' ~)i-.cu-ing, t.hc betavior 'ii oh~
a ',#rI- -thic o .r atze s if WO h'ýichto one dxjvve at, ancthet

alter the previous state of dtrd 1 s -La tht- surrous~d ingf,'. brteren trig

betwom the at~mail-ae event iCS) arg:. -tthc 0Vgt z'espcrse e)re variowt,

encodin nde~cod1zug pivocedule's (COL. I'iur. 1).

*,a 1inoonrvtsiewc r- dipaepmncies raf **xv4 to in "zOpositionia.

NO! 7 SKis IO to~~ta An aliven situation, adI their dunenasio -ir .e
4.2usdAI~te~14 r4 aton 'zs t~aiP~dUet (or ZT~ugh

'~ v~ ,and- the 1 1io. ?here aggregato dat.-

OM UAL2 10 not tell ws how (2iinese Coeuuw at

-or Oth-& 91- eval:Wite, tr subjectively

def Ine iowtevoei WLui 'or * 'mnisexist." A EwnAseental

PM1*1.W conf"nutIM Ow U ime ns*'cltcr is, ho% 0 to 8 ?oe: the ýetv

dateafaith the cognitivel, 1nt.t-pwteiVe SAO 41v461Lrtive 4itA -h:.Ch a1a0

exist oabjectively but Wdhak Aft-e ajwd by thie training, broad e.,per&-_

-ire the mdiiy..iinoIthe~ rxr- ~.c~e~i rctqr~t-qn..

illy as decod ~ig Pm. encodingpzc.ce
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Deodn refers to 'the %4y' the individual's' cent~ral nervous, system,

C)(or the decision and control'apparatus-'of ain orgdnizetiozi) receives,

and- pr .oce sses information f ron th~e ,ituatio In or eavironment--the irtAer-ý

nal resiponses to stimuli (8)., These decoding processes inc2.ude:: nrfor-'

motion ýtnenslation, i,.e., the' tran~lation of sti:n*.ai (S)' into -neir'el

Impulses; Uiformation transmission f rom. the per iphery of the nervous

system-toward the decision-making ce'nter;'-informvstion integration Uin

term of eat xpeience (Cf. James,_Miller, 1965,-35,'S,1 re--stored ifr
nation ow meoy -*v. her informicion. "stored" frozi2 the past; and

infortaet.-oh'interpretat ion and the arousaml of feelings about It Osgood

elWMrtn, -1963).,-

Incoding 1omprise.a efforts on' the part-of an-individual to e..lecl

and erecimte a rjsponse 4R to the environmental.-event C'S) '%hich has

*exet~ied him., Initial encoding process'es include.-th, 9election of a-

rosponse plan or response hierarchy and the emotioraj..charging-or acti-

vatio ot -it. Vwee policy'and decilsion-making procnises include t~he

compariscon--in terms of dppropriateness--.of virio~as possible plans or

strstegiýw sof means-end hierarchies ofzree1poase on the-basit; of (a)

goals,'(b) pc.st'experienic' and hibit, :and !c)_eoT-ion!3 and teelings..,

Alga-in-volved Is-the activation or,,eiaotional charging of one plan or
stratego bv the others,iwihtenpvdea basis for behavior

(Osgood cnd North,- 1963).-

NWd.Ating processes include phenomena of, percep'tion- -(or, more

precisely, cogni,:ion,' interpretation, diAi evaluat-ion), -af fect;, Me~mory..

values, foals, purposes, intentioai, selection of intenticno activation,

decision,,ai! 'so forth. Then* are eJlectro-chehlcal processes wAithin

the ce'ntria ner~vous5 sysem~l of the individual humn,~ being. Tht~re -are

analogie, berween th6ý dec-Alng and enco'ding p,.vce.,ss4s of the individii.il,

on the onie hand, and organizatiLonr:i- including, na-tior, statr.-- information



gath rin~g, and Ceco~ c ~ri.l g on ~he,( thtter

doi rda~iu1zrme -~and lic n rnies bcar upon t~he decision-,

eis kin Upro~ce ss. Inescapably a iatioval lea~der !~influenced by his '
recollecl- ions,'of, past event- bi 9tho se' in. -*hich he ha boon personally

involIved, and cthers hi', has' ret&d at out and !,-e told abozjr. ihire is

abunidant -evidence that Mauo Tse-tung, enple, is ?rofuundly inf1l-

enced by China Is- plight, during the nineteenth century cnd -the first

half of i.~twentieth centv*.y, an laoý bý hie~ pprsonal experienceff

espeoi 11,V as a revolultioalist and "guerrilla lkaaaer in JKiangsi or, the '
Long March am' in Yr; ian But unquestionably he is influenced, 'also,

by~i; ~~aena~i f t~bli."-mE'acleS-thse emor..es tk~t 'are shired-by

large njrrbers of his culi -aiues t~r by Ue.1 ̀ I.~s popuilace at large.

The prol).em, Js to ascertain not -orly wh~ clk-f L11-te memories -influence,

Cbii1. -e CO.rn'rlnist Policy toisy, but 'al s wktiirh -~ .arc, i~ely to'persi'st

af t, r the passing of-the ctirr ert kadership, aW. tnuas to continue affect-

Ang kChines. behavior~ in _,. years tcý Come.

Ezechindividu~al hiin-i~ being is''lik.ely týo maintallirakizie chardc~ter-

Ists-7.views of thep univer-Re.' of uir oeir. it', nd of his own par-

t icul at pv)3iion aild Ijitoeraticins wtith -hi., h.Lluwe. 7bere --will be
n!*mories,, habits, prm.forermceo, attitudes, expoctat ions, perceptions,

of (beliefs about~) what is, ishat has ,eor., uhat ýought to be, and what

will, caa camnot be,., There %ill- be expectation's of self" end

of various 'others." ?here will 1 e ide'ntiL*'1at Ions and 'loyalties,'

Th "the' ex':ent that some of these pevceitIons, valtues, pr.efairepces,

exbctair.s!d~ent fticatniorýB, loyaltiepp nd, -habits are xasrti'e and/or

reciprocared and/or comp1"emnted by other individuals in the environt-

rnent wt hi,.ve s founc!:itt1-n fo:- .;rm.aur~iry.'far custria, for w.hat Dur",11.):V

(J.160) called the conscience collective, for' low, an] for insrtituciot'..
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Ind~eed, -Ae. can goa ton iay ta%,rd% explaPir~rq !a(,s ind .Lfl'3LiCtutioll

-If we 'view themn as expectation'c'f itrirtarcticn vo LI&, ted by more 6~r

la966 habitual responses, In'any *vtsc, the !),:havlir cf the indrividua.'

WIll ~be profoundly influenced by his percerpttoio v -- and feelincrs about

-- such mo-e ur less--shared pheriomn~a L ur kh e!'u viewLd the co~t~clence

j~nct(, easa the 'great -_stabilizer- o, on, J.6tegrdtred soci,'ty

We niay'rpopei'ly ~asP,, thr-i, wshat'm Ut~e~ X-reprif lks of ciiinf-se

leaderis w~th r.: Pect, toj t~i univer'se, Ineja'ss role- in it, and th'e '~aL are

of, relat~c ns bet~weon men histc'ric8J2.., in ths. presenit, a i d ,in' the futwCC--

What- are trad iiionalad2ot:rayCtnicvesib;tchc'.r

__exporlen-ceq-andl whicrn frm a bller,d ýof these uons~r'erdtinz-S?L 'P ' 1

exteutt have elimuerto -of')The ~oi;,atior.R1 C'neso consc~mn~ze colihetive

s3wVived andi *-o what *xttnt ýhavc 'ti'ev,e leiients boon 'supplanted by t

?aXmist-Unlnet-Haoist conscience collective? 'Or, to put thc; qme'sc%~n

*:vother iýay, o M hat extent do, t.rdditii~mrl elhtner;.b persitat in the

coscene colctv ab It operates today? Vie know that a ec.164.der

*ble part uf the Chinese ornmaumisr-etiort has--Leen dixPtd--thrý.uqb

-thouoi~t reforni and other' effu tot-.-to, des&.tw~ the tracioniiral conscitr(xe

tlý amd wepiAoe it with a wholE'% ne,* ethlc h~ re~~ecu

hmwvez', not only that wmay old values and wa.ys of, doing- t~him~p iur..

vive mmonog the ;eopl*,, but al.9o that Hho tse-twigac4 h,'1 LeA'I

'deopitc their inmrnesior in dia)iectics derived fr~'rn tAMviýt-Ee,1.Lfk1St

sources, ,,.i tln's, reepord in, ways' that ara tridiriOT!W r'' Old

r~ather tiCom-in, ist.



There, Cai, be 'little doubt about the p~werful '7_niluen'ce.-of routine

_--culturzl habits,, -tirditior_3,ms_4tOME and 'in~stitutions.--In Chbina d ow' n

thouh -kecetuie~untLil the revolution of, 19J.11- and even until the I
Overthro'.- o~f tle ?Na ortali~t týregimie in' -l949 As oz e of the-world's

t'Olt.10--e civfl~izatio~ns (along w~ith india ,early twen~tieth century

Mhina bar' some2500' ~er fan nrken -,cu2'.+-uratl: lineage behind

it., 1iez e -had__ been ebbs-and f lovs of political pok-er and cult~ural

salience, but-che basic inst-itution3 had',be.n 1*eiwvcsive and persistent.

T'ocAy th. crucial qi esat ion h ere is whether the Convunist'wecime has

brought ibout & nearly complet. and permarent change- in Chinese habits,

custo~nz, traditionsi and styles oif nrerarion, or whether many of-the

old patterns doid preedispositions persist,ý or ire like~y to reappear.;'

Againi ýa basic pro-blemz- is to try to d'iscover how much 'of Chinese Comn-,

munist b",havlor is attributable to histurical and cultural considera-,

tion,5, ',,,: nuch to d h.iens ions of';power or capability, hot. mzich to

ideology, and how much to the personaltattrIbufts anW idioeyncz'scies

of 'Mao ?se-twal and other leaders.,

.The encoding' phenomenla..-purposes, goals, intentions, activation

and, decci!~Ilon--correspond generally to what ilrs)ne adPui "OM

(1960), refer to an Plans in individual behavior.

Analogrouslys, on the nation state,'or othew interpersonlal) level,,

the :3tInulus_ _(S), and response (R)'pren overt,- observable events'

-- both' verbal and non-verbal--In the environme'nt externa.. to the system

itself, -This does not mean that-such events necessarily. occur outside

the territorial sp8Ce Of aný Interpersonal -system. Cz,'-the contrary,

for exanple, "an' earthmba~kae or other natural disaster taMtncy place Ins Ide

the frontiers of a nation stare, or'-the explosion of a bcmb or* missile-

launched by an agent outside the docislon-,2aking and comuunIcations



system of the system but inside Its tei. 'itorial l"aits would. kormally

qui 1 1fy 'as "an (S~nt5ili1~~ ) and res r~nse (R),event.

- Withirn ~at ion'- state :sys tem, -input- infornaat ion is firot re~ceived

taz'd pro('essed) -by individual human beings-;-diplomiats,' 1.!i eliag;ence

~yzt, iiar, c-on±in foreign outpoU~, Ind uV8Y~eCY Of th-?r

6f ficil~l dnd unmofficilL agents This iltcrmaticon murcr pdzss t;ýouqh
th ecoaing'wi1 encoding appyrdti fIli4u. 'mu othr

dion4, 'the, line In~ order to become dfl inpur 'aii(I be -transl ekcod J it'-) wrirten

or ordi1 symbols, (or Itrse code synd'ols, and the like), it is thou; Crane,-

mitted f~ther Into the syste~m a.long, astaibliahed co'mtw. 1ar ion 'chanzn-ý i'

crudely ankalgousý to, neural tr msaission proces:;ea w ithbin the ~riliv~dirui
At-so~me -o.,ora.seeapoints, the input infowsration JS ii'e-

Vrated:b:ý-of f icer of the natlon state systeM An tet:rm 0! past, experiunc~e,

ras stored in, historical: archives, opel ational cxodes, the unenvrie3-and

ask1.. of twained~personnel, and so forth.. Againý It is precessed

throuigh'the decoding and enroin sectloz of individucl i ývotiz ýyte.'u

at, every step~ im9rls iutnoi~ ~eiwo-n noiaiz

nioi interpmted by officecs. of state (and others, too, 11 conz'unicatkins

aresuficenly &e) Nd fe nqb' abo~ut 3.t are geneurated. It iA

evaluated in terms of per'soal, and societal va~lueaý, norja us, Ut.-ou~s

laws, habits, arid exipectatoiots. Th'-i. ui=oeses give rise, in turn, -to'

the-genra-atlon an 'act ivation--with in one or morc devasioji 1r4erz- -of

intentionsa *W- emo~tionally- charged inelinatio'ns as the 'I r.: step in

decision-making. If -the 1nforniation 'is considered Import ant., there 1 7

likely to be, a considerable amount of oomparing, of interpr*o. i: jon,

reinterpretation,- coMparingof intention, tht cl'pntration of ?W(% Lnte:

tiori-- uncl activ t ions. and much per-onal1 inter-ict --nn -ef t re z r p.Idta!

or Aecs.&on-hieratvii,'. out oat tw, or iroore avail~.hle ple.ne r:

hiertarchles-1--,is1n one way or another) de'cided upon. The chcice will



1e influenced by t-xperience', habit, ou .trn au' alk S i)7.1lau phenoI1.erk1

The decis:ion,' once dctivatted, is -`ntegrated, that is, va i'oLus

cornstitaený',parts fall into PiAceý andJ the w~hole .4:; made.,to f 1, sumeh ow

in to -the broadu Strategie~s of '%he rut.1041 Is behdivicr Then it: i-s trans-

mitted-;-In writteri or oral, or o_,ther sym~bol or--outwrd, toward -th'

periphery of the syste.'n wh~ere agents Lranslate _it. out, of the system's

code intcie Cionls, uporn the enviroinient,

Theb,e genoralized f -Cti ions' are 3ikely to be'performed by the

leadtrship hierarcliy 'c~f ny nation-state or~ other ý.umplex organization,

buit the rrocedural; parttrns, and aetai.,_ may vary-,ezrormusIy..1 A part-

ct our long range problem Is to determine, or at icast to Inf er as-

nl-ich as possib.le, about the wayz In which these functions are per-formed

ýby the People' Isapublic,

Amon'gshared or 2eljc ma~.d±it-Ai p'roc-aases withi~n-ched-jtdte-syst~emi

are zxrp -or less,_inistitutionalized habit patterns,,cxt.~s A~5

societal value&.-the conscience collective--and tosponses and response'

;patterns that have b~een used with som -frequency in'the pat. We wou'd

,expect these habit patterns; to- be persistent azk1-resistantt to change

Ln a culture as old' 3s-Chlna's-- In-general, such phenomena become,

cprtinl ihi~a ",yvtem to the extent, that the, c.ntreal leaders per-,

celye them ir~d take them seriously--whether,,or not, the.y cdeep i, share'

themn. In any case, with-respect to the individual decision-makers,

they, dre likely to'be buttwisised or tempered o-r paid lip service or

1gnoredL according to the mediat ing ele*.nts withina that W 1v iiwil. -

including those', 1ements that pertain to his personal hat it patterns,

his percept-ion anti assessment of his own r-AC. acac.peac t y avid his

perceptions ot the role and caljiecity of the 3t ate



lhe4r"Apably,. then, the decoding aind encoding proces~ses that' ine-

~')Vaex amd media te between an onvIronm eiit: & s tlrulus CS) and e IIA On sttte

ýbehavior -(R) constitute a comblnation of eJ ectro-chemledl ph~c.mena,

occurring within individual humazt evaluators, &tcisln-makers, aiid the~

lIke m-' of sign zdybo oamcations tranamitted fomn parsonI

~Pu'on orallyp In uriting at' tbree code, or by gestuirG, ttacic' I xly

tan ýor other observable'activity. Lven the ,allop.eat oporaticn.i involve

Vtem and sulp- sYsr~w on various orvjan4atlona~l jaln and &2 so ~

e tbtorgunizatiintljv~ Inicluding, alway~s the Individual

VIth respct totheý behavior, of 'natioti statets (or other IxiLer~ier

sa1 ,systems) the electro-chemical pihenoften oocuwlrng within ir Iu v'i Y).

wU components- of the system mUst be, irderred--to a Uarge extent--

urwew *ban directly obtervd. ft the other hand, man aspects otCte

~ o ~rl~sl goa cbbSonp, *OxiO~t~AO, Int wpztart1:n, mn

pd 4co4~ th Inention,

1tCipro~ei ss~

of Coamr-un)

--both on tllf

arevt~u ad Mh ntiol tat A A 0 1e5 (R) cc 11.3,e.t

( ~~the nlt,tý,ts A ~P~th ~at'.rt'4 taki's plac.- onl et i-fJ.

Jt'lorI eV l r Ica- to tow ý* ee~ie r TOeprv~werl t. X

thle (,thter haig: is acri.. L, It cut cta" Withoot ft -,eat, tc llý! ;'t i.'



or h~w eeh~er h,: or rtxter aeL>ors z w perceiv c-.Ž :eel -about it Thus,

L-oth 8' s mid W~s are ne~n-avaliiative zwO non-affective; thvat is, theme

is wi gfood oýý Ijaa iesirding in th,;ýi rzet)y-te erely exir't- The

lygoecv or "hid~" (and othler evalua~t-..V quialit-es) care besto'&:-ed upon themr

o'att,7ij~iated rco ihejii by var~ious, pez vers-~or "rcharged into" them. b~y

thou'r peipetratovr

~4iller, C~lanteA j rr; t1i& (19150ý refeý. to all. the- hýt- wu.-ated

Lvt:c-i.-dgu t;hat a~n hu-,ji~S ~;axi "oin his about- hi:,ýe-el an± the

~ htsvaUI-c ciz vd eric; factf-~aa the Dit~ge" h~ud4~~

p~~~tx~of, 1hC.. u~tIonfiquVatit;Ii an altem t-orib which

ýh £ 'ivid)ul wou.Yld, to Sze~ tk Place. All thew. &%'s,. amab~g

th ockri e~~ A ?--an is ini hieravchiccl process A:than the.

.'rdA~:Lju,4 htlýPn bein.~.i that can control th, nr-It'Žr in whiý-h a ~sequenell

x~cr~o'~tc~~l the artviz'orn~~nt ztal~i.zn~~e in the

2~~~can bv ekee~t~t onlty by executing Elam, fov gzth~ing. ztorincg

or tý. ,;iforrnlng hiforawtion," T  hese are omncoc~irg nocesses Corve-'srdý,

",Gaie,; in th,-. Plans emin be effected only by Liniormatiot dr1af~ri from

Ito ai tainte wattluit that they *:uld riot he willI.Av Ow e~tle %Zo dc.r1

alrin.t ,Lch .tuiibei- takes upon himse1lf the :eormamc or3 ý- -, fragr. 0

or~~~ 'a ut3lcp.n and3 lw: poratxs th-it iragmnt ntorj~ hits .cvkia

P~rbý-jva Plans (MiX.Er. Gal;ri:er and Pribr'az, 11;V1 2al. lin

onr~rav thpi lC~e and initiostory oc-tivation of hohvlcoAk.

a nas.- ax"~~neezjil L~ii ln

It ý"- "P~IA the~ neia'r mdale to nation atte eiotr w

~gcu~iy'.~ea4.ana ft*es clý opitinb-':It 'ir;i i



'Including, Iinegcapably, the proep-er, opepatift-E tivt the PrvoU

( I' ayý5tein of the in~dividual paUpan~ts

IdeoJlog~y, world view, or be]Aef systen, aay he~vc Srportut effýci:s

on vairOnts pamb3 of the ck-cson-mraki~ng proc~e%<o Ic )'ýay cnL1 ,1bue 1',

defining. the 3ituation. labor (and oxuly lilbov? .:-ztP-t srp.lll T:411x

the contradictions betvpsert the Torolec,:riat axid tIL. hra&'ec &i

inhei.vently imconill;ble, 1,xriallst~ w.'Fs air'.JlýJRe±- Cf n 's~

capltalil3, is in p~ower. It m~ay se- a w4ues, ti~sert~ligl 6-iA :,D

or state of affairs is preferable to aot-her: za gooi Ti ý'rber

should br.ve no prsonal i-..itsrests 4itch az i var; c :Aix th~to W;

eats nd dnbs~s of the P?1it so .alsni z~h-n.li *-a aohie- d firht ol-

allInere ~ii'ty~ deo;,. riý:y define 6 oes. is~ the ealt:al-

zIst w~ay, therp- is the sx-aA- %4ay, adt ~.here -. ; rv; c ':h~Žn. Atenativ:

Idetoloy utay deftne 3itma's:th poo ~~at :-. a !tajt;ý, d-iv

of t~he pr~olptarat9 -xtt msy :as~zrl: which hlr~..v et of mzan4 Is

preferab.e it -ZA better for the pae.ýants5 to coý-xida~ct- tloei own lond

refoem tr3i~bvl rathwr than to mive PaMt cadres3 co it- r theA..

Ideology miay i~nfluenee mrd.3s ad styles (A zepnsc ýv-v vo orkh Y~t

'hey tive b~tasscrrýd--a3.though ?atty U~dt.t~ jc r-

leng;7o4 in vatj-onallzitng t-hs~ir coqzoitiriftS) u.o clr~ ~s.l ~ :.

ldcio' .'1Ce-i.a terns.ý OnI ei-e ec., itvri w, v j2I'~ ~ .tI~~ c-,jk

to vil; lad l icor~i 2 to~ wh~at 4ýx t I' c' Ir, i- cv:'dJ.

lo t:3rmif, of pe01J ~~~>~u'idiot;iCramae:, gl,- :Ap'I~~.



arz nd R-tý5orse Artrqies

Whv anI -1rlif.A hurn bcinq a decvi-sor, wie Mdy 1/is.1d11ie

rvo ,petinq inputos from flie ltytern,41 et \'iz~neInt and frc.q Ilai maweryo

.iabit 3rimctur.ý, &m~c so nrrh) stru,)glin-, co zpeal, fc,:ý influence

t.poi th-atl n'~'~.~ this "struygg.& zonme iripa'tx: ýiI t,,itd to be

d-iminart :r.0 t- ' p,'~ or overrldjý uti.er~s. 8imtiirly, as h,, con-

sicters C'oirt A ýaa y viL:-~. e ,enat.'*ve sei or ýjtrave-

~.'rat inm the sccessitrl candidate t-rate~-y *.ij.l suj;:ress or over~ride

&,tIIr ci~ndldate stcr-itgies. Whenever A# are ýnalyzlrtq a decision rhait

1;ýs beert maa.e -, re t-e Lying to predict the outcmie o! a decision that

i. impea'hfrg, -.e *ha1l' be concexrned %At the relative v83*e or strength

of~ inpuats with the relative valuep or strength of goals, and %1th the

relhative vaO~uý- v. 3t-rength of altemntilVe Strategies or rsan,-end set.t

eý p o'a6ible bu'A,._ r.. a Vous ~ n "teith from habit--the wsy a

persan kiabltuall 3 t r* training or c~ther expert-

*ene, or *'aosq t ,Pv hAVe l.aJ anc*, and so torth.

declsion- Utwt' ctincesp. J~o foltr m,

lo that they hb*1, wJit awe

their AM~~a~~ It said selstkn'

nformation UVtnpu by

relatleg the synti" ad4 c a9m tu of the irput Nse-

"sges im expliOabilitp. "WI dIbIlIty of thp input messageI

Is tested? by requiring dh. poe~s~v to satisfy criterid on the

d~-iý:'!ee t vorgrv~emv~ ov elemetil.5 i%, reiat'ioii -f tl,! input with
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those of the structure (Kessler and bool, 1965, 177)."

2. We may postulate bome set of rules--implicit or explicit.

held and applied consciously or =unonscioutsly--whJch determine

what input messages [perceptions] are accepted (Abelso:i and

Bernstein, 1963, 95'..

3. "When the message iz not allre~dy existing in the ,,tsucture,

a search is made :Un the semantic hier.archy in ord&: to generate

new sentences with similar content ,hcaie credibility kIn tezted

(Keusler and Pool, 1965, 17'"A

44 "l4essage; contedning element.i not found in the eocmitive

structure are not explicable and mav be put aside t,. aa•it t• tcher

information i'Kesser aehd Pool, 1965, _177)."

5ý Among the chief deteriminants of acceptability or rnon-acc,,_aýI&

bility are attitudes toard the message sourcp, previoi, e.,i aixst'

ance ith the type of message, congeniality of che message in

termA of special predispositions, and poait.vn on the issue.' which

the message a.aites (Abelsin qd Bernatein, 1.963) -

6. An assertion is especially likely to be accept.'d by an iudi--

vidual if it i. consistent with his preaispo iirio touepi t'Lt

assertion, and under no circumstances will it be accepte3 5' j,,

runs counter to his predispoaition (Abelson and Bernstein, 1963.

101).

7. Thus, " ... the perception which occurs Ii the nrie that

least disturbs the person's 'cogiitive balance". -le,.it 4hnakhs

up the interconnectirg sttv.: ture of ideas %hich he has ede r.'ivera,

1965)0"

8. Recepti.,ity Lo a icurce i>, an i'verse funcuiet of the •'

ity of the ird.vidual's position, Uhat ii, individu-ls with s•,

ivore excreme attitude positions ca.e more resis)rant to 1tnfv,ý,nce

,.Abhclson and Bernstein, 1963, 931.
"p



9 People pay more attention to information that deals withl

them (Kessler and iool, 1965, 178),

10-., People pay leas attention to facts that contradict their

viewss *Ke:sler apd Pool, 1965, 178.).

11. Receptivity to a given •source is a direct function of the

attention value of the assertions made by a particular soarce

beltAn and Bernstein, 1963, 100'1

People Dey more attentJon to information from a trusted,

liked souice .•ebsler and Pool, 1965, 178).

13 -. People pay more attention to information bearing on ictions

týey have already taken, i.e., action creates comnitment (Xesaslewr

and Pool, 1965, 178r;.

!4ý People pay raore attention to information that they %ill have

to act on or discuss because of attention by others ýXessler and

Pool, 1965, 178).

15. ReceptVvity to a pai'ticular source is a direct function of

the assertion match bet-een the individual and the source, which

is positive when the assertions of the source agree with those

a3ready accepted by the individual and negative when they disagree

(Abelson and Bernstein, 1963, 100).

161 An asaertion is more likely to be accepted by the individual

if he has not previously encountered it than if 1,a has previously

disagreed with it kAbelson and Bernstein, 1963, 101).

These propositions are mee1lý, 'suggestive and many more. could be

put forward, However, to the extent that the behavior of the People'4

Republic--or of any nation state--is affected by the cognitive processes

oQJ ics leaders, such propositions need to be examined.

A
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It iiequently happens that an individual maintains lncom-atible

or mutually exclusive preferoences, purposes or goals.. To the deg.t e

that these preferences, purposes or, goals are equdlly valued, we asscrt

that the .xndividual is in a quandary. The closp the equality oi the

competing przeierences, the greater the qu.andX-5ry, .±].ustrstiive i'- the

plight of the hung-ry but probably apocryphal ass iimtobiJized beý-';n

two equally attractive bale.i of hay. Such n,,ar equality q:Lve; viif. bo

oscltYlation between alternatives, increased dcjsirn te•, 6nd .•o fe.-Lth

Once a c.Learly defined alternntive has eaerged, however, it3 occurl•exfce

will ten'" to intr'fere with the occuxrence of ocher alternatLea ' eWi.r

1948).

Sonieco,%. an Thrdi-idUal cries to acti.vate incompatinle ox, mutually

exclusive Plans. This situavion is so:mewhat Aimilar to the quanddry

"-ith the differenice that his goal Is clear, bu-- he is caught between

alterrancve means, or •i- trying to tmU).ement vutualy exclusive means-

end 4trategies in pursuit of a clearly defi.nid overcll goal-

M•ller, Galanter and PIV:bram (1961), 97) suggest that a 1-rson

caught between conflicting Plans n"y te in a ;,ore difficult positý,,v

than ona caught betvwen tonflictIng goal.3 "He j3 a.moot, neoceraxily

w-aware that his Plans conflict, whereas he may he painfully c.sciov'

of his incompatible de-iresa" It fre•.ýuently hEppenr.k that tbio of4I 1,

4ng Plans taay be sufficiently :•solated 7ion one ai,,tCe- 'hac It nev.,r

o.ccurs to the person to contrast one with the othev,." Thio cniicý-pt

*n:,Lht be examined in tarms of Mko's -ritrings on contradiiction, adr,

also it might be useful to examine Mhinc e t'ommruist dome.Stic aiv! foi,,-ir-n

poxqrwrs for conflicting schedules of impliementation di_ for clue-s aboL.,.

the ways In which they are handled.

Si.
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What determines vhM'ch al'cernative course of action is chosen?

At least three factors are involved, The past experxence of the actor

is important because what has hapenped before may happen again. His

momeintary "set"1 is im . because it establi-hes expectancies which

are likely to irifluznca that lie perceives. 'nd ý.hat the actor wants

to do is iinportiant because ":ome perCeptions will allow hija to achieve

hi.s desire mo•re. ea•Jy than others Ode Rivera, 1965).'

rhasies Osgood define3 a decision as Che "s-.Jectioh o." the most -

probable alter-atIve wit:hin any dlvergent hierarchy" of p.ss~lle altetna-

tives, This is conceived at. an all-or-nothing phenomenon, 11he momen-

tar.ly most probeble alternat.tve, and only this alternative, occurs

.Osgood, 1957, 359g.. " ln 'these terms the decision will be an outcome j
of activation [Y,-,tLvation? impulse toward reduction of tension?]

muiltiplied by hab:it strength. This formu arion undenscoees the neC.

essity for b.r•ngLng past experlence, custom, tradition, and the like

to bear upon the incongruities, discrepancies or rensions of a given

decision situation.

There are other complications.fn rat.onai choice models an indi-

vidual is likely to be viewed as confronted by a nwnber o'f distinct,

specified courses of action. Attached to eacih of these alternatives

i6 a set of perceived consequences that will ensue If that particular

alternative Is selected. Each individual develops a system of 'utilitiesll

or pmeferences that permit h.xm to iwrik thewe sets of consequences accord-

ing to preference3 and to select that alternative that yield& the pre-

ferred consequences iLyert, Sinon, and Trow, 1956s Z17)ý

In the rcal world, homever, alternatives fzrcquently exe not "given."

'Xey must bc sought, ant (onsequently the search for. alternative i be.,),iea

an Important aspect of the decision process (Lyert, Simon and To%,

1956, 237). Purthermore, comparisons among alternatives in real life



are not neceisar•:iy made it ternis of any sing)s Qr'iteor0ior P\ Ore.tet ,- ',

(z sone consequences often be.mg so ittangible 1:hatt cal: -1111.ltionlv

ave difficult to achiew:. Father than s foz the Th" ....

tive, the decisi,.in.-mah'r is frtquerttly ConueeiCi ,ith selection of a

satisfactoty alte.rnative that will attain a specified goal anr also

satisfy a number' of auxiliex'y cordi 1tions ,(.yert, Simon and .tpal, 1956,

237). Th the reai world, rmoreover, the p:,lea %',elf is not alwayz

"given." Rather, the decision-maker k engaged itn i aearcýa for sig-

nificant probic irto which he or' his organzization ihould turn attcntion

(Cyert, Simon and Tr.o, 1936, 237),

Similarly, it cften happer.s that the consEqt.nces arc! not evidetri:,

there being so,2,e uncertainty, as to thich con..equ..nces ensue fn-om whichi

alternatives. Hence, the search foi. consequence,, also become- arl intpr-

Si.ant part of the decision pro•ess iC;ert, Sinw)n -ýnd Tvow, 1956, 237

As suggested in propositions 37 .and 38 unde7' ýte)je4 for Ehai,;.-

LA abilitit, influence and ý iontro, natiorn stetes differ siarntvr

themselves with respect to the modes and styles ofi opeiati,.,n uj•)n 11:',

they rely. There are differences from individual to individual, !rih'O

from cu•ture to culture, anid also from spe¢,itc situation to •ýpecifi.

situation, with rgcpect to willingne's to take riýffiks There are aif

ferences in pace and timing. Also, individa&l itr;'eL-throutqh thetr

leaders--tend to alter their reponse strategie as their circumst.inc

and operational contexts am a3tered. In thlsi r.,•nsvtbon, game theoi"!

has often been criticized as being to' r'emote ir., re.al world polit:..

to be of subrrantý.al practloal use. More !peciflcally., the po-int is•

often made that the pt~lwr:i. Uqarn Is inherently ninivzvro s~m arnd

that zern sum. theory is therefore not .'.ppllcable.ý. These ýmumen,. s ariŽ

%ell taken. On the other hand, view;ed in ptycho-poiitic;l terms, .

heads of state and other' powerful leaders respon6 to competition and



ch,-cse Yý-Aes and 5tyleý; of opt ration as if they wer~e ~?eivincr the

polititci2 lu-t ~ zer~o sum~ term~s- By contrast, other leaders--or

aomeýU~wr. thý2 sý&nte lvders ir' significantly different aituations-

~bol,)e rx~dc4_ ::Yi 'I l ci$ ore~~raC that~ displayw nc~~*z'm' ~,com-

prattivý. Advax~age c nratr ties . As suggested in proos~it ion 383

-izbove, 7kt .tupas - qer-nr.'), that thu' ni~xher- the ten6i.iorn felt by the

_La Cf% c t rat:Iýxx.tv (anri atlso, ir maii/ Lnitdees by tht PIJ)WkI-

jAk dvj Orqi-x tercxr cy towazýi vie;,Ang the envirrc.~i-uiet and

~ x~v~Atbreat.,s in zc-r: s=r (.ýr near zero snu. tetins,

r bud v .tio~e can i',,.T J.'e as 'Involving d~~ifferan-C arncintz ci zero

su 6rk ý.oci ,,ratlve othcu-tagie assumption, V.creeiion, and choice of~

iv~M~soraicomnpetition and ýonflitt is cosmio.- to vx~tually all

group decision proceastsps On the nation state level such competition

and cxm~flict take a varlety of forms de~pending upon the characteristl-cs

of the polititcal systorii and the culture and Lradititoni. that have zhaped.

itý 'There are conisiderable differenceo, for exuAmple, in the way inter-

person&d competition and conflict anh~ng leaders is played out within d

parliaertary vyztesn, such a* that of Great Britain, and within a federal.

'ýtvarti~loi of powers" system su~ch as the United S~ts We woul3d

.xjct d.tiTdffer~ent patrtez'ns in a systemri ~ucb as that ot the Peop!e046

Rt pllbY 'Oý

With rcspect tO alt iTnturpersonal. decisioiu-rakinq unit ur group wc-

mi., vituaA2-e thie cowptu~~ xnputa, the ctimpet ing gocilts, and the Comi-

p~'U3 ~~*~a~ trgi~cf reaponse a strugqlIng" bor dominance

-. vitie each ji t~o .")r mnore peksonal. zystenis, but els..' tho. ccmpetltors

JL~et tire W.c~~f'.~itlhj.-i one personal jý>tem, rmay coanfrr~nt aritagoxii-,t c



oi% contradictary comnpetitors t~hat have successfullS, dr ii~cteti vAthin

their m~n per~sortal systems--4l-o Tse-tung's SUCCeSSfU1 LPEXCCI.AA-ir.

goal or response] candiLdates being tn oppo.Ation, for t~~le o

I.Iu Shao-ch'i's succesisful Cpem~eption, goal. or ra&ponse) carididater;.

In simple langvdcge, the tv:r' reienr disagrec, or are in conflict, The

ititerpeisc-nal analogy tc tha quandary isi th a dzcadloc~k Thn>; sitaxa-

tion suggrests a~n Lnterpczsons. competition sblcii tray be r'esolved in

several diffewent *ays 17r in a combirnati..Ti of uaý; f&.i ~iay Dc-LLuad~e

Liui; or Liu maly persuade Mao-, );L- Liu rio dlefer to Meo, iUhi3.e still

diiegretuing; or Mýo tray defer to Lun; or th-y may dra-* straw; or flip,

LA Coin; or, if± the whole PoUtburo is irnvolve3, a vota rwy be riken;

or Liu 'or Ypio) miay be ellminatiad sron'iolc-rcly or vceW.y* fr'om

the decision-mnaking~ 3.itvAcioxt; or eie %whole decision irwy be -,,cbtpon-ed

or 'dropped3 altcqs-Jxer; axnf so forth.

in many decisic~xn-akixig bodies there at. re'uPcs custunma cr tradl-

tiona to x~e~iehwie4e~oa i$~4el.Q -..xo 1:e resolo.-d

and a decision ireaeied, There i,, ilso considerable eid~enc~e tu ouo je t.

that hin tmea of crizi-a the patterns for reaching a dec,ýsion are lio~ely

to cbangeý Date fromr a number ofnrir0 tki xis CYWs7,tti-ýnu sugge~st,

tor e)\amAple, that as teansiork or streot increiusesi, trke nuan,ber of t'..p-.i~vt ý

participavto i,, thd making of a decision tends to dIecrease- On the

other hand, the gre.Eoter a threat or stress ipson d a cti ýr* livrc ýo.,

ponents of it are invol.ved in the ova'rail &id-utment (Willer, 1,16,5, 'Ul'

With r.wsject to the- 1-JtLesP Commn~isz: Folithura we havii xxris citie io' inz-i3

viriut: such aspert4i u decks .~kn buxt for 1.octpa~

ý.z the ýrlwll cornct-rring det.:ilr, and pn~ qTi- tiai t~ vi.

oovi~e N~ttea' t.chidqiuei lr U vrc or :,iftr~irIT tc' P~~t~t%?T%

aecisiors ar_ zPacliec and It.v he pr:ce~wg,t ý:r afi J;k:- 'bn 'r

L n~-x~ C.rn we dThvelop ýxYci CA ~ a hrtM)h e iýi



o~king o~i tlit 140Itbr 1.'i oti 2

Mla4Y ttvC' orc-0 Irwllq ýýoe s'acmiotlo the exteI im
,tAý ilicý)ve<, in nk-%1n,1 i •vl.ifc cdvc.,.s.Lon. There may býý honest, differ-.

onhtit her e-,the eAVrt if1~rTence- (-ny Ib' by tnd- I'ed 11 i

g,,, " rold Las.-ý,elll s (1935 baj ccour,t ing f or the beha,,ior ot. hon-p

p.oU',:icar fr-, i preirlse of 'low estiriation of self" is profondly

Private bStives

Displaced on Thblic Objects

Rationalized it. Terms of Puti ic Tnterest

The diN'repacy which a national leader perceives between the

pc.-er znad pse of his nation as compared with the po-er and prestige

of a rival r.atilui, fri-quei-.-.y beve its analogy in the discrepancy

•.hlch that enine lealer perceives betweein his own power ýnd prestige

and che power and prestige of a rival leder. 1rver such circunistapces

ue %ould not be aurprised to finu ambitious h-aders usinm national

Issues and resources and the power and prestige of their offices in

oi'der to prvLect or further their personal positions. Loaders are

treqtuently accused of resorting to tar as a means of securing thernmelver

in office. We ,-ould thus expect to find personal goale and interests

more or less inextricably confused with national go,ils ,rid interests

j.fl ineiy deceLsion situations,.

)n v *;e %oufl expect that rhe greater the Influence or. p-,wer

r,,f une decisicn-maker relati'e to, the influence or power, of the other.,,

ihe qgater the probability that his perceptions, goals, and choice rii



Plan *I~I prevail. I epending upon tht, c ircumsteicen and conrifi, or.,

of influence or power~, how.ever, a group, of decision-inakers r,,a.y be auý,-

ceptible to the formiat ion of coalit ions- -bAt3ed on bdrVý&ntny, thfut

or both-- in order to achleve the domineii'~e of one set of pemeuptiýns,

goals and choice of Flan over a coinpetirig set-.

Research dea~litg in a genervqI tashion wV~ cr'ntlict witn-in the

Chinese Communist xl 2a.elite has had tevers.' dlffertmnt týc.

~Fc;.The Kc-doaffair -2334'-19SS$: an e-arly ir-ra t.ic of o~

conflict during the p-A,:-!Z49 period: lits been ex~tmined by k-eter i'-n4

'19S5 and 1961), .1ohn te,::Is (1964), and othr-rr.. AlppdrenL.deee

%ithin the Chineise Communist leadership con~cerning ,kocldl, icd

and sconomic policy OuLving the Great Le~ap fo!,v (L~ i.'_ 96,ave

rise to f urther ýesear'ch by 1Roder~ck Yx ciarquhdr .IJiS ond I %3ý adr~

Harold Hirntof (19609ý. 'fasir research has been further devel-:ped by

tDoTAlc Z."gor1ia j1"46-; and F~ranz. Schurmanr. 1166).. OUhez' schotare hae'p

focussed ozi the problem of esuccession ;McFarquhar, L91 Tang, 1b1%l

Hintonj, 19Sý; and Klein* 1962).

Sbsould ooeapetitions, st'ruggiles and pu~usuo iwithlii Lht. 6oionse CO&~

buunist leadership be viewed as pathological phenomena sympt~o naxc -'f

3ericus weaknessese In the zyst.m--or as more cr le~w i.tiItuLo;id.z.xzt.:

procudur~oz for reaching a decision when I;ne ltddek-Nhp is 3.tvidf&?

This becomes a crun.II -iszsust as the Grat R.volur.o ,1vonatio

Whatever can be sscertaiPsed about relation~ships in recent ýi

among Rao Tat-tunq4, Lin Piao and Liu Shao-.ch'i rcie a v~u:.d'er' oi.

leagiig' questiona about ennflict And compert-itoz. witk'.iii the Ctiirut

,olitburo, but does not yield mucb persu~.&3ve evidonca, ln v'icw -.f

uoi l1uiced informat.3on, we cin only specct~lite--en Z'd, at, lest- o:.

uhiat baeseA of influence -aid powert ard tzh.-Oug unat cur~fl.ic~tuc., ba~e-

-iin~.ng or other proreb.eŽi Mao and Lit, achle-;ýcl 0 JalZit=Pr 'ind Lii' e~it c
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as major contertj•i anf.. ,:tdjoprit.

Given the quc..iity of dot.. on the Chiiete PoFJ itburo available, It

is exceedingly difficult to establish--or to infer with any degree of

confidence- br., these aspects of the decision procesF are carriPed.out.

Western decision-r-aking literuture provides numerous propositions which

may provide a starting point, but to test their validity for the Chinese

}-olitburo is not &rn easy undertaking.

it he-s he4_n tiLv.ci xt Up to qi certain levil o'f stress, sy,~eý

do mw)re centralized d ecgoimn when LnJex. streas than when not under tress.

Beyond that level decidin Reconsr, inc.:eas.in decentralized until the

syst terminatrea of the stress abates M1iller, 1965, 416). With respect

to the Peopleli Repub3ic, it would b,.- 'portant--inticfar as source-3 ot

data allou--to keep close *atch ,ipon the centra I.zed-decentra ized dimien-

;ion of Chinese ýo'rminrist decision- making. Along a somewhat different

line of i: ve-tig-tion, an hypothesis froom the general literatire asserts

that As strews increases, it first Lmro ýy~e 2a2 prmoance~

above ordinay leveJlk and then worsens it Miller, 1965, 401

An analysis of huw the Chnese Politburo deals with competitions

for influence within the decision process tand of decision processes

generally) should take into consideration the writingo of Mao Tse-tung

and others on rhe concept of contradictions uithin the Party. Source&

of thii. kind will indicdte %hat the Qilnese Comatunist theory is with

respect to "stcuggling out': various d-.tferences in decision-rnaking

,Oituetiorts. It wuuld be a mistake, however, to accept this theory as

an empirical deucription of how conflicts are reoived and decisions

reached. On the contrary. we need to gqther from whateve.r sources are

available to uu a variety of dat. from %hich inference" abýout Volitburo

decision-making can be drawn. Theory,--both from %estern and from



i4rxi tt-L•,•~ni~t-. �Lwouu*s--should be testod cz caisely as pos-

slble with 6rnplrical dar.-i

In thea. effcrts te 3houLt keep clearly in mind thac -re is not

likely to be a ziriqle currency of pcixer, cuthority or dominance in

grotp decision-makirng. On the contrary, currencies zA po.er twhd to

cnange from wartime Lo peacetime, frtm situations of economic competi-

tiont to situatlons of technological competitior, and so forth. Much

peprscS u'v.n the organizational envirormeni, tiVe characteri$ltcs of

.,e individuil decision-iakers and how they interact, the issue at

':toke, rh'i dec'ision context, and the like. P., individlal or a facti-on

of indiviu•a1s may gai. domlmkn-ce for their definition of the •ituaticn,

rirpone and Plani through the merit ind persuwsiveness I..herent ir. the

definition, purpose and PMan; or through tho logic of argument and

-iuipporting evidence; or by bargaining; or by throat or other coercive

persu:asior; or by the removal, through one mean. or another, of rheir

opxo:itiox; 7inr !o Iorth. Current•y it appears that the Lin Mao leacer-

ship derives its poer and duthorit-I in part frvw Lte armed torce.,

in part from the Re4 Guard and Ir. part from the prestige :heren. in

Mac's nam,ý cird evc•v-. 'Itere may be other important factors.

Ii i,t the behavlor of a decision-make, will be if.Luenced and

a-,ristrainerd by consideratd'.ioz 5uch as: hit. perceptions of ano feelIrI;,s

4,bout the characteristics of the 3ystem of which hit is a compo;.eant

Including :in• other comporexis, its capabi .Ltles and theirs,; the

c&aracter..stics (includin. the caopbatA11es, f ofh• systems with

,;icf ),r systein is interact :tig; and the characteri&tic., of the encor.

Prssing supra-syeti-i of which all these sv;:tems re uni,: comrnonents.

pj,,- .-. ¶<iiLicant ch-aracteristics in each case %iil be role rctutýe.,

iceni.e''iort; patterr., diLstributicri- :i fy-rer, ans6 thin .;iy! in ý'hict

i,,',,' nhe:x'omora are perceived rnd internalized uy tibe actors.

'I



S0 11 i'p 1Z . i 1K -:)f Si~ t I C,-It .l V, 31 x i.J. I-*

Ce ~.. .r~-iS.er A~)? : ýVo' ieci,ý on-iriIkcz' Lf-M~o ?J: Aye

Jiif ic~ti~ t~ .Foltb-iro?.J: k',e Chief ~ 'nnt P1t~~ Aye

Aye tudce. Ayi. so-L5i0

~Lir P~ f~on.[Whole Mlithurci?.J: Nay
Lit. Shacc h1 i fzrion?]; :-.1

FopuIUce: Nay

Inl ýSitvazxuii e Mao faces nc dorit--tic difficuIlt1.ei with the istvue

,it hcuid. mr Situatiori b tht- de,';.slon-maker ind the Politbur~o must ýtecicwu
7

how m2uch power taey have whet~her in teutms of po.Uc._ for'ce, economic

pier, khAziSMAI, pt-rn~wison or' whatever)~ as ccompamlv with the divided

populace. In c~~ MaC o and Liz suppor1urs must calculi~te Lheir

power relatlv'. to that -f z.eLiu Shdo-ch'i factior, a& wel as the d)_i-

5,erting Iia1i of the populace. fn Situattion d Mao &-),pears ro be in

an'1evous trouble- ~rz1ess lie can~ muster soMe POW.er tilat iS rC nc.1%idrent

*.,r anless the issue is not significant.

)n itiatixn b azvl c tr-e d~imestkc uharacteristics of the .sy~ice1 ii

,in ho- 1 ii loaderahip perceives thewm may be crucial~. Aho are. the

chio- IleutenwAts and from what outces do vhey derive zJheir poier"

Whe~c ar theiz rel iaons with eac'h othvt? Do they agree or disik~qrce

other kszvr-sa HIow much v'Aqoi' -v _-Yes ir; t!Ie P)P'ddc'-ý, Iow ImUc2t

izc3iv , muc i. . t i ý ;T? irht %ri.Li3t ch J..ne'J: of pri*.3?t'. 41a * a;. .[ ri

-i _, K... i~

*.a~v'S t .ot)Wh



even the .eci•ion-nwker? Hio do the de, Ision-maker, his 14Ctte.afls,

(a)nd the populhce 3tand with reapect to other crucial que't44,[..

The behavior of the head of state Is thes constrairne, ]I tmr..d.,

biased rr sueved, and otheruise influenced ;idepending on ho% ijpabil-

Ities are distributed and Derceived to be di.itributed., kbv [pr•. prion,

and expectations held by other officers of government and liv the cit.

zenry about goals, means, roles, statuse., anL' recipr-caticrn, and abuot

where the head of stite ought to fit and ho. lit ought to behkwve.

To the degree that these pcrceptioi,., expectations an-i hab.ria.d

reelpr•cations have been ixiternalized by the head oi state, Dy o-her

officers of government aid by the citizenry, !'hey derve, In a,.sojijun

terms, as stebilizeri of behavior. They become t,'ikheimms conscience

oollect.ive. Since each head of state and thoke around him operate in

a discrete aný par•itclar culture ead a di!;crete and particular society,

differences in cultural and societal values ancluding idecloV.cail

elements) vLU oontwibas to aymmovft? Lin the interacteons of net i)n

states.

Iv0"iaiative (oteflcV ajid Activity RkM9~i0Q5;8

Charles Osguod and otheo have found In a variety of cultures that.

when human being. perceive themnselves, other human beings, and events

g*eArally, the mosr relevant discrimination* ar,: made in a xpave defj.r% d

in terms (,f evaluAtive, poSIDcy and ect facrorr 'Osg.o'd, i;Uci and

TannenbawnD 1957; Osgood, 1960; %ci, 1957; Aumata and $chrimm, 1956'.

"*t would be *xtremely important--especially in view of the anklunt cf

research dependent upon the Chinese language as a channel oi Meas:'re.

ment and analysis--to find out to what extent the.e 'Ame faci'-,s 'ccount

for LIh-ete ,,ommuni~t discr~iInktions, ierLatively, it j,,'.rý- these

factors ought to be of considerable importance bur;hi uin rul-, ionhip4



bet%-'en irdiviL"-A L',al" J r'.. 1 betv~een riitiolki* 43 ý..iewed by wmajor

leader's.I

Let ue sur)*-,ra

In his rJttr~h -. n h~reltior:3liac, w.ith
S, Actor A perc~-1iv<., B, Acto~r ý2 Grrceives

;~elf IiA ýelf

Act ive Aotive AcL't XP --- Active

ifw niow d ecover that A -,dB b c--bth incflined to purbue aojal

A, trc, ma~y predicc thAý the -,:1c vall ccooperdte- especially if they can

acnmieve it more easily th:-f-mih ;.;ir~c e'lf-rt and provided there is no

41u-Ai'~y of X %.hich mighit put them1 iii rar.petition w.ith each other.

Now let us si..ppose that

n hiý: rg1.atjr.nbhip with Ln ni.z xelati:Žniohip virh

B, Ac~cnr A percelves A, Octor B perceives-

Sto~ ~---- Weak trxg* - Weak

Act-i-e 4-.-- reissive Actilie Passive

Unu.er thest circuw,-istanc~t~, if A anid B par~~ue gcal X, ;;e Aha.~l

nev be aur-prIWe if they cooperate In a relationshIp %with A dorminat-

big B,

.,n any inveractive .rituition it %ill mamis: a dlfferx~txe ho* uill

the actor's pe-,cei,-e each ocher, aund also whhether they spe the rela-

':iortshtp uyrimetrically or un symmietri~c&aIy. J1 A percei'c'-.3 himself

as strong, active and j~sieandc B a5 %eak, paissive and pxositive,

doe's 1, for ex tr~plr-, ppm.rceýe A &:; strong, attive and po)-itivr and

hinmspJf also ati itrong, aciv~~e and oosivive? if so, this% producef;
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Another dimensioi. of analysis is adled if one e~amines not ocly

current perceptions, but etpect.atioun cf the future:

In his relationship with ;n his rel i-ir'nhip %ith
B, A. tor A perceivc• the A, Actoer B perct::ives the
Et.ent as: 2.ýr*sent as:

Self B A Self

positive n-- . egative negative ..... positive

strong J - -- %eak weak st . - o rony

active -. - passive passive - a"t ie

But,

In his relationship vith in his relatiornship with
B, Actor A perceives the A, Actor B perceives the
future as: future as-

Self D A Self

negative ----- negative negative - negative

active •-- active active a' - ctive

A situation of this type is doubly unstable, Lach party p•r•.

ceives itself as able to do;,inate the other but expeccs time to er-d(

his position vis-a-vis the other. Thus each may cone to perceive--as

did Auatria-Hungariart leaders in 1914 in regard to S.rbia--that pre-

emptive action is the only soluticn, and to pro7eed ecccrdingly n

suhh cirmustances the pereptions of the actors may be more crucial

then objectivi Prlity.

-xinese Commnmisat Mea li~ n ~ ii-

ANsWA•p•ons are somaetimes made about Chinese Communist d.•rL. ion

making which have not been adequately tested. Bobrov; cites as.-ertiovi,

for example, that "I. . the Chinese elite live Aft an Onreal iiorld,

i-e,, have poor reality testing . * ." and that they are "rig•.d in

their atttvidei and actioni (Bobrow, 1961, 315' ." An investigatlun

. ........... ... ký.: .4 ;*.. .• . .;,•... •- .....• " L.w' ." .



O(tC'1 dspects arid 'i... . ' Rui~'icdn t ~ifaity

C WI V; , 1ý# c ( nZ P *'rbif f Lot? Or~f iy (,eor jf. s1d!

4k~kk!T,'R ýA I r,, I itl i,ý,~ i! jt ~' c ,(- '~ WS dll/ur,'a t d- i~ f' i e i iLoA

0 I c~pr '.he ~ 1. it-ed c nper i. 'w, te 'f *.!,I 11 J I't aI v it. f, I- t. c

Lasni~novjc, 11j&4, 2U)." In certi *týi...n.dn ! Ppicp'le

IRtpublic h~d lYevi4 rinvoh'ed ". . to. >,eha%-i'i. of tie* du.rj-oive or

* erý'3.yl otete? is o'ler'-pexxceivs.'d ixc the critically H.-ji sice

Zan~i~ovich, MA,4 2ýO9).." Consequtently, fLairowici~ eC)? lud*3d, i

.rec.tsing (ýomx~unist Chintse behavior is the goal, more tiitph~asis shaould

:,e pt~ced~ upon CtkiRese perceptic'.i3 of the leneiriy' thian upon i 'ther

incomi~ng xa~imu3ias events or , orbdiizec3 intes.ticons novh,1964,

4 A)." 1It neida to lie inmphaoised, he-wever, that a] though the '1iint-t-

elitea aft selectively rigid* the data "do riot spVtrt the hypc'.:hesis

th4~t they are .idescrimainati.-ily wo ýobrow, 1967, 317)."1 Indeed.

I' on the basis of the Zaninovich data, C~~eereality i~.t~

,:awl o be reUtively Vjood ex "-pt uhtif raajor eveitta .are dirioctee

primarily 4t CShim 4.5abrow, 1967, 33.6)." In general, 0.'. the h.utqfi-r-

the level of ýý~lij rho jreater tile discrepiais 1,y beet%*Gn pertu, i1)1.

. rid eviJMhu Aelim o -5 * ThUSt Vi L 21 t d4tosetiwn V#4~~*!r~2
in-ctese aZ~woi ~ ~ ~ n aninovich,' 196,1,, 314)."

14ssumptions* of 'litisim. amurnxist rigidit.,, need t~i be examined isk

sl~ilairly disciplineti %R. Ar Ao,1eit~ed by "W-a~,V. can b~egin tr

1.11 asir: 4-.1 .?id iry uý ir J' 0i L ch (hi n- rL~Jcp~t 1, *~.. . t *' t
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change or remain the same in different voritexts and twarýd dlfferkin

C) actors (Bobrow, 1967, 317)."

_ira and the., action flmcess or Conflict 9pirail

It has frequently been noted that if Coxt.-, A- ..- itte.' c ,r!ectlv

or incorrectly--perceives itself threateneed by B, ,leee iS

high probabilty that A will rerpond %ith chreaoti rt hc-t•:Ce actiii;

or at least by increasing l.t8 deprival and/oc puvishment capacity.

As Courtry B begins to perceive thie activiry teemlngly directed towzrd

itself, it is probable that B, too, will behave in a reciprocally ho'..-

tile and defensive fashion hy raising its deprival artn/or punishment

capacity or by taking other measures. This thareatening behavior by 3

will soon further confirm A's original percep, ons of danger and threat,

and A will be inclined to increase its active and/or passive defens,.,a
activiry. Thereafter, the exchangea between ,'he tso parties are likely

to be caught up in an increasingly inteause spial of self-confirmunc.

)**tile suspicions aM expectations.

This phenomenon is oo0mmly know at a reaction, or a Richardson,

pwooess, and it opens the posaslility that Country A's weapons SyStema

-- undertaken for security, and not fop aggressive purposes--m*,, incl•e

(Ountvy 3 to responae which will, in tha long ru.n, bring about warfie

VAich the Initial system was designed to iUhibit, Accodinq to Xentith

Avul4im, "*Ihe oliticOal sientlft meets the rea,'tion procesE in the

concept of tew •m race, which ii theoretically very similar to the

price war. We ftd the same ymosseua going on, hosever, at all levils

of relationshipm-between union and management, between husband &-nd w if

between ktag and parliament, between president and corigh-ss. between

administration and faculty, between teacher and stu,•ent, arx even ii.

S' # at I



the~ -in fime1 Kin~pl'Y, oetve. trprIit di. r a. ~. - .wl host.,

cici Ily 'i..rogqrvr-,u for t h- r: , 'ý.vAr:ý 6 0" rdrt ic 0-irI -' e *pt-(65t1ructve.

'iht- ~ i 'I: h.-,s rc , rIist~l t>!I, - :e'Y O"Scala 1:!,, 1k :a I ate,

1hat Tither? i . dcr-sc1n tr vnl t. A tj( ~'there

atlad.dn94.;..~t~1~vii t ~ ca i-'ff C~r to

get )n, L,. 9c) 1'y ,. r dý i, -w to ,Lc,, .,' >1; oi to ! -jk chf stdirs

iiohistetzec a!d AIn'1-tetLez?, 1365 "' TniS is f(--unate'ty true, or

nuz.ir.r, *-ircj4.- - ',x'pt cat~gh': in m~auy _ucl ýzpirals-would be in a condi-

ti'.r ot i)erpetualI~ spiraiiing %.rý'arc. L-v~ the reaction or crisis

spira'l ý .ic ve eal bec:,use it zC , iA a1 %hys-~or even usu~ally--

EC-OýAL-t ir~tO idrie.1 scadh'..;ar. Whar has give~n it : ignif cance as aI

Cr.zcia' phenowt~nort is the dqvelepiaent" ot riuc3.eýr warfere, which trans-

forms: ci rwnr'~te eh~nce of eCaClation int-- & stoberlnq stat~ititic.

.f either party in~ a conflict rhkuotes ý, provoke a spiral and press

for vl(ttory, the ot-her ms.y fWz it aiznst 41,,oaS~ible to stop the e.,cala-

tior. shcoot of capitialatinn or blrhirawe1. ;xi a nuclear ag6' such Cort-

isidevatinns can pZO4UC som*h~tyk that xu~gests an uiltimaate dilemmta.

On the other hand, posibilities for riveraing a spiral often exist dsJ

3,)qas both prtie 'as Micmlly gpefer t3~ avoid fudL-acale war arid pro-

v'ided at least one, of theii c.tn detach itself sufficiently to take neces-

sary counter-measures. F-mw of :*s understand the reaction process nuf-

ficiently, however, to pradict with any certitude ",Just %here automaiticity

or ir-reversibility takes over . Wol. etter and Woh.1stetter, 1965)."

Often enough the difficelty Is that both partie5 are too deeply caught

Jn the escalation to achieve detachaient--*ven when more objective third

partler, are able, intuitively or othermiie, t-n sense qn approaching

threshold or IrreverzibIlity.



Much military and political policy is based upon an assuuptior

0 that a sufficient capacity to punish enjoyed by Country A %il)3 deter.

Country B. This is frequently a safe assumption--but ncr alw'vo.

Empirical studies suggest that Per ce ionz of ics own inferior c!a-

bi-iy Lf rcjtln of fear, trat or 'MI qreat eueugh,

will fail to deter a nation I to war tZinnes, North and Yzch,

1961, 470). There are enough such exceptional cases in history to

provide pause for ober refletioiz.

This means that increasing the threat or application of force is

not--by itself--a necessarily effective way to reverse a spiral. (o

the contrary, such action may accelerate the escalation. Effective

deterrence will isndoubtedly vary with context, but- in many cases r-

Is probably a subtle blend of deprival, punishment, reard an? other

psychlgicAl as well as material phenomema. Converselv, deterrenc-',

if improperly eonceivctd, may oonetibute to the very ootcome it Is

wdertaker to pvtvent.

To date, we kno danlerously UttlM auie t What the subtle blend

for succesCsful ktI r*4 is, or vht Ita properties and ; imit

are. A part of *S io to 4entify avfronw ttal p'•.nomene which

contribute to the ýty of affective eleaente in the model. T .:lpora-

tm search *ug~o that--1i 4dition to the threats, Veal or il, A.CIiled,

which Country £_W mjp e In the atufloudings--perceptions of time

peesure or lMitalm atd P" ý,*f rtarrowing alternatives of

VsPAe* amo ng aUa'a .ý*,butirng to the lability of affect.

0.1e Holati i•d oth hs e bw 4 *W.rted the following hypothe-

-ks by . rical teat ia mzb.* of #wlss situations:

5|
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hypothesis 1. As stress increases in a crisis situations

a) time wi1l be perceived as an increasingly salient factor in

decision-making.

b) decision-makers w~ill become increasiingly concerned with the

inunedia.e rather than the distant future..

Hypot'hesis 2. in a crisis situation, decision-makero will per eive:

a) their own range of alternatives to be more restricted tha

those of their adversaries.

b) theL', allJies' vnge of alternatives to be more restricted I
than those of their adversaries.

ypothesis 3. As astess Increases, decision-makers will perceive;

a) the range of alternatives open to themselves to btome

b) the range •f alternatives open to adversaries to e-pand.

Uypothesie 4. The higher the stress in a crisis situation:

a) the heavier the overload upon the channels of coumuication,*

messages.

the gpeater the tendenpy to rely upon :P t: y or

improviaed channels of cojamnicatloi.

4) the higher tho V@portion of q~M

Inter- Coalltl

MOClel1and Jt 4. (191 "'1"v6 reported soxovW~ contr~adictory

findings for ,ISIs 24. * 4icrepanMy may omege from differing

ietit~on ot isii,- Th, StWUd In Interntionl Conflict and Inte-

gutlot, have f*Ujed an siCt*Vlors 2 a : A
bgs f-.on tOW perio, when the decision of vibethu to fight or not

to fight lies In tho baIlmroe rn tI~t* tOMSP the QdWmY AM3 14mtui

44 4



crises would be viewed as small, localized bars--the question hanging

in balance being whether to escaJate into a major war. Another problem

may emerge frowm differences in levels of alternative. Di Jualy 1914

major leaders had increasing difficulty identifying alternatives to

war, but this does not mean that they necessarily failed to perceive

alternatives on "lower,I implementing levels of decisiorn--whether to

oonsult with the Italians, etc. Later, once the decision had been

made to fight, the implementing levels offered proliferationr, of alterna-

tives. No doubt a crisis in the sense of a small war o-• inter-state

duel would similarly require a proliferation of decision in the conduct-

ing of hostilities. Finaliy, according to our hypotheses, any kind :;f

de-escalation, whether in a Cuba (1962)-type crisis or a Quemoy Mat~u-

typ crisis, would display wider perception of alternat•ves than a crisis

of either type that ccittinued to escalate.

Whtn an esCalation is undez ..y, the negative affecs produrcd by

threats and oountw-threits appear to distort time as perceived by the

prticipwits, *nd 44o dtcr e their capacity to iden:tify iwre than

lopet~ b**t* lternatIvos...at a juncture when the same part ici-

'4- ant f~igo aS" thi. alterratives available to their cadversarics

A*I Jgrl wld*AUW*- The extent to whi.ch the Ch:Lneae t'ommv.nist

ýtIha8 t~ndenceis is a Sub jevL

40
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4- Part III

on F2ROMISIW0, RMSA iO ThCIN]UMS

Rese.rch Alternatives

Obviously, there is no single most useful research technique or

set of research techniques. The problem is to find the tcool which best

suits a particular inquiry or a particular body of data, or to use

alternative apprroaches and alternative tools as a check of one against

another- De1pding u!oon the investigation at hand, one may choose a

traditional technique, or a newer, perhaps more experimental technique,

or a oombinatioz of the two, ]h this part of the reportv e shall discuss

-- out of n=merous--broad types of research terhniques. The selction (

is Aut intended to be corclusive, but rther to suggesot the posslbillties

for developian n ind ustful methodologies aud combinatlons.

tudie •of Cbina P~ose a special problem, inasmuch as the language

Is dA moto ilean, and for this a.n- other reasons there tends to

be a wof cholars qtallfied to undertake tte research that

ought to he done. Government agencies often face a dilemma in that to

the #ýtertr tA4 y W'" #holara fmom the universities, they tend

to r4••.. VW• ted nr.umzoý teachers available for training new and

badlyufteded t apciligtc. No doubt we shall never fine a way

entfr)# auk dt this diletsw. bug "s, is the possibility that the

developmnt of me research te hnt4@W-Verticula .3y those enmplayinig

electronia ooff06ars'--iwy 4ttAP1' th* offeotiveness of those China

scholars who are ava'lablt aM asit enhaw* the capabilities of non-

spicialists to analyre Chinese materials.

"In discussing the use of computcrs for studying Ruesian muoerials,

John R. Pierce of the Bell Telephone LWhoratories •i96.) has made a
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persuasive argument for switching ýome of the emphasis away from prob-

lems of machine trw.-slation in the direction nf analytic prograns oper-

ating on the original, untranslated text. If much Russian .or Chinese?)

is to be read, Pierce argues, the *eader will save time in th-ý long

run by learning' the language. But analysis performed on the origirnal

text could--for many purposes--eliminate the translation problems and

thus avoid the losses of meaning which inevdtably accompany the trans-

lation process. ". . . the machine itself could ca=ry out certain

operations, such as searching for key wotU or combinations c.f key

words or indexing -r even abstracting ,Pierce, 196:, 290-307'."

At the pre~ent. ti;ne there seem to be at least two najcr ways in

which computers could be eaiployed to alleviate the constrairts imposed

Vy che shortage of qualified scholars in the China field. The first

way Is to build computerized banks of cumulative data about the People'4
A

Republic, its component regions and localities, and its quantifiably

measurable relations uith other natznnu 7trade, relative GNP, exchairges

of diplomats, casualties suffered or inflicteJ, nw.nhs of warfar,., ar.d

the like). A second way--not yet operational--*ould be to devise pre.,rams

of content analysis that would operate upon Chinese languafe texto and

provide tabula# 04tt"utoaP* dphaps under bi-lingual (or multi-lingul)

rubrics.

&q~aeDt Arnalvsis

The orjaiization of data banks is a relatively uncomplicatted opera-

tion--the greatest difficulty residintj in the unreliabi3e charmicter of

many statistics about China. In order to achieve dynamic analyses, it

is necessary to gather relevant statistical indic,.'• (areas, poplatlons,

GWPts, budget allooaelors, twade flows, months at war, casualties, and

S- ------
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so forxth) at yeax'y data rints over a consideradblo time. tn addition

Lo handling abtolute nun1i.,bs 'he computer prqr~ms scudd calculate

rdtes of change. The da-ta car be iubjected to niulti-varl3te analysis,

to recgressions, and to other typet of manipulation aM statistical

cont rol.

The devisir g uf ct.ni analysis pr-ogiams operating directly upon

Chinese language rextR will rert upon the acjieveavent of a number of

ini)ovationo The Jmporr,.rt thisiq would be to faci!itate thr4e-dilec-

t ional conmriunications iLmorn content analysts, linguists• and prycho-

tingv,•t:. ;wrkitng wkth the Clinese language, and technologists who are

wori ing on computerize.3 t--anslation problems. It would be impor..ant

to alert the c iputerlzed translation p .,ple to the ntnimal require-

merr' icor doing content ,nalysls on Chinese text&, which might be met

sarmewkAt $cone# than a sitisfact.-ry Chinfvsfx-rngqlsh translation system.

A program uperating cn chinese langx1ge text* could accomp] ish General

Unvuirer (anM othzx types) cf- .etrJ'val and dnmlyis--%.1tho j~ nl-

tiorr-and pr$int uut statistical tables, graphs and the like under crt-

bined English and Chinese :-and cther) rubrics for interpretation by

analysts who need not be capable of reading C•inese. ',-, be optit.ua.y'

uteful, however, the system should be capabi of Chnt- printout in

order that each occur•ence of any single word or combination of words

-- including perceptions da defined for the Sotnfcrd Genr.ral Inquirer

SyS. (as described belov)--rpould be retrieved and made available

(in the irn.**e original) to specialisrs with language capability.

If, tlis %ay distortions and losses of mteaning-- inevitable in any trars-

LaUoP--w~suid be Avolded; analyses would be made available to investiga-

itb-.ut a kiowleiCe cA Chinewn; and at the &one tiiae virtually

,; ! retrIeval 'f t*e, dnt- eouaponents of text wooul be at hond for

4'
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sepecialists with linguistic capabilities. The computer would do the

searching and retrieving--locating and selecting whatever was needed

from document texts--and the scholar would read and, if appropriate,

translate what the machine had pulled out.

Both aggregate data analysis and content analysis appear to be

basic approaches to studies of decision-making processes-

Corntent Analysis

Since aliaost all research in the social scionces ard humanities

requires the careful reading of written mater.ials, the question arises,

what characteristics distinguish content analysis from other, somewhat

more traditional methods of docu.mentary investigation? "Among the

characteristics of content analysis upon which there is wide agreement,"

accoiding to Holsti, "are those of objectiv'ty. system and enera•i'.

~tiV~it •stipulates that the analysis must be carried out on the

basis of explicitly foruulated rules which will enable two or more

persons to obtain the dame results from the same documents. 5 *

means that the inelusion and exclusion of content or cat(gories it done
I cording to consistently appliod criteria ot 3election. This requine-

went eliminates analyses in which only materials supporting the ýnves-

tigetior's hypotheses arte aumined. Generd requires that the fiWdinqg

aust have theorttical relevance. Puxely descritntive information about

content, unrelated tc other attributes of content or to the character-

istics cf the sender ,),r reeiplen cf the message, is of little scientific

value. These three characbadttles are not wrtique to contcnt analysis,

being necessary' copditions for all scientific inquiry. But they :ierve

to n•dicace that# in genezal terms, content analysis can be considered

as the dpplipation of the canons of scientific research to the analysis

of oommunication content (olst± at al., forthcoming)."

I
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The assumption is Sometimes made that content analysis is almost

by definition quantitative. This is not necessarily so. Alexander

George (:1959) has draun the distinction in terms of frequency and yon-

frequency analysis.. "We catploy the term 'non-frequency' to describe

the type of non-4uantitdtive, non-statistical content analysis %hicb

uses the presence or absence of a certain content characteristic or

syndrome as a content indicator in an inferential hypothesis. uIn

contrast, a 'frequency' content indicator is one in which the number t

of time* one or more content characteristics occur is regarded as

relevant for purposes of inference." As an illustration of the dif-

ferences and similarities, George suggests that " • on the basis '

of a quantit4tive study which shows a sharp decline in number of refer-,

rn,'e.ý to Stalin In Pravda, the frequency analyst might infer that the

successors to Stalin are attempting to downgrade the former dictator

or are trying to dissociate themselves from him. On the other hand,

the non-frequency analyst might make a similar inference from the fact

tht in a public speech one of Stalin's successors pointedly failed

Wo mention him when discussing a particular sitbject (e.g., ,redit for

the Soviet victory in World War I) where mention of St" wvold

fo~nrly have been obligatory (George, 1959, 7-32 ."

4wontent analysis can be used to study novels, plays and other

literat•re, decision-making documents, news reports, propaganda broad-

casts, and many other types of material. The purpose may be to discover

public values, Insofar as they can be Inferred from A particular source,

or to measure the stated perceptions, goals, attitudes or intents of 4

a single leadev or, by aggregation, of a group of leaders, and so forth,

Where possible, such studies should be supplemented and cross-checked

by alternative modes of investigation. Data on the facial expressions

4
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and gross bodily movement of key leaders, for example, could be used

in conjunction with content analyses of speeches, essays and even--as

in the case of Mao Tse-tung--poetas. Computer content analyvis greetly

enhances the possibilities for systematic replication of studies by

independent investigators.

The emphasis in subsequent pages %ill be upon quantitative, rather

than qualitative, content analysis--largely because these are the methods

with which we are most familiar. NothIng thdt i s put forrd should be

construed as detracting, however, from qualitative methods, which fre-

quently constitute the most feasible and appropriate approach,

Studies of cognition, interpretation, evaluatioun tad decision rake

on meaning-and achieve some degree of analytic control--when variables

from this part of the miel., the mediating variablea, are correl~ted

in systematic fashion with stimuli "environmental events, including

the actions of otlhe, nation ttates) and %ith the perceiving nation's

owm behavior.

Before we undertake a discussion of measuring techniques for medi-

ating elements of the model, a number of caveats need to be mentioned.

Tl a considerable extent these become necuszary because the overt behav-

lor (R) and the "outside" stimulus event :-S) can be eitnee verbal or

no*-verbal. This state of affairs presents us with several difficultaes.

First, even a purely physioal, non-verbal event such as the explu-

saoi of a Chinese nuclear device or the deployment of the United States

Seventh Fleet or the crossing of the 38LIO parallel in Korea frequently

reaches the decision-maker--and eventually the researeh investoigtor-

in symbolic, verbal form. Miis cannot be avoided- our sole access to

purely physical nor-verbol events often lies through symbollc, verbal

repiresentation.

'I



Secend, overt, non-verbal, physical behavior such as signing a

treaty, mobilizing an army or initiating a military advance through

the Hizralayas is frequently initiated verbally by the decision-maker,

the plain or order or command being trarsmitted through many alents

and often much elaborated upon. In such instances the verbal commar.6i

must be .imeed as internal messages between the leader and those agents

empouered to perform tho physical acts. Thus the plan initiated by

the head of government or otAeA. top deciqion-oaker '5.th respect to

ýhe state system Is just that--a statement of intent fencoding, or

.'.an;, not overt hbehvior R) jji~itl the order is accivated.

Third, either a stimulus event (E;) or a response event (R) may be

wholly verbal and sa7.ibolic ii' that it does not--and v.as r0"ot intended

to--)*present or translate into a pbysicail event, The message a ln_

as the Unitetl States sup rts the Nationaliht Government iia Taiwan, we

shallnot ne tite in a strictly verbal event A-hich achieve-$ its statuk.

through transference of syinbolic meaning. Somethbing similar could 1,L

%Id for' the message JU Vu 1Attk ~ r atuwe ghai.Q Zgtaliai~t

.ki dcots not command : gun to be fired nor an army t- invade. Regardl..ss

of %hat the recipient may do in response, there is no physical act for

wlh~ch it ••F. the foreshadowing verbal conwrand--the dcivatin, meaage

The total value lay in the meaning of the verbal messaya, and therefce

it- is a reaponse (R) of Its initiator, and a stimulus (S) for the

r( f ip ent.

On the other Mnd. the cond:tional, purely verbal message if ! _

at~tack Qam &tu 1A 3hl. reaiate is only thf' initiator's

1lan _,r inLent (encoding, or Plan sector of the model) until it !a

ar'tiulated ut side the botmdaries of the state that Issued it. Thus,

.trlfss a top decisior-.makar transmits It himself directly to the

0 1
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and gross bodily movement of key leaders, for example, could be used

in conjunction with content analyses of speeches, essays and even--as

in thc case of Mao Tse-tiung--poems. Compute- content analysis greatly

enhance4 the possibilities for systematic replication of studies by

independent investigators.

The emphasis in subsequent pages 6ill be upon quanritative, rather

than qualitative, content analycis--largely because these are the methods

with which we are most familiar. Nothing that 3s put iora•rd ihould be

construed as detracting, however, from Ta•lit.ative methods, Which fre-

quently constitute the most feasible and appropriate approach,

Studies of cognition, interpretdtion, evaluation and decisior. tda)e

on meaning.--and achieve some degree of analytic control-uhen variableo

from this part of the model, the mediating variable ;, are corieltted

in systematic fashion with stimuli 'environmental events, ircluding

the actions of other ration states) and with the perceiving natiorns

own behsvior.

Before we undertake a discussion of measuring techniques for medi-

ating elements of the model, a number of caveats need to be mentioned.

To a considerable extent these become necessary because the overt behav-

ior (R) and the "outside" stimulus event S) can bn either verbal or

non-.erbal. Thib scate of affairs ýresentR us with several difficulties.

Pirst, even a purely physical, non-verbal event such as the explo-

sion of a Chineso nuclear device or the deployment o' the United States

Seventh Fleet or the cn)ssing of the 38th parallel in Korea frequently

reaches the decision-maker--and eventually the research investigator--

in symbolic, verbal form. This cannot be avoided, our sole access to

purely physical non-verb-l events often lies through symbolic, verbal

representat ion.

I



Seec¢nd, overt, non-%0•rbal, physical behavior such as signing a

tredry, mobilizing an army or initiating a military advance through

the Himalayas is frequently initiated verbally by the decision-irAker,

the plan or order or coaiand being transmitted tbr-augh irmny a:;ents

and often much elaborated upon. In such instances the verbal corMnan6&

nmuýFt be Aieved as internalI mess3ges bet.een the .lea-er and tho•e dgents

kmpo¶.xered to perform the physical acts. Thus th.' plan inzttiatrd by

tite head of government or otae.L top declicrci.-aker Uith respect to

the slta syctem Is just that--a stctement of iutent .encoding: or

o.n,, not overt behavior 'R) until the order is accivated.

ThI 1i, either a stimulus event (S) or a response event (R) ray bi

%holly verb'ba. aand symbolic in that it does not--and vas rot intended

tr.-..epjerent or translate ;nto a pbyitcol event, The message as lona

,is the United Stat~e suivorts the LationeJ.±6t Governmnent In Taiwan, we

shall iot neaotiate is a strictly verbal event %hLch achleves itn St., ut a

through transference of syiahslic meaning. Something Similar cc.ul' 11ý

iaid for the message _if joq attack or .u, !e shal. r etallatf:

,-, does not command , gun to be fired nor an a*rmy ti, invade. Regardl.• 6e

vf what th-z recipient may do in response, there is no physical act f'

1IOCý It was the foreshadowing veprbal ccmmand--the dctivatin.g .,se4-e;

the tutal value lay in the meaning of the verbal me,)sage, and therefor-,

i:" is a responss 'R) of Its initiator, and a stimalus (S) for the

r( rip Ient,

On the otrher hand, ":h. ,onditional, pure.y -erbal message it Xo
attack upem, o r Mtau, we sha-L r taliate is onJy the Initiator's

r"an ,.x- •nent (oncodlng, or Plan sector of the rodel) unýil it is

a-tiLulated o't~aide the bo'uidAries of the itute that issued it. Thus,

,r I r , top der:si,.nm-makar i-raksmits Tt .i.m.jel" directi. to the

I.
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recipient by telephone, telegraph, or uireless or announces it publiriy,

it may well be delivered-as with a non-verbal act such as the firin;

of a gun or dropping of a bomb--by an agent, an arniassador, perhaps,

deputized to perform this function. The distinction becomes clear inr

the case of a message from a head of state which is not delivered, or

vh:Lth is transmitted in garbled or otheiwise altered form. Even a

telegram way be alttred in transmission.

The fifth consideration is that a stimUlus event .S) or a response

-event (1) oftein con. ~1ts of a complex set of subsidiary eventat. An

attack along a front embraces dosens or hundreds of sector attacks, a

speech with implications of violence can be subdivided into paragraphs

or themaes or words vith more or less *mplication of violence, and a

Five Year PlanL hai many components. This means that the bouidariea of

an "event" ae" req•ently di/ficlt to define, and %hatmver desigpnat-n

Is used my be wbal~ y arwitra•y.

Sixth, the &am op@*sh, telega or other document may qAlity as

wt action (R tw tit asserting rnMAon n a to8 a receiver nation) ean•

at the ay. time awtain pe•coptlýoA of "other" a"d perceptions of intent

fe which aftfet ottwz doccdtq *ad encoding data may be ±nferre,!

for the aotM nMt 1ý:-U!Wew the" c1~cwastances great care must be

tabut not to *Mt1 te twiotlon of data %.hich are being subJecte~d 1-o

a given Vm'eeuve Of earalyals, I.**, Is it action or percept-gal 'it.

t'iAt is bein measaWt, wd to #Mdh actor is it properly attributed:

Ard, fimilyp t~hateiew measupwmne'. we make of affect .'or of e b

qualities attrib• ted to deolaion-makers) depend upon inference. The-,

aw~ant j the Investigator's view or percee:|.oa or assessment of quA.-

I"tiet inferv -I on the basis ol7 r.eastr.tgo i certain ;'iass :f ' 1)vhavi 7'r

v u., writto.n verbal ct'pnt. ?hs is unavoidable, since affec't is;

iferred as generated uichin individual electro-cherical 3yrter.b.

' I



Within the limitations imposed by these caveats, content analysis

offers a useful method of i.eaburing variables from the decoding and

encoding sectots of the ,odel. Several automated systems ame now avail-

able, and the feasibillty of running the same data--once punched on

carcd- -throuih two or more contpeting program& rapresents an attractive

feature of this type of analysis.

1he General'.tirer Wste__

-b o - -ng-b-s-ontent analysai! tools is the General Inqu ier, w-hc -

has been developed by Philip Stone and his asso.-iates at Harvard Uni%.

ersity and m. I. T. %Stone, Bales, Namernirth and Ogilvie, 1962). A

cons~derable nur.ber of specJilized variations of the basic General

Inquirer dr e nYA; available 'Stonoe Dunphy, Smith and Ogilvie, 1966)

end :.e*, inproved systems are in various stages of develuopent. The

Franford General Inquireir was adapted from the Stone system for the

inalyuis of polit•ceal--especially 1isis--aterials (Hosti, 164,

5882- 3 onc Ce the %mw empirical data have oeen punched on cards ,

they can be run throug the Stone pro•gvi as a cross check cn the find-

irnga of the Stanford system. The" systems can be used to analyse

rtlationahips between individuals as %eU as relationships between

component sub,-$ystam of a state or between states--provided appropri-

at . documentary sources are available.

Measurement of peareptiorts (from decoding and encodJzig sector;s of

the model) by means of content analysis depends, nf course, up~on the

,,v4d1ebility of appropriate and adequate written records This is a

:,vere 7.iiitatic;. iLon this .awricular t.fol as an 1istrimnent for the

-ttdy of Folitbuxo decision-making. The measurement of actions ,it and

3) is subject to iortewhat .ixllar limitations, but' the pxwoee.ures are

likely to be difterent in a number of eignificant respectz, and the j



types of sourcs=z are frequently different. Many action measurements

arb done "by hand."

In specific situations the investigator must often adapt to reality,

doing the besc he can with the most nearly appropriate materials avail-

able. Thus, if the United States or the Soviet Union announces or

tulements a new action program (R), bona fide perception and decision-

aking documents may not be available on the Chinese Politburo level.

U such cirecustanee, a search must be made to determine which available

i---- -"---do -mnt are-.oat-trzeflabln--nd ap a•--]-•-mi Cl--- I h-i-i - .........-.....

official news announcements, editorials, articles in political or mli-

tary jowwals and the like may be accepted as reasonably accurate

reflections of hoo the leadership perceives and feels about the Soviet

or United activity. ZA suc•h ucertaln circumstances, the best

Sstrategy is to monitor diverse cha-nels and check for consistency or

Inconsitency.

?he Stanford General Inquirer crn-ists of three major eh n-ents:

two dotiona~p;4 a system of data preparation; and a series of pio-

sfor etKr*eval anM analysis of data.

fte political dictiofary constitutes the major link between the

theoretical fomm13ation of the research program and the naechanics of

•. ementing this central dictionary, the Stanford GenerCA

V• 8 5 4t irnary of pronr names which prnvides cross-

rejetohdr tot eoontomioaX usitr~nal. It Is also use ful. in problems

whp& depend on7 diecriainding between sub-units of a largr' class *nv

for, aggrega~ting . sub,- unita* for retrieval. The Genercl Inquirer progrars

are flexible eough to accommodate a variety of dictionaries are1 alter-

native analyses.

Within the Stanford General Inquirer system oft darta preparat ion

the basic unit which provide4ir r retrieval and enalysis is tbe -

• , . .• . . .. . .

...... * C.;.. ; ..., . ...... .......>. ... '....'. ,, ,.. ......... ". '



ce,>ton, defined i, te•ms of a Perveiveqr, a Perceived* an Atitude or'

Action; and a . ,art, viz: the People's iRepablic (Mao Tse-twig, iLn

Piao) perceives that the 1k:iited States 'Johnson, Rusk) is bombing H~anoi.

or se'f-perception), the People's Uepublic perceives that tte People's I'1
Republic is supporting the Vietnamese people, and so forth There may

he one or two or mome perceptions iii a sentence. Only A or

Action anrt modifiers are sealed for Intensity.

Four major progr&ns are carrently in use: a tord ftequerc it

for talUling the uumber of occurrences of each uord in the text, rahn_

ordering the•, and listing them alphabetically withirn each fzrequoey

group; a aa talley ior coitnting the scores of words in the text wich

have been tagged for the various dimensions in the dictionary -positlvep

negative, stTength, weakness, activity, passivity); a S

search program for retrieving and printing out tags, theme codes or

sentences in thc text meeting any designated apecifications, for exwmple,

all sentences which contain a certaln taxt word or clutter of words, or

all themes in the indicative morle, or the future tense, or references

external to a given decislon-maker's system, and so forth; and a direct

&Lprogram throughn %Mch the printed output is arranged in table

fovm and through which the intensity level of words in the dictionary

may be adjusted accordirng to mode of expreuJon--reflecting, for example,

rho probabilistic nature of an assertion such as "The Soviet Union may

increase it, aid tc Vietnam (Armour, 1%4)."

The political dictionary is used to measure clanges in verbalixed

perception6--inferences about the decoding and encoci:g vectors of the

hasic mnele-h.in terms cf both frequency and intensity. The measurement

cakes place olong three d.mersions: sýnthr-3eeakn•es; activly•2a-v•vi;

poitive affect-negative affect. Theso d1chotonized dimensions correspond

to the evaluative, potency, and activity dimenslons which have been L.uid

- .::A.
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to account for human cognition in a variety of cultures (Osgood, Suci

"and Tannenbaum, 1957; Suci, 1957; Osgood, 1.960; Kumata and Schraim, 1956;

Osgood, 1962).

The Stanford General Inquirer enables the investigator to measure

both subtle differences and very complex relationships. At the very

simplest level he might %ish to analyze Chinese Communist perceptions

of the Soviet Union, or Object X (nuclear weaponry?), or Person Y

(JTob'us.n, Ruskj, Xsygin), or Event Z ,the Soviet achievement of iCBM

ca.-bi.ity). The initial question might be: Does Country A perceive

____'__ _____ -D yB a" positive (CoboT-or negatee m]a•YT---ermeasurement can

be made in terms of both frequency and intensity as a basis for pre-

'idicting A's probable behavior toward B.

SBy measuring another dimension--activity--a somewhat more oonfi--

det prediction of action is possible. To use a naive example, a

voodaman's response to a dormant rattlesnake (perceived as negative,

Strong, passive) will probably differ from his response to a coiled

a "nd poised one (negative, strong, active). Similarly, let ufs assume

*.St ScvUt decision-makers at so-ne particular time and in a particular

Ai' Iperceived the People's Republic and the UnIted States ast

People's Republic -- high negative, moderate strength

United States -- moderate negative, high strength

If we now obtain the activity component--perhaps !.hina has been per-

"ceived as high activity and the United States as low activity--our

cofidence in predicting probable Soviet actions toard these two

nations might be substartially enhanced.

Tagged on three dimensions and on three intensity levels each,

the Stanford dictionary is thus a meastwing instrument designed to

analyze even a simple relationship--such ai the examples above--kith

fine discrimination. Including inteniity levels, there are 3•,3 dif-
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ferent combinations which may describe A's perception of B.

If we are to analyze perception* satisfactorily within an inter- '

action situation involving two or rmore states, we shall be in search

of further data. It is nor enough to know how A perceives B. One

must, in addition, know how A perceives himself, how B perceives him-

self, and how B perceives A. Thus any dyadic relationship can be

debcribed in terma of the following perceptual combinations:

3h terms of his relation.-hip Ln terms of his relationship
with B, Party A perceives: with A, Party D perceives: j

self -- - ------

positive or positive or pouitive or positive or
negative . negative negative abnegative

strong or strong or strong or strong or
weak 4 weak weak - weak
active or active or active or &ctive or I
passive -'- passive passive passive

Even without intensity levels an arrangement of this sort Iden-

tifies A's perception of his own attitudes, posture or action toward

B and also A's perception of Ste attitude or action toward A In any

.one of 64--2~ X 2 -possible combinationA. Since 8 naintalas the same

umber of perceptual poessIities, there are 64 X 64 conceivable per--

ceptual relationships lomitring intensity levels; between A and B in

the above diagram. Many research problems may involve a third par-

ticipant, C, in which case the possibilities increase to 64 X. 64 X 64,

and so forth, as further parties are added. However many actors par,-

ticipate in d given relationship, it will make a diffewenee how they

perceive each other In thase te~re, and also her they see the vela-

tionship symmetricaXly or Vn•ywmtrically. ?aV example, if A peraelvei

himself as strong, active 00i "0"" W S a a Ok a"OO

.. .

'M.
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negative, does 3 see the relationship in the same terms (symmetry)

or in different terms--does he see A as strong, active and negative

ard himuelf as weak, passive and positive?

Another dimension of analysis is added if one examines not only

c"rrent perceptions, but < ations of the future.

The Stanford political dictionary is an arbitrarily defirted and

constructed measuring instrument ir *omewhat the %ay that a yardstick

is an arbitrarily defined and constructed measuring instrumenV. Both

awe based upon arbitrary conventions. A yardstick--if everyone agreet

.upon it.-%- U-d Serve -ju;;t as Wel- i it- were--thirty,.. -instead Q tfhirty- -

axi, inches long. Indeed, a meter is "just as go:d"1 as a yard--for

oe purposes more convenient. Those who constructed the Stanford

politloal ditiornary hold tio particular brief for the conventions upon

which It ins based. They msely assert that if the texts of Mu sepa-(
rite documents are measured against the political dlctionary--page by

9" or peiaph by paregraph or theme by thea--tho differences in

eiiii % , as wasured a.lotg the aealuation, potency and activity dimen-

uiono will be diocrimirated with a high level of Vocision. Taken by

Itself, no single value polat oa a trend cum~v wIU have any useful.

The Stanford polltical tIonary must be recognized as an artifact

of tbo4 Who VOMt 5 1 0"Imn the first place, %ovd liste wte given

to a seoies of three or fout $Wges, who were asked to indicate %hich

dmisua ,ons us" relevant to each vovd. Because it was assumed that

the paired diusionAs are matu&Uy exclusive rather than overlapping

(an an ma*& ion borne out by the judges who oatepgos each word), ar,

*old agft be tagged for one, two or tOnee dimeims* A word might

be vaW Wlttiv-s•tvong-watvW, but not posittve-ragative or strong .-eu.

J .

9o^1
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Upon completion of the tagging. the dictionazy was divided int-.

bix Lists--positive affect, negative affect, strong, %eak, active,

passive--for scaling. A series of judges then rated the words on

each list in terms of three intensity levels. The results of these

judgments were then averaged For example, if two judges assigned

t1-he value of 3 to a word, whereas a third judge raLed the intensity

of 2, that word was asslzmed a preliminary value of 2.67. The word

list for each of the six dinensions was then forced into a 30%-40%-30%

distribution according to Its preliminary value--that is, th 1 se words

whnse average rating *as in the top 30% were given the intensity rating )
S~I

of 3, the next 40% were vated 2, and the lowest 30% were assigned the

intensity rating of I. The cho4.ce of three intensity levels and of

the 30%-40%-30% distribution of ratings was a isomewhat arbitrary one,

although based in part on consideration of computer ruaning tim.

Lach added intensity level would maiterial.Ly increase tka va5er of

questioins reqIred for retrieving 4esired inaormation.

A computePized content analysis program operatn g Chinese

.afuage texts along Stanford General Inquirec limne *ou. require

constrction of a Chinese language political dictinary scaled, pr.-

ferablyt by recent Chjle Communist defectors.` Actually* the con-

strum-tion of such a dictionary-for comparison %ith *t •dsting g1i0

politac4 4ictionawy*-nred not wait fop Vi toct ion of a

po ot operating upmn Chinee language texts. A p•I de could be

leamwd about~ Chinese Commiast verbal bohavicw the Qf~tW

tion of such a dictionary v~ght now.

The various ways in which Interacting iation ' s -or tboir

) a• aders--prerelve themselves and others wlU have ftilsierable effeet

on their behavlor--influpncing them toward oo t or cOfliat or

perhaps toward 4uit* oomplex ow"pnsatM or unlfitcatm. An Important

- _ _ I
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factor in the stability of the relationship, in mny case, uill be the

waouxot* of symmetry or asymmetry in t1eir perceptions. The degree of

symmetry or asymmetry, moreover, is highly variable fxmn relationship

to relationship--and also through time within the sane relationship--

and is therefore a c... sideration to be determined in each instance by

emp•rical raa ks .

Xf sktfiCient documentary matey ',.dl is available, the Stanford

General i•hquirer can yield chawges in the" variab.tes be?..een two or

more) nation states on a day to day or even an hour to hour basis,

This descripcion of the Stanford Oeneral rnqui-er -. vstet is only

illustrative. There are various alternative prigram.s aý,.ilable, each

vith its own particular advantages and disadvantages, and rrore are

being developed. The Stanford General DAulrer offers precitdion of

analysis, but a great disadvantage is the lbor and expe-.se involved

in preparing the text for reading by the aoputer. Beca.ise of tha*ae

constratlst, it would require conelde•able *npotr, fox e-:ampl.e, tu

analy" an Intorn•, osns1 a5U as it UnftoJoed. There are .rternat4,b.

pdogram Alcli require prepmt~a ?f text&., the simplest-

requirle OEI2y tbat the m4WPval be type on cafts. What Is gained in

fteility, he"" is n 44t,- Ise~on. Ar, optlmum (J" spec-,

Precision wiaalytic 8aptt~ i6*L**r a oMt-inat-ion of optical

aeamwing 4M4 grsAuit" Pawes*q

The a and R P" -ti& *A el. can be Investigated--and correlated

WIth deoodatg #Md encoding I'D a ~~w different. wayb. 2bhi

type of 00offlatkVn UW4k uta~eu model 1 essentlal for cotiti .h IU

behavioaml amnalyss Ino IVIy*t& fwm Gcodimg and encoding sectort.,

VoW the most Part, the". u8 t -o leasfIwmsnts should be considered

properly, &a M prob:lam. the agg""iqton of data which aure reparte:;

in l"na~ursl number*,` 00n the fealinv of &Me. for which natural numbc.,

do not exist.
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Measurement of Ato ( n ~%

With respect to aggregations reported in natural numbers, we can

use financial indices, troop movements, and the like--provided the

appropriate data are available on a more or less daily basis. Studies

of various international crisis situations have shown that both these

types of data are useful. Where available, flows of gold across inter-

national boundarics, stock market fluctuations within the major powers

in a crisis (but not in uninvolved nations), commodity futvzes, and

interest rates have all revealed high correlations with vaviables from

mediating sectors of the model. Similarly, troop mobilisations and

movements have also correlated--though it is evident that some varia-

tions in decoding and encoding data have been in response vo vowbal

threats rather than to military and na ial maneuvers.

These partieular correlations do not indicate amusal connections-

They probably mean that two separate elites in each oountr--a politiol

elite and a flman:ial elite--havo respunded characteristically as a

crliteha modata W atsc *v3AtI*s do--wIewe thww vclstively
hard dat:a are available--a to er•unc* the confidene•, of 0,&

gator in the softer daawhich AM ovdinaly ocaWe.

Although data wth respect to miUia and Mawal 3moveto a=e

already in quantitative fwq4,, ý0 ob2*me wwaino Let us *up

pose that a researoth problem center. om th mobiUlM AN dep~ywent

of armed force# by soveral zst1qu in a Assume uti

that reliablik quanItative data a--* ble we the stwmber of

meat, &frPUMOSesh~p am.~4 10 Uit y*#o

nations. At least wome of the fo problems My wtse*t

I. .at ..... SL Mo. 91. t taaI ego $e :$ elf-

faverence, if any, between i1Maa rrilUa bat~taio AW4 battelion

of conventional infanttry, a oa~~~a cert-almn tubr of

A -ý

.-- '.. ,.
~-..;~. 1
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a naval squadron, or a tactical nuclear unit? What are the eKutval-

ences between a vegular and a reserve division? Clan the invasigacor

use the number of men called to arms as the unit of measurement, or

should one type of uniL be weight,-d?" These questions are oometimes

relevant even in a historical case where weapons are relatIvely uncom-

plicated. Clearly, the problem becomes more important and difficult

in the analysis of recent crises involving more complex and diversified

weapons or--as in Vietnam--a range of variously Lrained and equipped

2. The comparison across we a ytei withizi a sin ~e natioz;

or &cross an alliance, as represented by cuubinacions of South Vietnamese

Snafatry and highly m'echanized Ame'rica•i forgces fighting together.

3. qg1e weal of units across two or' mor !Iins owi,

for example, st*xld one count and weight the variouz troops t-at %ere

engaged In the XM.aen Wart Sinv there are no readily available for-

wA to ease the investigater,' task, the only satisfactory solution

•eto ••as-check with nompeting techniques.

4. 1.LW, Altn rt~ximltX and ote fatM Other' importanit

fteWo are likely to inlude time, diatance and proximity. If the

ad states s a " .. .. m 7-ort Ord to Honolulu, or if the

@Pl.'eS R*VU)>IiC inos'W-" -on from Shanc4g&Ai to ChLtV.gking there

W Wot J #y tangible, It .,,at*Mal effects. But similar deploy-

sats oat Amrioan troops it lato o n.ese Omeunrst troops In Hanoi

easily t1'igm~ a orlets.

An &1t*9PAtt--* rS-ap Is to identify one or

so comm d1iae =n underlying a body of action data# One dimension

VA1v It no U tW fti•dy of inte.r.-taf relations is the level

of.1.A Or potei~Ial vic lnce in an act or interchange. Or' one

might Wieh to MV ths, data along this dimension of generality to

, - -
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specificity of the actions. The problem here is somewhat analogous

to comparing apples., oranges and bananas. Although these ar all.3

qualitatively differeat, they share certain characteristics. An invew'

tigatoor can compare them for weight, a relatively simple ttak. He 77

might also compare thei for somewhat harder-to-define •hmateristios

such as texture, sweetness, pleasantness of shape, and to on. The

latter may be accomplished by one of many available technities, of

scaling in which the judge (or a wnel of Judges) assins ordlnal

numbers to the various items.

Foe the student of international relations*, salinjy has at inst

one major advantage: Mach relevant ncsiwi data are not available in

quantitative form, e.g., p"Xhnashohev denourw:ed Rho Ta-twug at his

news conference of April 15, 1964•11 or "The People's Republic protested

a U-.2 overflight." Hotsever, even such sc~wdngly disparets 4p

be quantifls along e diewmir of shared chaetweistics.

A cmoem of scaling $• one in which te categories a"e 4f iner

in tUMw Of crtain relevant criteria. taab cat*gor 1* then assigned

* scale valuae, and the data are sca~ld aoa ft this measure.. for

en"Iue, an Iwtestigator might wish to construct a twelve polztt

to assigm renkndW~r values on a coralict-integslOa *ca*e.** a 0.

Ter hew caretl each category is deined, such a #*a'*eV
riot avoid sowt Jud ta. The $tsae stb.fvided4m z
Is pzol-arty .6~e, ith massivetWS1fl whufl aO SOP-
parable" acn Op or0 ""#A'a

A second type of scaling includes the Q.- (Block, '196.), which

has provad useful In a repo bless ion ri "Sas

$two 13's* 7

W!

rq% v
Ilk44> %>4 t~
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The major difference between the Q-Sort and techniques of the

-1,ype discuzaed above is that t~he latter does not require. category

definition& or detailed scaling rules. The scaling judges are given

a clear and explicit defirition of the variable, and told to rank

items on a most-tu--least continuum: more violence to less violence,

for example. In effect, the Qý-Sort Is a rank-order scaling technique

wthin which judges are permitted to assign tie rankings. The din-

ion of items over nit's scaling categories is3 rigidly specified.

The forced symmetrical distribution' of the Q-Sort requires the

panel of judgas to rkefine discr~iminations, a consideration which

may be especially useful if the definition of scale categories seems

4t~f~olt. Owe major drawback to QE:.rcting is that results across

'UO or more cast* are not comparable, the numerical valu.a assigned

any single item being a function of the character' of the universe of

* soalod items. This seaas that the data may be used for intra-case

not for Inter-case analysis--though the data from two cases can

-rabiialyzed as or~ case. Hk~rsover, Qt-ftrted data cannot

pfttad rmuerically, but only or'dixially, in rank order.

~) ~ prob)*a of 10tW-oo* comparability has been solved in part

AvelopIng 0 system of "stardat mArkersR which cam be put in with

16 b-s #¶oWM qw t q tiat patod. This arrangement

do V6"6341 *466 emk' ~asi s ace,-ordirng to bou intense they

eosf~gmarkers (W>ses, Brody, flolsrt,

and..n.......~ *%No*# If the average statement

iW)ý- erded t1* fnAwker statements

amwoge soota for Cawftzy A IIn Situation 2 exceeded 7/8 of

the solar stavoftnts, S~ te ~Ie 1** tht he material

#W tWY VWMunn$* fto Qwtry A1
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There are important caveaj. The markers must span a %ide range

-) of intensity; otherwise some bodies of material may lie above or beo .I .

the limits of the deck. Moreover, the cart4 must be of a character

allouig them tk. be applied over a %ide range of situations. The word

"?missile,': for example, cannot be used since its inclusion %ould not

be appropriate for World War 1, World World I1, or other situations

rcf the less recent past. Also, marker cards must be in a standard

Iormat, such as Country A, Country B, and so forth, rather than i'rance,

Viet Cong, the United States, the Soviet Union, and the like. This

further requires--as with the -Sort--that the data cards be coded in

such a way that the country s•urces are not identifiable by the judges.

Finally, a deck of marker cards must be strongly reliable, that i,

different judges should put them in almost exactly the see o(vdu-

othemrise they are too vaguely "tifed to be useful.

Experience with crisi* 3ftde3 s3Ug9est that, wherever feasible,

all these methods should be used--competitively--in order to provide

cross-checks and thus to enhance confidence in the findings. Tn this

connct'ion, Qu•ap~es Kc.el.laend (1961, 1962, 1964, 1965, 1966) has

developed a systoqi of intg' Jyn yss, *hich deserveS

careful attentA-. In his papp, 'U O~Rm5mWat Mines Performance in

Crisis and Mo'6iss. titative sudise of the Toimaz Strait$

,onfrcritation, 1950-1ý 01965) he has dewnstftWed the uasefuln~ess

of thiG technique fte a of nrlat¢i!ohp b•! t n

Mi e ReUAe' Afi kel. 4

Matirous technyques * Ped to 4Wl•yse levels and rates

.,f chanp in population, 0alU ationsp sm Wer are*, months
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of war involvement, trade flows, casualties and the JLke in terms of

(T tension levels and international t.ransactions. 'rhe Dimensiondlity of

Nations Project, Department of Political Science, University of Hauaii,

has circulatcd A series of Resea.rch Report, describing some of these

tochnlques.

Currently, ARPA has undertaken a program to facilitate the inter.-

change and further development of such. tec),niques. At a preliminary

meeting In March, 1967, research scholars frora a number of in.titutior.

where such reseaoch is in progress drew plans foi' three symposia to

expedite exchanges of data, :nethodology and critic-- r: :1) on Data

Organization and Measurement in June 1967; 21 oi Middle Level T., ozy

In eArly autumn 1967; and (3) an Simulation In eai.ly winter 1967. T•c,

asserced overall purpose is to strengthen, elstlnT i.rogrras with e

ence in interernaonal relations quantitative research and to encoura•e

C) inter-pmogram communicatiain. S3teps art. also being taken to c(ordinatu

these uadertaking. %ith the effortt of David Iasron ark Philip Store,

*ho are working with the Comittee or. Information in the Behavioral

8cie-ices Nator-al Academy of Science, on a proposal to National Slc.ioe

Foundation on a nationwid* nfotrmatlon System to yr.'wide for srandar.l-

ised coding and indexing a*.Ug with electronic storage ard retrieval--

perhaps to be rationals1* ýtet-connected via' igita.. date linkage6.

Studies of Mtna &W of the Chinese fotmuniit Politburo might we.].

drfa upon tht outooews of these symposia.
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Pert IV

RECOMMENDATIONS

Parts I, IT and lil of this report--together with a list of

tentative recommendations--were submitted to Dr. Nathan Leites and

to Dr. Alexande" George of the RAND Corporation for comment, criti-

cism and suggestions. Dr. George has already undertaken substantial

.ork toward revising, modifying and refining the original Leites

model of the Operational Wcde for specific application to the People's

Republic of China. Among members of the original work group ur

ONR Oontraci WI'(J0014-67-A-3112-0005 there was, and remains. a certain

skepticism about the Operational Code concept as originally developed,

but we believe that Dr. George's comments offe- a promising refine-

ment and an extremely valuable corrective to the general viewpoint

presented so far in this r rt. MoHreover--and happily--we believe

that there is no inberent incompatibility between the basin modlated

stimulue response avrdel p*.seented in Part: IT of this report and tbe

lin* of investigati-n which Dr. George reoommends. On rhe contrary,

the rwo sets of statements-- thtae put fo•md by the %ork oMup a

those put forwad by Dr. Goerge--seem to be co rentary in con-

sidoerable part, ad mtuafly reinforcing. As modified and refined

by Dr. George, te (eQrationai Code approach is also in line with

the risk-taking studies uv~'teken bV Profeseso Jan Tr•ima (Aug"t

1964 and September 1967).

In his critiqus of our draft wport, DW. George emphasized the

desirability of i&Antifying-wad assigning priority to--certain
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C) research problems relating to Chinese decision-making %here--with

readily available research resources--it ought to be possible to

make "critical', breakthroughs. He then made the following specific

points regarding the operational code as he conceives it:

I. What is called "operational code" %in important respects

a misnomer) refers, after all, t- the political actor's general

beliefs about central issues of history, po2itical conflict,

and political action.

2. Every political actor must have some position on these

central issues, whether his beliefs are fully articulate or

fully consistent.

3. Moreover, there is a structure, a psychological and logical

relationship between these various beliefs [John Weakland is

right--in his perceptive, fair and balanced appraisal of Leites'

work--to criticise Leites' operational code for lacking a

better structure and synthesis; L have tried in my papec to

sake up for this weakness by re-structuring aad interrelating

the various code elements Leites listed].

The image of the opponent and the related belief about
4 the nature of political conflict (the first of the "philosophi-

oal" beliefs in my schematic of the operational code) appear

to be of critical importance in shaping the entire character

of the operational code belief system--they are, therefore,

prticularly deserving of close research attention.

S. The fact that the Chinese operational code is subject to

change is not a good reason for not studying it--we need a

study as soon as possible of the content and development of
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Mao's operational code to serve as a "base line" for identify-

ing more exactly any changes in post-Mao operational codes.

6. To be able to deal properly %ith the important question

of possible changes in operational code beliefs, we need a

fairly explicit and comprehensive research model of what we

mean by an "operational code"--I have presented one such model,

deliterately phrased in general categories and of a skeletal

character; other ways of explicating the content and structure

of an operational code are no doubt possible, but what needs

emphasis is that we do need some kind of explicit model or

framework and evidently there is considerable agreement that

it should not follow Leites' chapter headings but attempt to

achieve a more systematic structuring.

7. The research construction of a political leader's opera-

tinnal code should be approached via an iterative procedure;

it should not be designed or approached as a "one-shot" research

effort but rather proceed via early formulation of provisional

but qsite explicit hypotheses, in which oversimplification is

permissible, as to what the content of the belief system may

be like, leading from this to additional, more focused research

that will hopefully PWVIA MOVO complex, subtle and conclusive

hypotheses.

8. An actor's operational code beliefs obviously have some

impact on his behavior; leot us regard this as an open question

for the time being and not allow understandable uncertainty on

this point to discourage research or the operational code; for

we can hope to determine Qwt the relationship of an actor's



0 " operational code is to his behavior only after we know what

the content of that code is.

We cannot take any exception whatsoever to the general premise

that the political actor's general beliefs about central issues of

history, political conflict and political action are critical to his

decision-making and strategies of behavior, nor to the concept of

belief relationship and structuring. This idea is--or should be--

central to the mediated stimulus response model. The -ajor caveat

we think needs reemphasizing--and we infer that Dr. George is with

us on this--is the need for testing what Chinese political actors

saX thle believe against the history of choices they have actually

made. In this connection, also, we would reemphasize the importance

of distinguishing, insofar as is possible, between general beliefs

that appear to be basically Chinese--and hence likely to sv'.vive

changes in leadership--and those which seem to be chara nistically

Maoist (or Marxist-Leninist-Maoist) and therefore more subject,

_egrhas, to alteration, modification or replacement in the event

of 4* alteration in leadership.

Similarly, we agree in a most fundamental way that the image

of the opponent and related beliefs about the nature of political

conflict are of essential importance--again with the caveat that

we need to distinguish, insofar as is feasible, between asserted

beliefs and actual behaviors, and between traditional, essentially

Omse beliefs and those that seem to be more particularly Maoist.

The investigation of Mao's operational code as a baIM J makes

eminently good nsee provided it is explicitly conceived as such aud

ample latitude prese.ved for measuving against it (a) whatever

--- i
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alterations actually take place over time and (b) %hatever altera-

tions seem likely to take place when alternate possible types of

leaderships are projected as possibilities or probabilities for the

future (in the case of increasing military participation in decision-

making, for example, or a Communist but anti-Maoist succession, or

a non-Communist suc.ession).

Chart I from RAND Document D-15669-PR suggests the major thrust

of Dr. George's operational code study:

THE 1ONTENT OP )K{ "QWSTIOI4AL CWDI"

1. Philosophical Beliefs II* lnst-rLment,,il Beliefs

A. The "essential" nature of relationships in politics;
political life: conflict i.e., genera3 rueA& of
or harmony; image of the strategy and tactics)
opponent.

A. Choice of policy goalS/
b. Optimism or pessimism objectives.

regarding the future: in A 0 u o
re ultimate realisation of Pursuit of goals/
one's fundamental values objectives.
and aspirations.

C. CAlculation and c.astiol
C. Predi.tability of the of risks

future: In what sense?
To what extent? D. Timing of efforts to *Ak*

desired gains.
D. How much "control, or

",mastery" does one have x, R tion of m s
over historical develop-
ments? What in ; Yin "moving" or I'sl~e- .••;

history?

E. Role of chance. (Goorge, 1967 13,)

F. Can one "muddle through"?

We believe that Dr. George has developed a model that merits

serious attention. Undoubtedly its use should be encouraged $a

"ftifiendly competition" with the mediated es aUS-&pon.,

-
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model, the Triska approach, and other models. We fully share Dr.

George's view that studies of the operational code should not be

W ertaken as a "one shot" research effort, but rather via early

formulation of provisional but quite explicit hypotheses--and also

4mpeting hypotheses.

With respect to priorities between stated beliefs and actual

behavior, we respect Dr. George' s preference for finding out what

the code is "first" and then comparing it with behavior--provided

Ow)t emerges as asserted belief (without checking against behavior)

"4 explicitly labelled as staoed or asserted belief and not accepted

,,I o*e*ational belief for left vulnerable to such inference) until

':t: has been so tested. One of the virtues of the mediated stimulus

-... opose model, we believe, is the possibility of keeping this

dstinction explicit--although we recognise that Dr. $s"'s model

also preserve the same distinction.

hI sum$ we feel that Dr. George's comments constitute a timely

, that wo single model offers a magic key and that pluralism

In conceptualization and in research methodolog , we u4 useful

4 • -- #t this stage, at least--indispensible.

The Offic. of Naval Research and other governmental agencies

IM serve as a catalyst ror the conceptual drawing together of

these various lines of investigation provided sufficient emphasis

I s maintained on basic, as contrasted to applied and topical,

t"esearch. We believe that the preservation of such emphasis in

this spher of rwesarch best serves the longT-rarn interests of

the United Mtet., There is aarple evidence that more applied()
--..... It .*.a at first glance--

I' . ~ ~ . -
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fails to uncover the roots of nation state behavior in general and

Chinese Communist behavior in particular. To rely upon it at the

exclusion of basic research is poor strategy and bargain basement

economy of the most treacherous sort. Within the last two or three

years there have been encouraging sigma of convergence in the develop- ji
ment and empirical testing of fundamental social science theory in

the fields of international relations and politics, and the facili-

tating of this tendency is likely to yield some important pay-offs

over the next decade. We believe that Chinese studies Ofttw a

promising "laboratory" for developing this thrust.

On a winimal level of research enterprise we recommand the

following priorities for tat O2ti of Hat Maal 1"oih s othe

governmental agencies:

Malty la: Undertake or encourage analysis--from data bases

founded as many decades as possible In the past--of China's

objective capabilities and needs, and make projections of

alternative future profiles of China's population, technology,

Sproduction-consumption ratios, and the like, with probabilities

S attached; and develop, associated with each possible profile, n•v

*• a probable attitudinal and behavioral profile, or a set of
-0 alternate attitudinal a haoalProtles, ihi h

context of MIhina's l jV4 *dWV ~t ightwtrg

the United States.

yib: fncourage the systematic investigation of Chinese

Communist perception, belief, decision-making, crisis behavior,

rlow M"A"
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measurement systems are used as a check on each other--the

operational code as designed by Alexander George, for example;

•:••: the system developed by Charles McClelland; the Moses, Brody,

"Holsti, Kadane, Milstein tag marker system; the various General

Irqufrer' type systems, qualitative content analyses, and so

forth. Such studies should include selecrod conflict and

crisis situations in which China has been involved ,including

at least some in which the United States has been involved)

and also negotiating and bargaining situations as they emerge.

hdOrity 2a: Make special efforts to encourage social scientists

such as Charles Osgood and those working %ith him--or some of

their students at the very least--to bring their specialized

knowledge and skills to bear upon 'hinese cognition, ways of

J- ' formulating intent and behavior, and the relationships of the*e

phenomena to the Chinese language; and, conversely, to bring

historians, Chinese language specialists and others into closer

touch with what psychologitse, social psychologists and psycho-

linguists 10 doing.

AROV• y 2b: LU rtake or encourage stadieb of Chinese customs,

-ad •tion *0 habit patterns as they bear on current Chinese

behavior viU novels, plays, philosophical and ideological

writtiap motion pictuzres and other medla--with special emphasis

upon checking %hat is actually done; a variety of techniques

should be encouraged, imla ing both quantitative analysis ad

qualitative analysis. Emphasis should be placed upon the

Identifiaetion of persisting patterns that may be expected

to #Wvl ve Oses in pitloal r•egIms. included also in

"'9 "• • ;;' '• ;" ":'/•• '•
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this research sphere would be experimentaticn with various

types of "analysis at a distance" sirch as that developed by

Silvan Tonikins, Paul Ekman and others.

Priority 3: Undertake or encourage an objective analysis--using

competing techniques (both quantitative and qualitative analy-

ses. as cross-checks--to see what perceptual and behavioral

resp~inses have beon evoked from Ch.ina by major United States

interventions. What have been the United States assumptions

and preferred outcomes, and have the real outcomes been similar

to or different from the outcomes which the United States pre-

ferred, expected and predicted--and how similar or how different

and why? The reality testing and response patterns of the

Chinese, Soviet Russians, Americans, and others should all be

systematically, objectively .nd comparatively examined.

Priority 4a: Facilitate the development of data banks, bibliographi-

cal systems, and document collections with emphasis upon

standardized coding oonvwiona and computeised storage and

retrieval systems.

Priority ,4b: Facilitate--wherever data banks of international

politics are being developed--the inclusion of area, popula-

tion, weather, natural resource, agricultural, industrial,

social, economic, financial, political and other types of

quantifiable data for the major regions of China, the provincial

areas, and so forth, down at least to the haien level.

Priority 4c: Operate in close touch with other governmental and

non-governmental agencies moving along similar lines [ARPA Is

currently organizing a series of small symposia on data measure-

ment and standardization of coding, middle-level theory develop-

• 9
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) ment and testing, and simulation; and steps are being taken

to coordinate these undertakings with the efforts of David

Easton and Philip Stone, who are %orking with The Committee

on Information in the Behavioral Sciences, National Academy

of Science, on a proposal to NSF on a nationwide Information

System to provide for standardised coding and indexing along

with electronic storage and retrieval--perhaps to be nationally

inter-connected via digital data linkages.]; Chinese problems

should be assured salience in these undertakings.

?r.)Pity 5: Open and maintain communications between specialists

working on machina translation and the automated content analysts,

bringing to the attention of the machine translation people the

advantages--given adequate scanning and syntactical control--

of analyses of matevial in the language of origin in lieu of

translation.

On an optimal level of rest.arch enterprise we recommend all of

the above noted undertakings, together with:

ft$Arity 6: A major effort involving content analysis people, com-

puter translation people, psycholinguists, computer hardware

%wciaalists and others to devise with as much dispatch as

posslo-le a system which will provide optical scanning and

syntax recognition and which will perform on the raw Chinese

language text a maximum of storage, indexing, retrieving and

content analysis functions with a miniumm of human intervention

-- combining Chinese print-out capability with an English language

rub2?±o system so that readers of Chinese can call up any portion

"2 __
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of text for scrutiny, while non-readers of Chinese can interpret

all scores and tabulations.

Priority 7: The building of a major data bank on hina, and the major

nations with which it interacts--to be associated with the

analytic system suggested under Priority 6, above--storing I
aggregate data on population, area, national product, budget

allocations, men under arms and the like, and also speeches,

pronouncements, major writings, patterns of habit, cultumal

corstraint, and so forth, with possibilities for systematic

and combined analyses.

On either the minimal or the optimal level of research planning

and execution we believe that a number of conferences should be

supported or encouraged. On the other hand, China has been "con-

ferenced to death" over the last seventeen or eighteen years uith

-- on the whole--remarkably little to show for it. There in not

much point in investing further funds in talk feats of Peking

watchers. We believe, therefore, that conferences, for the most

Part, should be small, carefully-planned affairs to bring research

scholars together on common problems of data, conceptualization,

research technique, or a combination of these. Along these lines,

the recent work conferences supported by ARPA and arranged through

YDA---in response to the needs of a small number of scholars using

quantitative data in the field of international relations--might

serve as extremely useful models. We believe that such conferences

if sharply focussed and oavefully planned, would provide a useful

instrument for facilitating the priority recommendations listed

above.

f I
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0 Appendix A

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN THE CHINESE COMMUNIST ELITE:

A TkNTATIVE SURVEY

by

Dennis J. Doolin

Prepared for the Politburo Feasibility Study Conference,

Stanford Univerasty, 16-18 December 1966.



This paper is neither complete nor definitive, for a number of

reasons. First the Chinese Communist elite has been defined as I
including only the full and alternate members of the Eighth Central

Committee, although some non-Central Committee personages are much

more important today than some full members of the Central Committee,

even members of the Politburo (for example, compare Chang Wen-t'lien

and P'eng Te-huai with Chiang Ch'ing [Mme. Mao Tse-tung], Huo Shih-

lien, 1st Secretary of the Shensi Provincial Party Committee, and

Ts'ao Ti-chliu, Mayor of Shanghai). However, it was felt that if

dditions and deletions were made with the current situation in such

a state of flux, the problems attendant upon individual interpreta-

tion might raise more questions than they answer.

Secondly, the number of comparisons and contrasts attempted

with regard to the backgrounds of Central Committee (CC) members is

by no means exhaustive. Limitations of time as well as data obtain

In this case; more important, it was deemed prudent to forego more

sophisticated comparisons and contrasts (at this stage, they can

scarcely be called correlations) until *ftw 0te following prelim/i-

nary efforts have been critiqued.

Thirdly, no candidate propositions for the propositional index

have been received at the time of writing.

Finally, no biographical sketches have been appended to this

paper. Sketches of individual CC members can be provided upon

requ.st, and the author wi•l hao his bt.•aphical cards and data

deck at the Conference.

-l - I
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I. CMgWE IN gHMCIESE CC4HUNST PARTY CEWIAL C(X4TTEE
HKlARM ,Y DURIN 1966

.. Q" + gainedS., -lost

x held ground
o inactive or unimportant in power structure
------- - line through name indicates definitely purged

The following is based on the lists of officials attending the follow-
ing rallies in Peking during 1966: 18 August, 31 August, 1I Septem-
ber, 1 October, 18 October, 3 November, 10 November, 12 November;
tOgepth with other data.

Politburo S•ggdW Camittee

4:,.I Current (probable) Previous

4,x Mao Tse-tung, Chairman Mao Tse-tung, Chairman

*+ Lin Piao, Minister of Defense Liu Shao-ch'i, Vice Chairman

x Chou En-lai, Premier Chou En-lai, Vice Chairman

+ T'ao Chu3, Party Propaganda o Chu Teh, Vice Chairman
* Chief

"+ Ch'en Po-ta, Head of "Culturw Ch'en Yun, Vice Chairman
Revolution" Gr~oup,(

aK'ng Sheng, Advisor to the in Piao, Vice ChairmanI'"Goup

:Pan... Tong Usiao-p'ing, General
Secretary

Ot~wr N IMem -r of Politburo

SC-uren Previous

Teng Hsiao-p'ing, still General 0 Tung Pi-wu, Party elder
Secretary but actual Party
rank uncertain

Liu Shao-ch'i, still Chief of -Plen-ften-
State but actual Parwr
status uncertain.

o Chu Teh, Party eld,. Ch'en Yi, Foreign MinisterI- ._ ___
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o Ch'en Yun, once top economist; Li Pu-ch'un, economic planner
in disfavor since critical of
"Great Leap" in 1959

o Tung Pi-wu, Party elder -P'enq-Te-huai-

x Ch'en YI, Foreign Minister o Liu Po-ch'eng, Military Affair f
Committee

o Liu Po-ch'eng, Military Ho Lung, Military Affairs
Affafrs Committee Committee

x Ho Lung, Military Affairs Li Hsien-nien, Finance Ministw
Committee

x Li Hsien-nien, Finance Minister Li Ching-ch'tan, Head of
Southwest Party Bureatu

x Li Ching-ch'itan, Head of Southwest T'an Chen-lin, agricultural
Party Bureau specia'lst

x T'an Chen-lin, agriculturalspecialist

+ Hsd Hsiang-ch'ien, Military Affairs
Committee

+ Nieh Jung-chen, Military Affairs
Comrittee

+ Yoh Chien-yings NWliOaY Attfe

Current Previous

* Ulanfu, Party leader in Inner o Ulanfu, Party leader In Inner
Mongolia Mongolia

fPo I-po, economic planner; -henag-Wen-t1a-
actual Party status uncertain

- Li Hsteh-feng, still Head of North -•-W -i-
China Bureau dind Peking Murai-
ipal Party Committee, but ac
Party rank uncertain

+ Hs• •.I u-ohih •bvisto of OClen Po-ta, propagandist and
Mao's ghost writer

K'ang Sheng, intelligence work

Po I-pa, econamic PLner

...........
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CC SECRETARIAT

Current (probable) Previous

Teng Hsiao-p ing, still General Teng Hsiao-p'3.ng
Secretary but actual Party
status uncertain

T'an Chen-lin, agricultural -Pleng-ehee-
specialist

Li Hs1eh-feng, still Head of o Wang Chia-hsiang
China Bureau and Peking
Municipal Party Camnidttee, but
actual Party status uncertain

Li Fu-ch'un, economic planner Van Chen-lin

Li Hsien-nien, Finance Minister Li Hsieh-feng

K'ang Sheng, intelligence work Li Fu-ch'un

VTao Chu, Party Propaganda Chief Li Hsien-nien
(may have been promoted out of
Secretariat)

Yeh Chien-ying, new Secretariat
member; Military Affairs
Committee

L4u Ning-ip new Secretariat KWang Sheng
embger; foreign affairs specia~lit

Comment: Analysis of the foregoing changes just recently effected

in the upper strata of the Central Committee indicates that Lin Piao,

the People's Liberation Army (PLA), and trusted Maoists --- sycophants

(Ch t an Po-ta) and practiticners (TVao Chu)-..-- have gal-ed ground at

the expense of some members more closely identified with Party and/or

Governmental functions. It would appear that Mao Tse-timg is using

the 'Red Guard" and the PLA, through his inner circle of confidants,

to 9urge the Farty and the Government In much the same manner as

Ptalin used the sw••t poitce.



) Note: Fruitful comparisons can be made with regard to Stalin's

comments on the Cheka and its successors, on the one hand, and

Chinese Communist statements on the role of the PLA and the '"ed

Guard," on the other.

I1. THE CURRENT "MEANINGFUL" ELITE

The Eighth CC, by virtue of the 1956 Party Congress and the

1958 lind Session, has at one time or another included one hundred

ninety-five <195) members, ninety-nine (99) full members and ninety-

six (96) alternate members. Of this total (195), seventeen members

have died, reducing the membership of the Eighth CC to its present

strength of one hundred seventy-eight (178).

However, further subtractions can be made in an effort to deter-

mine a maximum "meaningful" elite. Female CC members, for example,

are not privy tc the inner circle's deliberations. (Eight women

are members of thL Fighth CC.) We may also discount the ten non-

Han members of the VC (thmle Mongols; two Hui; and one each of the

following: Korean, Ui,",,. Tibetan, Chuang. and Hakka).

Next, we can eliminat l ihose definitely known to be in disfavor

(the count as of 23 November 1966 stands at twenty-three); those

probably in disfavc 'ten); and those possibly in disfavor (fourteen).

Finally, we can exclude six CC members known to be seriously

ill, as well as seven members often referred to as "aged comrades" ---

that is, too old to serve as little more than -living exemplars of

the revolutionary past.

Avoiding double-counting, this leaves a current and maximum

"meaningful" elite of one hundred and two (102) CC members, and it
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is quite probable that even this greatly reduced figure is too large.

However) on this basis alone, it would appear that some seventy-six

persons --- forty-three percent (43%) of the present CC membership

do not enter into power considerations as of mid-November 1966.

(By power considerationss I mean participation in policy formulation

and execution at the national level.)

The breakdown by "excluded groups" is as follows:

CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY (CCP): EIGHTH CC

* denotes Full Member of 8th CC
** denotes Alternate Member of 8th CC

A. DECEASED (17) 8* 9**

Chang Hsi** 8 January 1959

Chang Te-sheng** 4 March 1965

Ch'en Keng* 16 March 1961

thou Pao-chung** 22 February 1964

Huang Ching* 10 February 1958

Kan Szu-ch'i** 5 February 1964

K'o Ch'ing-shih* 9 April 1965

Ku Ta-ta 'un* 4 November 1966

Lai Jo-ydi 20 May 1958

Li K'o-.nung* 19 February 1,62

Idn Po-ch't* 29 May 1960

Liu Ya-lou* 7 May 1965

Lo Jung-huan* 16 December 1963

P'eng T'ao** 14 November 1961

Shao Shih-pping** 24 March 1965

-I_
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Sun Chihl-yan** 11 October 1966

Ts'ai Shu-fan** 18 October 1958

B. FEMALES (8) 4* 4**

Chang Ytln** b. 1905, Kianqsu. Vice Chairman, All-China Democratic
Women's Federation

Ch'en Shao-min* (Mine. Li Hsien-nien) b. 1905, Shantung. Vice

Chairman, All-China Federation of Trade Unions

Ch'ien Ying* b. 1909, Hupei. Minister of Internal Affairs

Li Chien-chen** b. 1904, Kwangtung. Secretary, Kwangtung Provincial
Farty Secretariat

Ou Meng-chgeh*f' b. 1903, Kwangtung. Secretary, Kwangtung Provincial
Party Committee

Shuai Meng-ch'i* b. 1907, Hunan. Member, CC Control Commission

Teng Ying-ch'ao* (Mme. Chou En-lai) b. 1903, Honan. Vice Chairman,
All-China Democratic Women's Federation

Ts'ai Ch'ang* (Kne. Li Fu-ch'un) b. 1900, Hunan. Chairman, All-
China Democratic Women's Federation

C. MEMBERS OF MIvNORITY NATIONALITIES (10) 4* 6**

Chu Te-hai** b. 1911, Korea. Chairman, Yen-pien Korean Nationality
Autonomous Chou, Kirin Province

K'uei Pi** b. 1903, Suiyfan. 2nd Secretary, Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region Party Committee; Vice Chairman, Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region People's Government

Liu Ko-p'ing* b. 1912, Hopei. Vice Governor, Shansi Province

Saifudin (Sai-fu-tingN** b. 1916, Sinkiang. Chairman) Sinkiang
Uighur Autonomous Region; Secretary, Sinkiang Uigiur Autonomous
Region Party Committee

Songgi Ish** (aka T'ien Pao or Fansrygasyesbes) b. 1917, Vice-Governor
Szechwan Province. #4

Sung Jen-ch'iung* b. 1904, Hunan. ist Secretary, Northeast Regional
Party Bureau

Ulanfu (Wu-lan-fu)* b. 1903, Suiyflan. Alternate Member, CC Politburo;
1st Secretary, Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region Party Committee;
Chairman, Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region People 's Government
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Wang Feng** b. 1916, Shensi. ist Secretary, Kansu Provincial
Party Committee; Secretary, Northwest Regional Party Bureau

Wei Kuo-ch'ing** b. 1914, Kwangsi. Chairman, Xwangsi. Chuang
Autonomous Region; 1st Secretary, Kwangsi Chuang Autonomous
Region Party Committee

Yeh Chien-ying* b. 1898, Kwangtung. President, PIA Academy of
Military Science; Vice Chairman, CC Military Affairs Committee

D. IN DISFAVOR (23) 15* 8**

Chang Wen-t'ien (Lo Fu)* b. 1900, Xiangsu. No known Government or
Party post save CC membership

Ch'en Shao-ya (Wang Ming)* b. 1905, Anhwei. No known Government
or Party post save CC membership

Chia T~o-fu* b. 1911, Shensi. Opposed "Creat Leap" policies. No

kno•n Government or Party post save CC membership

Ch'ien Clitn-jui** b. 1908, Kiangsu. Purged in early 1951. No
known Government or Party post save CC membership

Chou Hsiao-chou** b. 1909, Hunan. Purged October 1959 as Mright

ship.

Chou Huan** b. 1904, Liaoning. Dismissed as Secretary of Liaoning
Provincial Party Secretariat, June 1966

Chou Yang** b. 1908, Hunan. Purged, Spring 1966.

Fong Pai-cht** b. 1900, Kwangtung. Purged Spring 1958 for "localist
activities." No known Government or Party Post save CC membership

Rsi Chung-hsan** b. 1912, Shensi. Purged 1962 for "opposing
Chairman Mao's domestic policies." No known Government or Party
post save CC membership

Mung Hsaeh-chih** b. 1910, Kiangsi. Purged during P'eng Te-huai
affair. No known Government or Party post save CC membership

Li Hsueh-feng* b. 1906, Shansi. Currently under attack

Id Li-san* b. 1896, Hunan. No real power

LI Wei-han* b. 1897, Hunan. Undergoing "reform through labor" in
Sinkiang. Replaced Mauch 1965 as Director, CC United Pront Work
Depaztunt*

K1 ,
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Lin T'ieh* b. 1905, Szechwan. Purged, September 1966. Replaced
as 1st Secretary, Hopei Provincial Party Committee

Liu Jen** b. 1909, Szechwan. Purged in P'eng Chen affair. Replaced

as 2nd Secretary, Peking Municipal Party Committee

Liu Shao-ch'i* b. 1898, Hunan. Currently under attack

Lo Jui-ch'ing* b. 1907, Szechwan. Purged 1966. Replaced as Chief
of P•A General Staff by Yang Ch'eng-wu

Lu Ting-yi* b. 1901, Kiangsu. Purged in P~eng Chen affair.
Replaced as Minister of Culture by "acting" Minister Hsiao
Wang-tung

P'eng Chen* b. 1899, Shansi. Purged May 1966. Replaced as Mayor
of Peking and ist Secretary, Peking Municipal Party Committee by
Wu Te and Id Hstleh-feng (y..) respectively

P'eng Te-huai* b. 1900, Hunan. Ousted as Minister of Defense in
September 1959. Replaced by Lin Piao. No known Governmental
or Party post save CC membership

Po I-po* b. 1907, Shansi. Currently under attack

Terg Hsiao-p'ing* b. 1900, Szechwan. Curin'ely under attack

Yang Hsien-chen* b. 1899, Hupei. Purged in early 1960s as "heretical
revisionist." No known Governmental or Party post save CC
membership.

E. PROBABLY IN DISFAVOR (10) 7* 3**

Cheng Wei-san* b. 1895, Hupei. Opposed Mao in late 1930s in Yenan.
No important posts since 1949. Last known appearance April 1.61

Chiang Nan-hsiatlg** b. 1910, Chekliang. Minister of Higher Education.
Last known appearance 11 May 1966. Under attack by "Red Guard"

Hu Yao-pang* b. 1915, Hunan. Replaced as 1st Secretary, Shensi
Provincial Party Comnittee and 3rd Secretary, CC Northwest
Regional Bureau by Huo Shih-lien, a non-CC member.

Wang K'o-ch'eng* b. 1899, Hunan. Although elected Vice Governor
of Shansi Province in December 1965, he has made no known public
appearances since May 1961. Purged in 1959 during P'eng Te-huai
affair

Lin Feng* b. 1906, Heilungkiang. Director, State Council's 2nd
General Office (Culture and Education) and chief Party liaison man
regarding cultural and educational affairs. His posts make him
a natural target at present.
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Mu Xo-p'ing* b. 1912, Hopei. Dismissed as 1st Secretary, Ninfhsia. ui Autonomous Region Party Committee in September 1960 for try-ing to engineer a split among the nationalities." Elected Vice-Governor., Shansi Province, in December 1965, but no knownpublic appearances for some time
,an Cheng* b. 1903, Hunan. Started losing power during P'engS2. Te-huai affair; lost last major post (Vice Minister of NationalDefense) in March 1965. Now Vice Governor, Fukien Province. Noknown appearances during 1965, one (10 March, Foochow) during 1966
Ung Hua* b. 1901, Hunan. Fell along with P'eng Te-huai. Lostmilitary posts. Now Vice Governor of Szechwan Province but little

or no real power
IWan Yi** b. 1902, Liaoning. No known Governmental or Party postsave CC membership. No known public appearance since April 1959

Ubg Ho-shou** b. 1908, Hopei. Replaced as Minister of MetallurgicalIndustry in July 1964. No known public appearances since that time

F. POSSIBLY IN DISFAVCR (14) 5* 9**

- j hng Chi-ch'un* B. 1900, Hunan. Probably out as Deputy Director.,CC Propaganda Department. Closely identified with P eng chen.Last known appearance 18 August 1966

(rng Chli-lung** b. 19001, Hunan. Deputy Director, CC OrganisationDepartment. Not mentioned in the press for over one year. No
known 1966 appearances

- Han-fu** b. 1906, Xiangsu. Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs.last known appearance 8 Hay 1966. Although President of the4-. i no-Cambodian Friendship Association, he did not head the November1966 Chinese delegation to Phnom Penh, nor did he see the delega-tion off or greet its return

W1 TAU-Jugq" b. 1907, Shansi. Vice Minister of Public Security.O nly known 1966 appearance in March. Ousted with Lo Jui-ch'ing???
"Huo-ch'U4" b. 1906, Hopei. lst Secortary, Liaoning Provin-a al Party Cbmmittee. No known appearances since 2 September1965.

Chfang** b. 1916, Fukien. President, 2nd College of Foreign
Languages, Peking. No known public appearance since 17 June1966. College administration under attack

(1 •U•1 h-po• b. 1911, o•eio . Not seen in public since 0tober 1964.06 WO 0orlWamne No w Pty $As8V* CC Membership

.t _ _ _ _ _ _

" .. i'•. • • •• ,.
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Liu Chlang-sheng* b- 3.904, Shantung. Not active since late 1963
(was #2 man in organized labor movement under Liu Nirgli). No
information as to why.

Liu Chen** b. 1909, Hupei. Vice Commander, PLA Air Force. Passed
over 17 August 1965 when Wu Fa-hsien was appointed Commander of
the Air Firce due to death of Liu Ya-lou. One minor public
appearance since then

Ou-yang Chain* b. 1899, Hunan. Replaced 5 March 1966 as Ist
Secretary, Heilungkiang Provincial Party Committee. No known
public appearances since 23 July 1966

TVan Chihi-lung** D. 1912, Hunan. ist Secretary, Shantung Provincial
Party Committee. No appearances since 19 August 1966 although
many prior to that date. Budapest MTI (17 November) reported
T'an under attack for opposing Mao

T'ang Liang** b. 1908, Hunan. LUst command of Nanking Military
Region, January 1965. Last known appearance 31 July 1965. 11o
known Government or Party post save CC membership

Ulanfu* b. 1903, Suiyfan. Alternate Member, CC Politburo; Party
and Government boss, Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region. LaC:
1.966 appearance 1 October; certain of his major lieutenants in
Inner Mongolia have been attacked and/or dismissed

Yang Shang-k'un* b. 1903, Sseoahwn. Director, CC General Office.
S.ast known appearance 29 fVtember Ma ftemousy appeared
frequently in public.

SG. SG1,.•IL," (6) 4* 2**

Ch'en P'i-hsien** (Ch'en P'ei-hsien) b. 1911, Fukien. 1st Secretaryo
Shanghai Municipal Party Committee

HUs W-tung* b. 1900, Iupei. No major post save MC membership.

Seriously wounded during Sino-Japanese War; has never fully
recovered

Liao Lu-yonm, b. 1899p Kiangsu. Minister of Agriculture, but
"Acting" Minister Chiang I-chen in charge since late 1964

T'eng Tai-yian* b. 1904, Hunan. Vice Chairman, 4th Chinese People's
Political Consultative Conference

Wang Chia-hsiarig* b. 1907, Anhwei. Secretary, CC Secretariat. Last
known appearance May 1962

Yeh Chi-chuang* b. 1893, Kwangtung. ftnister of Faieign Trade,
buit La ai-ydn no "Mtkqg )Ufstew.# Ysh MtAfaered a stroke In

19-I

Vi
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"AGED 2 cpN-MA ff (7) 6* L**
Chu Teh (80) Chairman, Standing Committee, 3rd National People's

Congress

Hsieh Chteh-tsai (85) Retired

Hsad Tle-li (90) Deputy Director, CC Propaganda Department

iMu Po-ch'eng (74) Member, CC Politburo

Tung Pi-wu (80) Member, CC Politburo
Wang Wei-chou (82) ist Deputy Secretary, CC Control Commission

W V0-chang (88) President, Central College of Socialism.

NGXIMMW "MEANINGFUL" BLITE: 102 members. This representssome fifty-seven percent (57%) of the total live membership (178).

III. VARICOS MEAN AGE CALCULATIONS (end 1966)

Sage ALL live members: 61+ years (calculated using ages of 177
"members; age of one CC ember., Chang Lin-chih**, Minister of

Coal Industry, unknown).

ge full members of CC: 64+ years (including Lo Kuei-po,
Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs, raised to full membership
from 3rd ranking alternate status 17 November 1966).

' ge alternate members of CC: 59 years (87 alternate members
a-live; ChaV ****I ex" ed frOM calculation as explained

abo~ve).
I[4u ge CC Poliftbm SO yea* (nineteen members used in calcula-

"real" CC Politburo: 64 1/2 years (twelve members used in) ai�~culation: Ch'en Po'ta, Ch'en Yi, Chou En-lai, Ho Lung,
X-a- Sho~s 1A Ch -ch tans Id ?tach'un, Lin Piaos i Hsien-rden,

0TZ1 I Nou
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)ao Tse-tunp, T'an Chen-lin, T'ao Chu).

Mean age "real" Politburo Standing Committee: 65 years (seven members

used in calculation; listed in order of rank: Mao Tse-tung,

Lin Piao, Chou En-lai, T'ao Chu, Ch'en Po-to, K'ang Sheng,

Li Fu-ch'un).

Comment: Th '5 May lS66 memorandum, Feasibility of Develop-

ingan "Ooerational Code" of the Chinese Communist Politbumo, states: I
"Clearly, the men who make up the Politburo membership

are of great pertintence to the operational code and to

this kind of s'udy. Mao Tse-tung and those leaders

closest to him are well along in years, and it will make

a great difference who succeeds, how the succession takes

place, and what new loweL level personnel move into the

next lower echelons of leadership. In view of these

considerations, the research design should make provision

for studying these elite levels and for showing how they

seem to relate to one another." (pp. 7-8)

Mao Tse-tung~s current arbitrary rule --- indeed, his Stalinist

way of turning upon some who have been his closest comrades-in-arms

for decades --- renders speculation on the succession question (let

alone the "next generation" problem) tenuous at best. Two facts

are certain: first, Mao is using the elite to purge the elite; that

is, no "new blood" is being infused into the top-level decision-

making apparatus at the preseat time. The Chairman is still the

Chairman; he is unquestionably in control and directing the purge.

He has also named his st•caaeo : Minister of Defense Ldn Piao.

- -~ ---- -- -F
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* Secondly, the purge has not been confined to the Central

Committee; rather, it has left its mark on Party and Governmental

bureaus throughout the country. It is quite probable that the

worst is yet to come, inasmuch as it was not until 23 November that

Liu Shao-ch'i and Teng Hsiao-p'ing (together with Li Hsifeh-feng and

Po I-po) were explicitly denounced for "twenty-one years in opposi-

tion to Chairman Mao" (i.e., since the Seventh Party Congress in

1945) in a twenty-page pamphlet widely distributed in Peking. If

past experience is any criterion, the attacks will eventually be

directed against those at all levels who Mao and Lin perceive to

be followers of Liu and Teng.

Note: For the above reasons, and to provide some (albeit modest).

(') information with regard to the effect of the present turmoil on

non-CC personnel --- i.e., Party members who under "normal condi-

tions might advance to CC membership in th-e future --- the following

list has been compiled identifying those non-CC officials definitely

known to be victims of the %WT PR0WTARIO M CULTURAL REVOLUTION"

a. at )* Ooabw 0661.

Name Maijm Upitionks)

Chang Che Secretary, Shansi Provincial Party Committee

Chang Chin-iUn 2nd Secretary, Peking Municipal Young
Communist League

Chang Ching-chi Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Peking ]Idicipal Party Committee

Chang JU-0hang Proauratom G•eneral, Inner Mongolian Autono-
mous Regin

-I
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Chang K'o-wei Former President, Shenyang Agricultural
Institute

Chang Li-chun Deputy Director, General Office, Southwest
Regional Bureau of CC

Chang Tung-yfleh Vice President, Singkiang University

Chang Wen-sung Director, Culture and Education Department,
Peking Municipal Party Committee

Chao Hstn Secretary, Drama Workers Union

Chao Li Alternate Secretary, Chengtte University
Party Committee

Chao Pan Former Deputy Secretary General, Inner
Mongolian Autonomous Region Party Committee

Chao Shou-i 2nd Secretary and former Director, Propa-
ganda Department, Shensi Provincial Party
Committee

Ch'en Chi-tung Deputy Director, Culture Department, General
Political Department, PLA

Cht en Ching-po 2nd Secretary, Xirin University Party
Committee

Ch 'en Pang Director, Propaganda Department, Shenyang

Municipal Party Committee

Ch'en Han-po Editor in Chief, The Commercial Press

Ch'en Hung Director, Culture Bureau, Fukien Province

Ch'en I-hsin Vice Governor, Hupei Province

Ch'en Xuang-y6n Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Tainghai Provincial Party Committee; Editor
in Chief, Tsinghai Dail.

Ch'en Leng Deputy Director, Institute of Philosophy,
Chinese Academy of Sciences

Ch'en Ping-yl *Former Secretary, Huhehot Municipal Party
Committee; Acting Mayor, Huhehot

Chlen Po Secretary, Cinema Union; Deputy Secretary
General, Photographers Union

Ch'en Po-lin Editor in Chief, Chenu Evenina News

t.
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Ch'en Ta-yu Deputy Dfrector, Proaganda Department,

Kweichow Provincial Party Commitree

Ch'r-. Teng-ko Vice Chairman, Litevary and Art FederatiR,
Anhwei Province

Cheng I-ping Secretary, Harbin Mawdcipal arty Committee

Cheng Yen Vice Chairman, Literary and Art Federatio,
Hupei Province

Chiang Lung-chi President, L-nchow University; Secretary,
Lanchow University Party Committee

Chiang Tsun Editor in Chief, Harbin Evening News

Wi'en Hsien-ai Chairman, Literary and Art Federation,
Xweichow Province

Chtien Hsin-chung Minister of Public Health; President,
Chinese Red Cross Society

Chien Po-tsan Vice President, Peking University

Chin Mu Vice Chairman, Kwangtung Branch, Union of
Chinese WrIters

Chin Sha Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Tibetan Autonomous Region Party Committee

Ching Kuan Abbot. Mi-la Temple, Harbin

Chou Hsin-fang President, Shanghai Peking Oper.. Institute;
Vice Chairman, Uuio of Chinese Dramatists

Chou Tsun Director, Culture Bureau, Kiangsu
Province

Chou Yu Former Editor in Chief, Pekincr Daly;
Secretary, China vournalists A3sociation

Chu Pai-yin Deputy Director, Shanghai Cinema Bureau

Chu Shao-tlien 1st Secretary, Wuhan University £arty
Committee

Chung Lin Pormer Editor in Chief, Kwan si

Fan Chin Editor in Chief, Paiv

Feng Ting Deputy Director, Philosophy Department,
Poking University
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Ho Ch~i-fang Director, Literature Research Institutes
Chinese Academy of Sciences

Ho Hsi-lin Vice President, Nankai University

Ho Hung President, Kueiyang Normal College

Ho Lu-t'ing President, Shanghai Institute of Music;
Vice Chairman, Musicians Union

Ho Ting-kiua Vice President, Wuhan University

Ho Yao Member, Investigation and Study Department,
Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region Party
Committee

Hou Wai-lu Deputy Director, 2nd Historical Institute
(Medieval), Chinese Academy of Sciences

Hsi Sha Editor, Tibet Daily (hsi-tsang jih-pao)

Hsia Yen Vice Minister of Culture

Huang Ching-tao Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Tsinghai Provincial Party Committee

Huang Pu-churg Secretary, Kueiyang Normal College Party
Committee

Jen Shen Vice President, Tsinghai University;
Alternate Secretary$ Tsinghai University
Party Committee

K'ang Cho Vice Chairman, Writers Union, Hunan Province

Ko Lin President, Chungshan Medical College

Ku Chi-kuang Professor, Kiangsi University

K'uang Ya-mlng President, Nanking University; ist Secretary,
Nanking University Party Committee

Kuo Hsiao-tang Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Honan Provincial Party Committee

Li Chi Director, Propaganda Department, Peking
*Mnicipal Party Committee

Li Ching Alternate Secretary, Kirin Engineering
College Party Committee

Li Chun-ming 8dita in Chief, Chung Hua Book Company

F
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Id Fan-fu Vice Governor, Anhwei Province; Director,
Propaganda Department, Anhwei Provincial

r . Party Committee

Ld. Kuei Ist Secretary, Huhehot M-nicipal Party
Committee

Id Lin Vice President, Chengchow University

Li Meng-p'ei Editor in Chief, Yunnan Daily

Li Shu-sen Vice President, Tientsin University

Li Ta President, Wuhan University

Li Ting-k'un Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Xiangsi Provincial Party Committee

Li Tsung-kang Vice President, Shensi Provilucial Party
School

Li Ya-chun Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Stechwan Provincial Party Committee

Liao Mo-sha Director, United Front Work Department,
Peking Municipal Party Committee

Lin Hung Deputy Editor in Cbief, Anhwei Daily

ain Mo-han Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
j~Party CC

Lin Tan-oh'tu Deputy Director, Propaganda Departments
Chekiang Provincial Party Committee

Lain Yang •" Director, Propaganda Department, Tnner
Mongolia University Party Committee

Liu Chih-ming - Vice President, Chungshan Medical College

Liu Hsiao-wu • Vice Chairman, Literary and Art Federation,
Sinkiang Uighur Autonomous Region

Liu Hsiu-shan Vice Chairman, Literary and Art Federation,
Anhwei Province

Liu Ming-fan Vice President, Shantung Normal College

Lo Ting Deputy Director, Culture Bureau Liaoning
Province

Lou Ping Viae President, Nankai University
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Lu P'ing President, Peking University; 1st Secretaryp
Peking University Party Committee

Lu T'ao Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Fukien Provincial Party Committee

Lu Ti Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Kwangsi Provincial Party Committee

Ma Shih-tu Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
CC Southwest Regional Bureau

Na Sha Vice Chairman, Literary and Art Federation,
Anhwei Province

Ou-yang Shan Chairman, Literary and Art Federation,
Xwangtung Province

P'eng Hsiao-chien Vice Governor, Honan Province

P'eng Kang President, Sian Communications University;
Secretary, Sian Communications University
Party Committee

P'eng P'ei-yfln Alternate Secretary, Peking University
Party Committee

P'eng Te-ydan Alternate Secretary, Peking University
Party Comnuittee

Shih Ling-hao Director, Culture Bureau, Kiangsi Province

8hih Shao-ptei Vice President, Kiangsi Agricultural College:
Secretary, Xiangsi Agricultural College
Party Committee

Su Chuang ýýDeputy Secretaryp Tientsin Municipal Party
eCommittee

Sun Yeh-fang ,Director, Economics Insitute, Chinese
jAcademy of Sciences

Sung Chen-ting Directors, Propaganda Department, Kirin
Municipal Party Committee

Sung Shuo Deputy Director, University Scientific Work
Department, Peking Municipal Party Committee

Sung Yu-hsi Director, Propaganda Department, Honan
Provincial Party Committee

T'ao Hsiung Deputy Director, Shanghai Peking Opera
Theater

I
Vo
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T'ao Pal Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Kiangsu Provincial Party Committee

Teng TVo Secretaryp Peking Municipal Party Committee;
Editor, Frontline (ch'ien-hsien)

T'ien Ching-jen Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Kiangsu Provincial Party Committee

T'ien Hsin Alternate Secretary, Inner Mongolia
University Party Committee

TVien Wei Director, Broadcasting Affairs Administra-
tive Bureau, Kwangtung Province

Ts'ai Ch'u-sheng Chairman, Cinema Union; Vice Chairman,
All-China Federation of Literary and Art
Workers

Tseng Tun Director, Propaganda Department, Hupei
Provincial Party Committee

Tu Hsi-t'ang Deputy Director, Culture Bureau, Honan
Province

Tung Pien Editor in Chief, China Women; Secretary,
All-China Democratic Woe•n's Federation

Tha Shao-p'eng ' President, Kunming Agricultural and
Forestry College; Secretary, Kunming
Agricultural and Forestry College Party
,oa•ittee

Wang Chia-lu Secretary, Peking Young Communist League

Wang Ch'in-ching Director, Culture and Education Department,
Tientsin Municipal Party Committee

Wang Niao-ch'tm Director, Propaganda Department, Kweichow
Provincial Party Committee; Editor in•/Chiefs Xweichow Daily

Wang X'u-ling Editor, ganc biterature (hsin-chianc
,en-hsleh tsa-chih)

Wang Lin-kang Deputy Director, United Front Work Depart-
ment, Kweichow Provincial Party Committee

Wang P'ei-yu Acting President, Chengchow University

Wei Tung-mng Vic President•, Hunan University

______________________
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Wu Chien Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Kansu Provincial Party Committee

Wu Han Vice Mayor of Peking

Wu Hsiao-chang Secretary, Hunan Party Cadre School

Wu Kto-jen Vice Chairman, Literary and Art Federation,
Wuhan

Wu Pai-tao Deputy Director, Culture Bureau, Xiangsu
Province

Wu Te-jen Vice President, Nankai University

Wu Tien-shih Deputy Director, Propaganda Department,
Xiangsu Provincial Party Committee

Yang Han-chang Former Acting President, Inner Mongolia
University

Yang Han-sheng Secretary General. All-China Federation of
Literary and Art Workers

Yang Shu Director, Propaganda Department, Peking
M•unicipal Party Committee

Yen Y1in-chien Secretary, Kunming Medical College Party
Committee

Yff lisiu Vice Governor, Shantung Province; Director,
Culture and Education Department, Shantung
Provincial Party Committee

Yd P'ei-chen Vice President, Inner Mongolia University;
Alternate Secretary, Inner Mongolia
University Party Committee

Y8 Yung-nien Acting Chairman, Political Department,
Industrial and Commercial Bureau, Inner
Mongolian Autonomous Region

Yuan Ti-min Former Directors Propaganda Department,
Xansu Provincial Party CoMuAittee
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• j•-V.., ..ProeS OF BIRT OF CC EM

Province Number

Hunan 49

Shensi 17

Hopei 16

Szechwan 15

Hupei 15

Kiangsi 13

Fukien 10

Kwangtung 9

Shansi 9

Kiangsu 9

Chekiang 5

Shantung 5

Liaoning 4

Anhwei 4

Honan 4

Suiydan 2

Xwangsi 2

YUnran 1

Chahar .

Sinkiang 1

HeilungkUW 1

Xfrmn 1

Xorea 1

Japan 1

- -- ---- ---- ---
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VI. EDUCATION

Chinese university (74) (Twenty-seven CC members who attended
normal school or normal college are
included in this category)

Chinese classical (6)

Chinese military school (33)

Japanese university (10)

American university (3)

Russian university (48)

Prench university (13)

German university (4)

Be'gian university (1)

A.ddle school only (16)

Elementary school only (11)

No formal education (6)

Educational background unknown (20)

N•te: The total exceeds the number of CC members due to double

counting. It should also be .oted that many CC members who attended

college or university did not finish their comwses of stvty.

VII. MAJ3R INITVhL MgjWa=U j _CC kaMB~

Military (non-Communist) (6)

Education (16)

Journalism (4)

Professional revolutionary (ISS)

Unknown (6)

Other (8) (one each: sailor, warlord, potter's apprentice, long-
shoreman, tradesman, beggar, translator, lawyer)
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Note: Upon leaving home or school, 79.5% of all present X

members became professional revolutionaries.

VIII. PATMAL BACKMOUND OF CC MEMBERS

Peasant (27)

Worker (9)

Scholar/Official (7)

Landlord (20)

Merchant (16)

Military (1)

Other (3) (one each: exiled revolutionary, wandering musicians
vagabond)

Unknown (112)

Note.: Of those background items checked in this paper) this

category has proven to be the least satisfactory. The author has no

information concerning the paternal background of some 57 percent of

all OC members

IX. DUAL ROLES: PARTY AND GOVERNMENT

CC members with high Government posts (140)

CC members with low Gcvernment posts (U)

CC members with no known Government post (27)

Note: A high Government post has been arbitrarily defined as

being at least (1) a member of the Standing Committeee of the 3rd

National People's Congress or (2) a provincial Vice Governor. Those

e.i.even CC members listed as having low Government posts hold down no

known position save that of Deputy to the 3rd National People's Congress

I~~ - -.- 0
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or wemaership in the Chinese People's Political Consultative Con-

ference,

X. FCREIGN TRAVEL OF CC MEMBERS

Never abroad or unknc*m (44)

Has been abroad (151)

Abroad pre-1949 (76)

Abroad pre-1949 a (16)

Abroad post-1949 (130)

Abroad post-1949 Mly (75)

Abroad only post-1949 to Comnunist bloc countries or pre-1949 to
USSR (95)

Abroad 2 post-1949 to non-Commtunist countries (6)

AbroE nost-1949 to Communist bloc and non-Communist countries (40)

North Korea only (12)

North Vietnam opn_ (5)

North Korea and North Vietnam g (1)

Has visited or studied in United States (3) (all pre-1949)

Has visited non-Communist underdeveloped world g (14)

Has visited or studied in USSR Mnl (25)

Has visited Latin America (2)

Note: Although 77 percent of all Eighth C_ members have been

abroad, nearly 50 percent have never travelled to a non-Communist

country. Of those who have, fourteen have visited underdeveloped

courtries only. Some 23 percent of all Eighth CC members are not

known to have travelled abroad, and 9 percent have been to the

Communist-controlled areas of Korea and/or Vietnam only. It is felt

that meaningful propositions could be gonerated focusing upon the

i
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very evident Communist Chinese stereotype of the outside world.

Furtl'er note regarding foreipn travel: Foreign travel on the

part of CC members during the period 1 January through 15 November

1966 has been restricted to the following thirteen countries: North

Vietnam, Cambodia, Burma, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria,

Egypt, Yemen, Congo (Brazzaville), Rumania, Albania, and the USSR.

The only visitor to the Soviet Union was the Communist Chinese

Ambassador to Moscow, PTan Tzu-1i. P'an returned to Peking prior to

National Day (1 October) and has not taken up his post again in the

Soviet capital as of mid-November. In all, eleven CC members

travelled abroad during the first ten and one-half months of 1966.

i--i---- ... .



Appendix B

ON TH PROPOSED STUDY OF THE "OPERATIONAL CODE"

OF THE CHINESE C014MUNIST POLITBUM

by

Thomas W. Robinson

Prepared for the Politburo F sibility Study Conferenoe,

Stanford University, .Z-18 December 1966



It has been proposed that a large-sI.ale, serious stivnv be made o'

the Chinese Communist Politbur-. The quiestions to be answered here.

are whether or not this Pro-tect is feasible; if so, how best to _arrý

it out; and if not, what alt.ýrnarive forimulacions exist? !,ct me

approach the topic .ndexr the EolloA.ng headings: . i my urdleo:zandikg

of what is called for; , 2,1 a critiv.al eppraisal of the p-ojec,-, espe.

,ially of the desiabilit-v of ,usin.g tle Leirte snidy as a base; 5)

alternative and supplementary formU.ztions; '4, bibliogrdphi': soure.e-

useful in such a stuay.

1. The Project

As I understand it, .he purpose of the projec:t L, to inqui.re in.'

the "operational t:odel of 1i~e i6mm•tnist ý.hirese Politburo, that is, r:o
derive 1. the values ,.rulttra!, societal, a--.3 political:, 2. tre goa -;

and 3) the stra egles and tactics of the Chinese ruling qroup. In

particular, an attempt will be made, explinitly and systematically,

to state "rules" cl behavior both explicit, clearly im['lied, and

inferred in nature. The .tat-, will consist on) the classiCal w. itkigs

of Chinese leader's - I.ar'tiulatKly those of Mao Ts.e-caii • plus histor-

ical data (re:ýurkt of policies, decis13ns, and responses to inputs,.
The method is, = ,�s_ to appLy to the 'ir.ese ease the ;-leores, at-

egorles of analysis, and some o- the resu).t. cf Nathan ]ei~es' The

ter3Liorial Code ot The Politburo., noting in eat' ins~anu ,.rhd, tra, ,-

formations must be made., Next, an attempt, w.ill be made .o detive r-.n

that approa 'h and by using ,Aie sourc.es no-ed an invertor,/ of propo-

sitions describing Ctiipese Politburo behavior, Taese proposit-ion.

would either :end to confirm or deny the parallel approa..hes in beit !s,
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or would supplement them. Also (presumably as a result of an

investigation of thse proposi~tions) the political. components of

the Chinese Politburo would be noted. These are three: actors -

rheir perceptions and interactions -; roles; and functicns. The

research design, once these prelindnary stages had been surmounted

successfully, would then be carried out in five parts; i) ampli-

ficaticn and refinement of the propositions; 2) their documentation;

3) empirical testing by reference to the two sources of data referred

above; 4) model contirmation or modificat.ion; 5) model refinement by

means of going through parts 1-- 4 again (and, it necessary again,

until more or less complete correspondence between theory and data are

achieved). Finally, a number of subsidiary research goals are formu-'

lated: 1) a particular study of the personalities of the members of

the Chinese elite, of the problem of suecession, and of the question

of geegrpahic and funecional division of labor; 2) Chinese C~mmunist

Ideology, in both its theoretical and empirical senses (and in the

latter, the subcategories of ideological antecedents, cultural elements,

and rules of behavior would also be studies); 3) np,., techniques of

research; 4) the question of the inf]uence of Chirne.s..e tradition on

Chinese Comnmuni.t decision-making behavior.

II. Critical Apraisal

Three things immediately strike the reader of the proposal:

first, it is an orderly and well thought-out design thorouighly inbut-d

with the scientific method; second. it is a very tall order ard would

require an enormous amount of research and data inputs; third, the

proposed is heavily dependent upon the presumed usefulness of the
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Leites approach. Let us inspect each of these features in turn. I

very much approve of the desire to build up a model of Chinese Communist

decision-making on the basis of the historical and textural data avail-

able and then test it, refine it, retest it, and refine it again until

a valuable model capable of making p.edictions with some confidence is

arrived at. Such techniques have not yet been used in China studies

and the proposal, if approved, gives promive of applying in that field

an approach long since universally accepted in other fields. Further-

more, it is encouraging to note the emergence of the ide9 of using in

Chinese area studies an idea which was worked out and has had great

currency in Soviet area studies: not only should there be more work

in the area of comparative communism, but the very thought of using

concepts derived elsewhere, and thus Lontributing to the rise of a

general political theory of operational comnunism, is exciting. 'Such

a statement is, of course, tantamount to admitting to the poverty, !p

to the present, of Chinese political studies. The field so fax. has

been dominated by works in the field of history. While history is an

extremely important component in the study of any area of knowledge,

it represents only the beginning of understunding. Further develop-

ment coires only when the other social sciences in turn enter the field.

The projeit may, the*-fore, become an W, ial forward step in that

direction).

liHaving made this general point, h..wever, we must now consider

whetner the proposal as statea would, in fa.-t, make that contribution,

be that forward step, and serve as tnat firm foundation for further

work in examining the Chinese decision-making process. Or would It,
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: n the words of a reviewer in another field, be a "giant misstep in

the right direction?" I am afraid that I tend to come down on the

latter side. For one thing, the project would require an enormous

amount of data collecting and processing. To take one example, how

are we to determine the "ideological" component of the operational

code? The proposal suggests looking at theoretical works on ideology

'and, I presume, therefore on the sociology of knowledge), and this is

a ne--essary component. The proposal also suggests looking at the

traditional Chinese Welhanschauun , cultural elements, and actual

rules of behavior; it is neecessary and desirable to consider these

aspects of the problem too. But even looking at the secondary works

on the second set of elements above would be extraoroinarily time.

cu'svming, to say the least. Ore would have, at the least, to consult

the entire bibliography listed, say, in H. G. Creel's, Chinese Thought

Prom "onfucius to Mao Tse-tung. And how Is one to get at the influence

of traditional Chinese rules of behavior on Chinese communist actionOi?

How much, and what part, of this tradition is ingrained in the psyche

of Mao? For this, we would have to consult, for a start, Mare2.

Granet's Qhinese Civilization and the bibliography cited therein, or

Rene Groussett's, Rise and Splendop of the Chinese Empire, or the

volwies by Fairban|c, Reischauer, and Craig, East Asia: The Modern

Transformation and East Asia: The Great Tradition. One of Leites'

techniques was to shortcIrcuit this necessity by quoting from Russian

literature, oi the presumption both that Is stnmed up withiin itselt

the Russian cultural and intellectual tradition, that the founders of

Bolshevism had read that literature, and that hence the Bolshevik leaders
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case with the Chinese leaders If it is not, the project will have to

go through the laboreous process of reducing thar tradition and culture

to the same sort of pithy phrase-viodels as we would need later when

defining the operational code (such would be tne only way of feeding

this particular input into the model). If it Is the case, then iv is

still incumbent to delireate the themes of Chinese literature - both

conmunist and non-communist, whi'h means referring, as a start, to the

bibliography contained in C. T. Hsia ts, A History of Modern Chinese

Fiction, for the pre-communist period, and to the China Luarterly's

"Special Survey of Chinese Communist Literatuiv" (n. 13), and the

references cited therein, for the communist period. This says nothi g

about using the theoretical works on ideology listed below. My point

is, of course, that even though the research proposal is a good one,

it may be entirely unworkable because of these problems of data: how

are we to manage such a surfeit? If there is a pot of gold at the end

of the rainbow, we may not be able to make our way over all the obsta-

cles of the research landscape to obtain it.

Somewhat the same conclusion is arrived at when purely communist

material is considered. If something like the Leites analysis is to

be made in the Chinese case, a huge at-ray of documents will have to Le

analyzed. Not only will one have to go through the Selected Works and

Selected Writinqs of Mao Tse-tung, but one will hake to bring together

and analyze the writings of all of the other meabers of the Chinese

Politburo. This collection is voluminous, to say the least, and has

not yet been collected. It is true that there are some specific indices

of Mao's own work, making the task in that case somewhat easier, but

- *-~--.
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the entire collection and analysis task will have to be done tor the

rest of the Politburo. And it must be done separately for each member

of that group, for not only is that what the study calls for, but also,

bet.ause the presenr and future stages of Chinese Communist political

history seem destined to be much more turbulent than the past, we mu3t

survey a wider range of the writing and speeches of Chinese decision-

makers, ranging down the hierarmny to perhaps the hundredth rung (TMao

Chu moved from 94th to 4th place in less than a year!. This raises

fuindammeital questions concerning the availability of competent

researchers to do the taskt are there enough people around to handle

those do-,uments with the same skill that Leites handled the Soviet

docunents. Although some sort of computer content analysis may be of

iame use here, Leites own work was intensive dnd qualitative while

eompater work tends to be extensive and quantitative. Whereas in tha

past one could, without departing tou much from reality, quote from

the outlook of Mao (with a little bit of Liu Shao-:hi and a dash of

ithou En-lai thrown in) and emerge with a fairly accurate view of the

Chinese elite's view of things, surely we cannot approch the problem

that way today, and when Mao deparT:s from the scene the possibilities

for doing so will be even less. There is no assurance that China will

continue to be ruled by ore man or even by a small, closely knit group.

The proposed study would have made fine sense in the early fifties

(when Leites' work itself was done) and it still may make sense today.

But the amount ot extra work to be done will, in my opinion, reach

astronomical heights. The upshot of the data problem - in both tradi-

tional and communist areas of study - is that it may be better to opt

for the restricted version of the project rather than the expanded ver-

sion; the former will be large enough, the latter, perhaps, unmanageable.
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Another input to the resear'h design concerns the problem of

elites - their personalities, roles and functions, who they aie, at

what levels of command they operate, and '-he problem of transfer of

elite authority ssuoession). Looking at the first compcnenr of chis

composite variable - personalities - how are we to understand the

personality make-up of the men who sit on the Chinese Politburo? Do

their personalities cme through from an analysis of tneir writinigs

and speeches? It is dcifficult for me to say that they do to any degree.

Surely we can (perhaps with the aid of computer content analysis) code

these documents along the lines of personality trait indicators, But.

in my opinion, that will not suffice. It is also necessary to know

the life histories of the subjects, but unfortunately very little inf'or-

mation on the personal histories of these men, especially the crucial

details of their early childhood and home life, When this is the case,
we must resort to building up what little clues we nave, with the aid

of pbychoanalytia theories, into a picture of an entire personality.

Here I would point to the work of Erik Erickson, especially his Yong_

AM Luther, as a good example of how to go about this part of the work.

In faot, I would go so far ,is to state that perheps what we need is an

4pproach grounded not so much in the work of Nathan Leltes (not becauae

it is not product.ve of Ideas nor non-transferable ro the Chinese case -

it may well be) but in the work of Erik Erickson. ft may also be that

there exist a number of hitherto un-apped sour'2es useful in studying

the personalities of the Chinese decision-makers. For instance, by

now quite a number of people have had Interviews with those leaders,

frca Mao and Lin Piao (who has interviewed Lin?) to Lin Shao-c'hi and



Chou En-lai to T'ao Chu and K'ang Sheng. Would it not be a good idea

for the project, if approved, to seek out these people, interview

them, and ask thema certain questions designed to envoke evaluative and

faccual responses is to the personalities of the Chinese leaders with

whom they spoke. Unfortunately, I do not know of any single list of

such people. Often they are journalists who then publish their

appraisals in the press; san~etimes they are diplomatic personnel or

party leaders ot both Western and non-Western states, Perhaps the

U. S. Goverment (C.I.A.?; maintains such a list and would be willing

to release it. Surely the work of such people as Howard Boorman and

Donald Klein would be relevant. Perhaps another device would be to

retain trained 2sychoaralysts to view movies and pictures of the

Chinese leaders, to listen to their speeches " ',oice intonation, etc.

and everk to analyze their handwriting. Although this may impose unusual

personnel requirements who is qualified as a handwriting analyst of

Chinese characters?), the point I wish to make is that there exist a

number of areas of research and types of data which are as yet unused

in the study of the personalities of Chinese decision-makers, The

project may be a good place to bring these research techniques and

data sources into the picture; surely it would be creative.

The problem of defining the role and function of each of the

Chinese leaders is a very difficult one. It is here that information

is most lacicing. How does the Politburo operate? What are its dlvi-

sins? Who runs them? Is it realy the apex of authority or do the

lines of authority shift with the issue at hand and with different

personality Inputs? What are the other hierarchies of authority and
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what are their lines of communication into and out of the Politburo?

It is doubtful that hard and fast answers will becom.e available to

these questions. Yet the problem is one common to other areas as

well. In the case of the Soviet Union, we are really not much far-

ther along than in the Chinese case, yet we seem to know a bit more

in the Soviet case than the relative difference of data inputs would

indicate (although even in the Soviet case we are badly off: witness

the surprise that befell Sovietologists upon the announcement of

Khrushchev's ouster). The reason, in my opinion, is that in the

Soviet case, initial attempts have been made to mix these facts with

theories drawn from other areas of inquiry. We could, in my opinion,

be much further ahead if we mixed what little data in this realm we

have with some theoretical inputs - sunh as decision-making theory,

organization theory, theory of bumeau-.racy, arid small grc.,,p analysis -

together with a drawing out of some of the lessons learned from case

studies in each of these areas. Suppose, for instanre, one were 7o

consult the following four books in the field of organization theory
and bureaucratic theory: Robert! Prenthus, The Organizational Souiety;

Victor A. Thompson, Modern Or anization; Wilbert r. Moore, 7he Condurt

of the Corporation, and Edward S. Mason ,'ed.,, The Corporation in

Modern Society. I wonder if one would not find there a large nunber

of hypotheses which might be applicable to the Chinese r.nmmunist case?

i ~Again, in the field of• small group theory, suppose one were to take

Sidney Verba's Small Groups and Political Behaviior and the bibliogaphy

referred to therein and see what it says for the Chinese Pulitburo.

My feeling is that a great deal would come from this sort of exercise.
44:
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Perhaps this is a good point to put forward my general thesi. in

-onnection with vy evaluation of the proposed project, Although the

proposal seems on the surface to be very good, particularly when one

knows of the success which the Leites studies has had in the Soviet

case, I think a better method of approach would be to take advantage

of t'e work in the various "behavioral" sciences during the last two

/decades and use some of the many theoretical approaches and method-

ologies whi!-h have -.ome along. Surely one would wish to Include

Lei'.esl approa-.h in suuh a listing, yet to make it the exclusive basis

of the study would be to depend overly mu.,h on one school of analysis

to the exclusion of all of the rest, as well as to lean too heavily on

tý,e presumption that the conditions present in the Soviet case are

also present in the Chirese case. The purposes of the project are to

understand the nature of the Chinese decision-makeup process and to

predict its fauture course of action. This Is laudatory? Yet I fear

that the approach is not readily transferable; that too much subsidiary

i*3rk will have to be done; that the approach contains somxe very serious

flaws not easily remediable; and that there exist other techniques and

theories which may well be applicable and which, in any case, it would

be a pity to ex,:lude.

Let us look at the Leftes approach and attempt to discern: its

assumptions; to what extent it is applicable, as it stands to the

Chine-ce case; what its method is and whether the Chinese case lends it--

self to such a method; and what its inherent flaws are. As to the

assumptions grounding the study, they include: (1) the "operatioral

code" represents the essential W eltanschautu together with the modus
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operandi of the decision-making group; (2) st:ch a code exists and is

knowable from an analysis of the very top decision-makers in a system; (3)

the charaoteristirs of the system as a whole .-an be discerned i. e. all

societal, cultural, political, psyohological, international, etc.,

inkluences bearing on the organization in question are summed up and

held within the minds of the elite of that organization; t.4) there is

a single operational code for all members of the organization, coter-

minal with the code used by the elite; (5) the code, at least in the

communist cases, is quite dependent upon the past history of the

organization and especially upon life history of the very small number

of men (especially Mao) who make up the elite; (61 the history of the

organization is knowable, as are the life histories,' particullrly the

early childhoods of those who dominate the party: 1.7) the "operational
I,

codes" of each member of the elite deviates frm those of the others

of the elite only in unimportant particulars; (8) the corxect sources

consists of texts ot the writings of the founders and early leaders vi

the organization (whose will, it is assumed, lives on and influen:es

further development of the organization long after those men have

passed from the scene); (9) societal, cultural, etc., sources initu-

encirg the elite are best investigated by detailing the themes camon

in the national literature, since the latter ternds to reveal the

unexpressed content of the '"operational codes;" ý10) the leaders of

the organization are members of the intelligentsia and the intelli-

gentsia are the carriers of the representative cultural and societal

values of the nation. A glance at the Chinese case reveals that, in

the case of Mao, assumptions 1, 30, 5, 6, 8, and 9 probably carry over:

assumptions 2, 4 and 7 remain to be shown; while assumption 10 does rot
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seem to be true (Mao's neqative attitude towards the Chinese intelli-

Sgenrtsia seems to bear out this last judgment, despite Maofs own

"intellectual" background and interests). Thus, in Mao'-" case, on

btilance it may be feasible to develop same sort o' "opexational code."

Furthermore, in his case, %e- have seemingly, enough documentation of

his writings, reports of interviews, biographical data, to do a credible

job in building up Mao~s own "operational code." The question then

become whether or not one can do the same job for other members of the

Chinese Politburo (that the process has to be repeated for each indi-

vidual should be obvious. Too much depends on an analysis of the

individual's own ritbngs and a matching of his adult activities with

those of his early childhoodj. One should not expeAt to obtain and

find useful an "operational (,ode" of the Chinese Politburo, where the

latter term is understood as a .jmposice and undifferentiated entity,

for the dozen or so individual "operational codes" will not, when

summed, add up to something approxi.mating a urdtaiy outlook which ca

be called an "operational code" of the Politburo itself. Altb,;ugh it

theoretically may prove possible to obtain such a coce, I am doubtful

(1ý whathar it can be done (the problem here ii one of sources and of

finding enough people able to do the same competent job that Leites

hinself did); (2) whether It should be done (there ere all sorts of

problems ranging from intrinsie difficulties of the Lei es approach,

to problems of integrating the results of the work of several researchers,

to the question of whether the reseavch would be wasted: the composation

cf the Politburo is liable to change much more rapidly in the future

than It has in the past, while tht founding father is about to pass
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from the scene. There .,s no assurance that his influence will non-

tinue to a degree roughly equal to that of the present); and (3)

whether i,: is worth doing (is it really worth a great deal of time

and money to do a job at this stage in the life history of the Chinese

Politburo? The future composition of the body is likely to be rather

different from that of the past, its membership rate of turnover rather

high, and its political orientation possibly quite different from that

"•f the past). Purthermore, there may be better ways 9f ge,'ring at the

problem of the political "style" of the Chinese Communists and it

would be a pity not to trj to use them. If we attempt to apply the

assumption grounding the Leites study to Lin Piao, some of the problems

are more evident. I believe that assumption 5 may well apply, while

with regard to all of the rest we nmust be dubious or remain agnosti-

Surely, for instance, Lin Piao cannot be classed as an intelle-tual

who has read enough of the national literature it, have Celr, ese souA-

S•Wtal, cultural, and intellectual values itscribed upon his mind

' assumption 10) and surely In's own '"operational code" deviaies sub-

stantially from those of many of the other members of the 2hirnese

leadership group ýassuVption 7); otherwise we would not be witnessing

such drastic changes in Chinese politins as at present which, presumablv,

reflects fumdowa ally dift.rent "operational codes" among the Chines-

loaders.

In sum, I would advocate using something ,lose to tuie Leites

approa,:h in studying Mao's own "operational cocle' but I would ad'o(ýace

merging rhis orientation into a multi-disciplinary study using t;)e best

theories, the most advanced techniques, and the top people available,
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each attempting a partial answer to the question of what is the

political "style', of the Chinese communists and what is likely to be

che future policy - in various fields - of the Chinese decision-

making group.

When we look at the Leites approaoh itself, we find a nu iber of

intrensic difficulties which, if the study is adpted as the basis of

an analysis of the Chinese case, may be expected to carry over. .l)

When studying revolutionaries, especially peasant communist revolu-

tionaries, it Is very difficult to believe that their own latent

beliefs are expressed in the national literature. This is especially

true of China, where the Yenan group 'gas both militaristic and nation-

alistic in its orientation. While it is true that one can find

exampfjles of a para3til between Mao's onwn thought and 1-ertain strands

of CTfinars national literature isu-h as the Wuterj l•Aq [Sin ui Hu

th'uan)) avd Roman._e of the Three Yingdons 1 San Kno Chih] and while

there is a parallel between the views of Mao on cortain subjects and

the writings of certein of the twentieth century Chinese novelists -

Lu Hsun is, of course, the best example - it is also true both that

(11nese literature as a whole betrays no singular character, being

divided oqainst it;self in many ways; that the t2hiuese intellectual

tradition taken as a whole is anti-communist; and that the Chinese

Communist ruling group Lrom Mao on dovm, from before the Yenarn forum

to the "great Proletari,"n cultural revolution" has bsen profryndly

anti-intellectual and anti-traditional. Thus, in the Chinese case,

the assumed parallel between latent beliefs among the poiitical leadors

and expressed beliefs in national literature is not present. (2) The



proposition that the most important sonrce of date are the early

history of the porty, the writings of the founder, and the childhood

experiences of the party leaders, is dubious. While there is much

truth to be found here - the Chinese comnunist par'ty, like the Soviet

party, looks to its own past for parallels by which to reason its way

through contemporary decisions; there is a heavy reliance o.n the

writings of Mao just as the Soviets relied on the writings of Lenin

and Stalin; and the early and formative experiences of the leadership

group are very important influenc2es on their present Weltanschauung -

many other facts are shunted aside by this emphasis. In particular,

the party continues to learn and to integrate its recent experience

with the early lessons. Especially does It learn from the history oý

other parties - witness the tremendous inrluence - both positive and

negative - which the history of the Soviet Commnmist Pa,.ty. The same

thing can also be said for such other components as the international

factor - witness for instance the changed relationship with the Uniteo

States an'd the existence of nuclear weapons. Leites could Safely

ntch the lessons of early party history wich total part-y outlook

because these sorts of influanices were oniv margiral in tae Soviet

oese, They are not In the Chinese: they are central. Ir is true

that Leites himself wrote a sequel to The Operational Cooe, dealing

with the Khmushchev era in somewhat the same manner as he dealt with

Leiin and Stalin earlier (Kremlin Moods, RAND, RM. 355S-ISA;- and thaI

later party history and International elements were influences that

were taken intc account. But even here there were proble-ts: Soviet

literature was found to be of little use (at least it was not used)
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and Khrushchev's own early history was not thought to be germane to

the study klittle was knowni of that history). TVe result was a study

useful in understanding that part uf the Soviet leader's world view

which is recorded in his writings and speeches, but not for under-

standing the entirety of Khrushchev's "operational code" of the Soviet

presidium. I would submit that, if the "operational code" approach

is adopted, the model taken should be Kremlin Moods and not A Study of

Bolshevism or Theoerational Code of the Politburo; that the quality

of the work and the attention it receives will be roughly equivalent

to the Kremlin Moods and not to the latter two studies; and that

fsince the project is about to begin at the end of Mao's tenure in

China rather than at the beginning or in the middle) the fata of the

project will be approximately that of Kremlin Moods (which was pub-

lished shortly before Khrushcher's removal as First Party Secretary).

The point is that a study which bases itself on sources si•,ilar to

those that Leites used can expect to be only of partial explanatory

usefulness and useful only for the moment: such a study is outmoded

by the first major change in policy or personnel of the party'. (3)

Too many variables are left out of such a study. I have already alluded

,c. the international component. Additionally, the influence of eco-

nomic, geographVc, and demographic, etc., factors are all abstracted

from. Such a mode of research was acceptable for those periods of

Soviet studies in the early 50's when very little information of any

sort was available. It makes less sense in the Chinese ease in the

late 60's when, despite all problems of access and data, the knowledge

of the numbers and kinds of influences on the Chinese Politburo is
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4 mu.h greater than was the situation in the Soviet -ase in the early

50's. There is, accordingly, little reason to take the route of the

"operational code" in understanding the ý'hinese mode of decision-

making. Stated another way, the "operat3.onal code" approach diverts

attent!.•i aw•y from other impo tant influences or, decision-making

behuilor and pulls one into a sense of false security that he is In

the possession of a method which will permit him to know the essence

of the subji-'ct.

For these reasons I think it best to reduce the "operational

code" approach to ore of a nuirber of complementary methods for getting

at the problem. This conclusion may be somewhat unpopular, but I

think the argauments here presented must be taken into avcount when

considering whether or not a large reseam-h projert of the kind des-

cribed in the research proposal is really ieasible. Furthermore,

(although it is only a footnote to the present dis..ussion) I have

spoken with Nathan Leites about the prnposed project and he agrees

that it would be best not to use the 'operational code' approac:h as

the central foc.us of the proposed study. Rather, he tends to agree

with the thesis presented here that a multi-disciplinary approach

using the best ol the prosent store of social science theory and

methodology available is a better way to proceed.

i2. ALTERN.TIVE THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGIJAL APPROACHES

W1*t are some of the theories available in the social suLiences

wh.c+ may prove useful for the study of Chinese communist decision-

makin~g They are, of course, manifold. Some are potentially useful

to the Chinese case while othe•r have Intrinsic limitations of data
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made, however, is that t to the present, the st,•dy of rowmunist China

has only to a small degree taker, adiantage of the pa;ioply of theo-

reti,:al at:d mevhodologi,cal approa:hes Available; there has been a

general separation between these approaches and that study. Th6 pres-

ent project, however, Is iii a position to or crv'ute to a lessening

of that gap. Iia this regard I tind myselt in agrvement with -che

remarks of Chalmers Johnson, "The Role of Soc:ial Science in Chinese

Scholarship;" World Politics, Jaihuary, 1965. He argues for research

ir the Chinese v.ase dealing with the topics of " .ommunity" totalitar-

ianizm aiid itb sequences, and ideology in the fu.itlonal sense.) In

what tollow•, I shall vry to point out some of tnose approaches which

m.gWt, with profit, be used in che Chinese case.

The following theoretical oo-ierntations may be of bome aid:

deý!i82on-maklng theory; game theory; organization theory; ron;13vt

theories; bargainl•.g theory (including alliance and coalition theory

Influenr.e d•d power theory; 'communioatior theory; informatiox. theory;

modennization theory; theory of ideology; small group theory; theories

of mass behavior; roert.ion theory (including work on "coerrive per-

suasion"'; and the theory of ,ognitive dissonance. In each r.ase I

shall. present a tew references together with a short discussion of

the rele'rance of that approach to the study of Chinese political

behavior.

A. Decision-Makirg Theory. National and Irnternational Deciso'o-

nakiq' by R. C. Snyder and J. A. Robinson, and the bibliography reierred

to therein is a major source. This publication Is, furthermore, a very
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important source of ideas for the present proje-t Refereny.e should,

in particular, be made to Project 2 ("Relatiely Unexplored Techniques"),

5 ("Historical Analogies to the Present Situation"), 8 ("Violent and

Non-violent Conflict"s, 10 ("Nature and Diret:tcwn ot Socdal Change"),

15 ("National Value Systems and National Behavior"), 19 ,"Role of the

Military"), 22 ("National Perceptions and Imaqes of Reality"). 24

("Nature and Cost of Policy Consensus"'. 30 ("Problem of Leadership"),

31 ("Committees as De'ision Units"), 32 ("Deision-Making and Weapons

Systems"',, 49 ("Persorality and Role Relationships"'I, 90 "Arousal of

Hostile Responses"), 51 ("Elements of Projec7tion ie, Pe-sonality"), arC

52 ("Decision-Makers' V lues and Attitudes Concer-iing Violence").

Reference should also be made tu the wcrk of Herberr, Simon: Adniinis-

trative Behavior: A Study of De cision-Making Pro esses in Administra-

tive Organization, as well as to the following: D. Davidson, P. Suppot.

and S. Siegel, Decision-Making: An Experimental Approajh; the two-

volume work edited by N. F. Washburne (Vol. 1, and D. WiJlier Vcl. 2).:

,ecisions, Values and Groups; and R. C Snyder, H. W. Bruck and

B. Sapin, "The Decision-Making Apprea-h," in H. Eulau, $ J. Elders'eld

and M. Jarowits (ads.), Politi-ial Behavior: A Reader in Theory and

Rnesearch.

B. Game Theory. ±ids is by now a generic, te-n for a vast and

expanding set of related fields Zero sum games sre a branch of

decision theory, sutie such games are ar-tually sets of rules tor

rationally coming to corre¢c. (i.e. utility-maximizing) decisions. I1

non-zero sum games, it may not be possible to ma•:imize utility, or to

act racionally, and hence to .omne to correct de.isions. This seems

to be the case with most political actions, where cor,••i t and
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.rpera,-oon -ombire tc: presan a series of , bd,,eE whose outcomes are

less ,ora, completely leaj, and .;Pere there may rrvc extsr an optional

(,!.-t ft, all, The pusibi"Wries of thivkinq rn game theoreti:

rtvims are demonstr,•t-d in Dionias Schelling, The Frategry of Conflict.

Ths viirr¢a of ý,'.b thinking i , af sers .cizing the resear. her to the

in:any J:.Žnat,,e outcomes possible and to the alterrnative costs of

ec h T, .am l work was dcone by J. Von Neumann and 0. Morgenstein

in 1S44 and iepored in cheir Theory oat Games and Economi. Behavior.

An expla,-avioi parti la -3ly dirnote5 to serial s..ier, tists is R. D.

It& e a; 1 f1 Rai1ta, G d ard De-isioins, while wa-'.V of the more recezt-

,pplieations are su~reynri in Martin Srnibik, Game Theory and Related

.2ppoacheb Lo Social Behaior. In additioni the results of recent

'.-;earoh an be reviewed 1- a numbe' of joirnals, the most perrinent

of which for soc.al sclei-_.es are Amern, an BehavLoralS&ientist_.

Behaviora'._ Scenie, and 'he lournal of Conflict Resolution. A critique

is A. Rapoport, Strategy ard Conflit't,

C. Oganization Theory and Theories of Burcau-racy. Several of

che pertinent works uare referred to above (Section II). To this

should be added the vast Lompendium edited by Fredrick March, Handbook

of Ctmanizatjons, together with the many bibJ.'iographi'-a. referenc.es

(tontained therein, and the classic works of Aax Weber (a good starting

pla•.e is W. Gerth and C. Wrighr Mills, From Max Weber: Essays in

So~AnJioly and of Vilfredo Pareto, The Mind and SoýJesy, 4 vols.

D. tonflkct Theories. This is an extxemely large and different

field whbJ n peietrates into many of the other fields noted here.

Perhaps a good entrance is Eltoli B. McNeil (ed.j, The Nature of Human
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Confliot; Lewis Coser, The Function of Social Conflict; Kenneth

Boulding, Confliet and Defense, and the recent work of Konrad Lorenz,

On A ession. One r-an anticipate the releva.'are uf this field to

Chinese caimunisr decision-ni;iking capacity v,-ries i'remendously

depending on whether Chinese society, the Chinese political tradition,

the mode of organizatior of the conmmunist party, the nature of the

bureaucratic and governmental systems dnd the Marxist-Leninist-Maoist

world-view are conducive to settling naturally arising conflicts or,

on the other hand, contribute to the worsening of such ditficulties.

The advantage of looking at the question through an inquiry into the

intrinsic propensity of humans to engage in Conflict and the modes of

settlement which they have evolved over the ages to cope with this

propensity is that, on the one hand, te are reminded that even periods

of apparent quiescence in Chinese political behAvior are more probably

times when the continuing conflict hNs been purposedly :overcd up, to

reappear again In a bolder fowu in the future; while, on the other

hand, solutions, however, teworary, to such ',onflict are probable

and will probably take one of a limited numbe- of general forms. If

one could begin to theurize what spepific types of conflIct in 1-ne

Chinese case are conduoire to more and other types of confli-t (i.e.

negativ, feedback) and what types are readily soluable and c.arry ,with

them the poesibility of healing other breaches, a major step would

have been taken In the study of Chinesp conmunist deAsion-making,

E. DaTeories ( lncuding Allianc-e Theoy and Coalition

Theorl. BargainIng theory is akin both to derision-maktng theory a"d

game theory. Still, it is possible to speak of a separate field in

/

/ -
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bot: t;.e politi-al -,,d Py-!yol gi-,:al •onses. Aiditiorially, there

are parailels with ]ahor-maragemernr batgainir:g whj,.n may be of use

a- tn ."i.ese mease. T'ree major w,-rks ir the politial sense are

W7. K. Riker, The Tl.eory of Political Coalitaors t the relevance of the

"size prii,,-ple" to rhe ease of the Chinese Politburo should be

ob/ious ; J. Bu'han arid G Tnilock, The Calculus of Consent; and

-t1'J, How Na,.iors Negoriate. Tpe latter two referern:es are

useful more tfrr the suggestio s they pose, indizv :-Ly, for the

.hl.iese case aather tnan as directly applicable models. A source

,sir.q the psymoLogi'.a1 con:epr ot Ilrkel of depiral Ion" is L E.

i-urrester, Baraining a,,d Group Decision-Nakin . The parallel of

• +bor-managemen• negotiations apprises us of the importance, among

other things, Of the influen.e of rthe politi. al sitt-ation inside the

bargainding age. -ies un the bargainig position of that agency An

awareness of Mhis interrelationship may perhaps help us to understand

such important Chinese bargaining situations a. those between the

Party ard the army, the Party arrl the governmental hbreauýra'.y, and

the red-expert controversy in edu-ation and administration. A major

re-ent referen, in a large field is R. E. Walter and R. B. McKensie,

?P Behavioral Theory of Labor Neqotiatlons,

F. Influerce arc, Power Theory. Thesw dre ,lso very large areas

.3 inquiry whose bibli ,graphy is vast and whose potentialities of

eppli',,ation to tbe Chinese field are great. Influence t is quite

,:losely allied to deisiorn-making theory. I couple it wito power

theory here only to emphasize that the power an indi;idual or an

organization holds is a dire.,,t Ebnction of his (or its, degree of

intli-ence over others. Some equate the two in rheoi dei~tnitions of

I
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power. The importance o' these appioe.ýhes to t:hi 'hitese case is

apparent: if we 'ean understand, map out and periias Over rordiMentaril;

measure the ,.omparative influence of individuals and institutions in

China, we will have tEken a large step towards answeting important

questions about the Chinese Politburo and the future orientation and

style of Chinese decision-makinq.. Reference,, in influenrce theory

include: Darwin Cartwright, "Influence, Leaersniio and t.•ntrol," :rin

James G. Marsh (ed.), .Handbook of Orna.nizatlons, ppi. 1-4" (there is an

extensive bibliography apperned which quire adeqia-te]y surveys the

field); ,James G. March. "An Introduction to the Theo'.y and Measure-

ment of Influenue," American Political Suience Review, 1955, pp. 431-

451, and his "Ziedsurenienr Concepts in the Theory of Influence," *Tourr.a,

of Plolitiu_,l 195I, pp. 202-226; W. G. Bemis, N. 33erkovitz, M. Aftinito,

and M. Malone, "Authority, Pwer and the Ability cr, Influence," Human

Relations, 1958, pp. 143-159; F. R. Blake and J. 3. Mouton, "The

Experimental Investigation cf Interpersuni4 z n'lu=un&' in A. D.

Diderman and H. Zimmer (eds. ;,, The Manipu.latiun of Hunan Behavior;

E. Yatz and P. lazarsfeld, Personal Influence; and E. C'. Banfield,

124*tical Influen,-e.

The field of power theory is almost cotenninal with that of

political theory--classical and modern---itself. Everyone has his

favorite list in the classical realm. My own happens to include:

Aristotle's Politics; N. Machiavelli'Os The Prince ald the Dis,:oursi;

T. Hobbes, Leviath&n; and J. J. Rousseau locial C ,ntract, These

and other approaches are summed up in B, arvenel's On Po-•er. The

difference between classical (pre-20th century) and modern political

Ii
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theory is the subject of A. Brechc's Political Theor, while the

connectlions are. emphasized in W. Bluhm, Theories of the Political

Stem. Important contibutions of the last several decades, which

may be of use in an analysis of the Chinese case, include: The

Political Writinq.s of Harold Lasswell; David Easton, The Political

Sfy m; H. Lasswell and A. Kaplan, Power and Society; G. Catlin,

SyRstem-iti: Politics; Seymour M. Lipset, Politiral Man; R. Dahl, "The

Concept of Power," Behavioral Science, 1958, pp. 453-469; D. Easton

fed.) The Varieties of Political Theories, (especially the chapter by

James G. March, "Tne Power of Power" and the references noted therein);

D. Cartwright (ed.) Studies in Social Power; R. Dahl, Who Governs;

F. Hunter, Communi Power Structures; and ff. Morgenthau, Scientific

Man vs. Power Politia-s.

G Communications Theory and Information Theory. Since the end

of the Second Wurld War, these two closely allied fields have expe-

rienced rapid development; only recently, however, have there been

attempts to draw out their political implications. The concepts

basic to this node of thinking can, if seems to me, be useful in

analysis of Chinese communist decision-making. One might, for in-

stance, attempt to develop an infozrnationIl-decisional input-output

model of chinese communications, or survey the sources of Information

available to the Chinese hierarchy as one factor making up their

Weltanschauung, One might attempt to construct a model of the Chinese

political communications network, stressing the role of the "middle

lovel" of commtnications and command and the function which positive

or negative feedback plays in such a system. One might also, through
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this type of reasoning, move ,-loser to a view of the Cninese communist

decision-making system as not only a politit.al system based on relative

degrees of power and influence, but one which changes, through the

capacity to learn, its basic systemic characterisrics, It is probably

true, for instance, that the Chinese communist view of the external

world, as well as their otn society, has .-banged as they have learned

more of the real character of Soviet society: surely this is one of

the bases of the present difficulties between the Soviet Union and

Communist China, as well as one of the rocts of the "great proletarian

cultural revolution." Perhaps the basic work in political science

using this combined approach is Karl Deutsch, The Nerves of Government.

Some of the seminal works in the field include: Norbert Weiner,

-ýybernetics, and his The Human Use of Human Beings; W. Ross Ashby,

An Introdui:tion to Cybernetics, and his De2si. For A Brain; *olin

Cherry, On Human Communication (there is an extensive bibliography

appended); and very suggestive work by J. R. Pieiýýe, SMbols. Signals

and Noise; and the basir work in communications theory by Claude

Shannon and Warren Weaver, The Mathematical TheoV of Communination.

H. Modernization Theor. The field of nodernization, a lthough

young, is by now quite large, having experienced (and to some extent

suffered from) very rapid development in the last decade. Its rele-

vance to China is obvious and direct: that country, like many others,

is attempting to modernize as quickly as possible. Yet it seeks to

carry through with this process by its own rules, many of which at

least in the short run tend to conflict with some of the more objec-

( tive demands and inevitabl#. processes associated with modernization.

__ _ __ _
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Professionalism vs. "guervillaism" in the army; "red" vs. expert in

industry, education, and administratlon; industrial vs. agricultural

priorities all reflect varying aspe,-ts of the problems China faces Ui

its effoirt to come into the modern world. In her uase, a serious

question is whether or not the present leadership and the political

style it has evolved is really compatable with the ends and processes

of modernization. That system everywhere has depended upon the induce-

ment of material incentives, the creation of a large number of stable

hierarchies, and the appeal to nationalism. In China, however, we now

find each of these requirements, including the last, either held in

low esteem or purposely cast aside. The question must therefore be

posed whether or not China is a modernising society, and whether or

not Mao is really, a "modernizer "

The bibliography in the field is by now almost unmanageable. It

is, however, zonvie lently summarized in a number of places, among which

Is an External Researed Paper, Department of State, "Political De -elop-

ment - A Bibliography, 1960-1965" (Revised February 1965). I would

put stress on entry numbers: 4, 5, 16, 18, 24, 25, 39, 42, 43, 45,

50, 61, 65, d4, -16, 82, 85, 87, 91, 107, 112, 113, 13!, 168, 1,8, 181,

1R9, 195, 198, and 218. In addition, 7he following tnree volumes of

",,ozes have appeared sin,-e 1965; David Apter, The Pnliti,:s of Moderni-

zatloarj Myron Weiner (ed.) Modernization; arnd Cycil Black, Dnamis

of Modernization. The last of these has a bfbliographic essay at the

end.

I. Theory of Edeology. The study of ideology R!a ideology is,

io my view, one of the most underdeveloped of the areas of modern

i



knowledge. Yet we ront:hitue to sipeaU, and write as if this ierma were

quite explicable. Perhaps this Is more so in che field of --oninwiist

orbit studies - inr-ludinq China - rýhan elsewhere. To what exrhent does

t.ýe "ideology" of r.ommunism influent-e Chinese coaunist der isions?

What is their "ideology?" l3 it the same as an all--embraing

"Weltansehauung" or as sperei.i-: as an operational -ode?" If it

eaally exists, can we know ir to any useful degree? 0- sriould we

perhaps drop the term? H ,w much are the Chinese rulers influenced by

their own propaganda, i.e. what is the relationship 1euweer propaganda

ard ideology? There exists a rather voluminous li-erature on theory

of ideology and there is much -Lurrent interest in furthering its study.

I believe that the preseiit proje .t should take advantage of this

Ataterial and ,hat interest, and integrate them wi. ;i t•e faets that we

.Ilrady know about t-e way I-he prasev • C.-iinese communist decision-makers

thtnk. We m.nigt c,-me out wiLh something which mav not only satisfy

the purposes of the project, but which may also be a ajor advenemcz*•

in the theory of ideology What is needed is to integrate some of i.-e

preent theoretical construcl-s with what we know of the ?,'irese case.

The bibliography ot theory of ideology is ex:.ensive and I shall

oi.X.r attempt to :ret down those sounces which have appeared to me to

De of mo.e thar ordinary ýaipo.ta,-'.e, They inr lide the followi, g

Xarl JannheiM, ldeolo and U:o••ia David Apter (ed,) Ldeolo ad

Da2iEtent (rhere are extensive bibl.iographle5 at ^:he er:d of b,:th ok

these volumes); Arne Naeýo., Demuo rag, Ideology d Oan e¢ziviy,, Part

B. "1deoloqecal Controversy;" W. Y. Elliott, "ideas and Ideologies,"

.onfluece, September, 1953; George S. Pelter, "Ideology In America,"
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Vonfluen:e, June, 1951; Karl u•wenstein, "The Role of Ideologies in

Political Change,'" International So;,ial Si.ergce fulletln, .June, 1953;

Alfred Meyer, "The Furccion of ldeoJ.ogy in the Soviet Political System,"

Soviet Srudies, January, 1966; Leon Dion, "Pt litical Ideology as a

Tool of Functional Analysis in Soeio-Political Dynamics: An Hypothesis,"

Carzadian 'ournal of Euonomics and Political Science, Februaxy, 1959;

Anthory Downs, An EconomiL Theory of Democrac:; Hans Morgenthau,

Scientific, Man vs. Power Politi~s; C. W. Cessiraelli, "Totalitarianism,

Ideology, and Propaganda," Journal of Politic-, !960; Daniel Leiner,

Xthiel Pool, and Harold D. Lasswell, "Comparative Analysis ot Polit-

ieal Ideologies: A Preliminary Statement," Public OpinionQuarter-ly,

Wi1nter, 1951-52; -1. M. Jansson, "The Role of Pol:ýi,_iil Ideologies in

P'olitics," International Relations (London), 1959; Ramanoid Aron, The

Qjum. of Thie Dtelle:tuals; Raymond Aron, "The Diftusion ot

Kthcs, 1951; ainiel Bell, The End of Ideology; Reinha)d Bendix,

"ZIndui trial2 zataon, ideologies, and Social Structure," 7i-nrican

Soe&oXi.al Review, 1959; R. N. Carew-Hunt, Samuel 1. Sharp, Richard

Luwenthal, and J. L. Keep, "Ideology and Power Politics," ProbJemsof

Camv~is~m No. 7, 1958; Samnue P. Huntington, "Jct'servatism as an

Ideology," American Political Science Review, 195',; Karl Lowenstein,

"Politloal Systems, ldeologieE, and Institutions: The Problem of

Their ?irculation," Western Political Quagarterly, 1955; Cseslaw Milocz,

The Cative Mind; A, K. Weinberg, Manitest Destiny, Zbigniew

Arzzilnski, "The Nature o' the Sov.,iet System," SlaviL Rev.ew, Octuber,

1961; Daniel Bell, "Ideology and Soviet Politics," Slaviu Revie,

December, 1965; and bUnjamin Schwartz, Chinee .ComUnnism aq_ tthe Ase

of Mao.
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C' 3�3, Small Groupheor_. I have referred above to Sidney Verbals

volume which, it seems •o me, should be a starting place for w-,rk in

this field. The relevance of this field to the Chinese case is

obvious: the Politburo is a small group and must, therefore, experi--

ence many of the forces which are found to operate constantly in such

groups. I would think thar approciThing Ch: nese decision-making by use

of small group theory is one exceilent way to get around the problem

of having to do research on China at A distance. A major reference is-

P. A. Hare, E. I Bargatra, a..d F. F. Bales, Small C-roup,9 while B.,rry

E. Collins and Harold Getz•'nw, A Social Pschology of Grou Processes

for Decision MakWn• was publis;ned quite rcenrtly.

K. Theories of Mass .lehiuvior. Wien stulyirtg Chinese -Communist

decision-making processes, it is inportant to include variables which

derive from the influence upon the leadership group and, :.onversely,

variables which refle-t the teeaings of that group ÷s to how far, and

by what methods, they can push and encŽourage the masses to move in the

dIxectiors they wish to prescribe. The Chinese leadership plaues great

stress on the "mass line" as a cardinal tenant ot their rationdle for

authority over the populace. The reciprocal influerces between party

lead~erip and the r saes hais already been the surject of a major work

oi Chinese leadership principles and techni•ues (John l•wis, Leadershi

In C•t Chins. See espaclally Chapter III, "Mass Line as a Concept

of Leadrsh1P"). I think this -ort of work ought to ,.ontinue. I also

think that part of Social psychology dealing with the properties of

Diass behavior ought to be consulted in order to determine why, in the

sociological and psycholWgical senses, the Party leadership is able to
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gain popular support for its programs. How does the Party carry

out its campaign (i.e., why do Chinese citizens participate in these

campaigns and what are the stages of such campaigns.? Conversely, is

there a set of inherent limitations to such c ampaiqns, i.e., does there

exist a point of marginality or of diminishing returns, beyond which

social resistance overwhelms the exhortations of the Party? And in

what direction in time is tiSs point moving as more and more campaigns

are carried out - toward the point of initiation of the campaign or

away from it, that is, is the population becoming more inflexible or

more tolerable and pliant in the Party's hands? There is a huge

literature on mass behavior and I believe it should be consulted in

an effort to understand better che social psychological bases of the

Chinese leadership. Four references whichb enable the researcher to

gain entrance to the field are: T. W. Adorno, et al., The Authori-

tarian Persoa~lity; William Kornhauser, The Pulitics of Mass Soclet

Niel Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior; and Hans Toch, The

Social Psycholo tSonial Maoveve~nts. There are extemive MIA-

aqrsphies eppended to the first three volumes.

L. Coercion Theorya, Propaganda, and Cognitive Dissonance. The

question how, to what extent, and with what 'imitations the party is

able to gain popular support for its policies can also be attacked by

means of studying how the regime directly attempts to convince the

citizenry of the rightness of its policies. That is to say, in order

to determine correctly the relationship between decision-making in

the sense of influences upon the leadership group and dedis.on-making

in the broader sense of polioy appkastlto and elite-followor relatlow
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"X, it is necessary not only to determine what motivates the population

to accept or reject the program of the Politburo, but also to decide

upon whet instruments the latter has to convince, or force the formter

Into doing its blddings, Three instruments seem to be available for

this task: force, persuasion, and time. It would, therefore, be wise

to study the theoretical bases of these instruments of stare and party

power: coercion theory, propAganda theory, and the theory of :ogni-

tive dissonance. T:e bibliography of the former two are huge; that of

the latter is not as large, owing to the recent working out of the

relations between cognition and dissonance. Coert•on theory and

propaganda theory, as to the subject about which they theorize, form

a continuum. Coercion theory concerrs the methods found useful in

attempting to for:e people to do what they would not otherwise want

to do and the responses of both Individuals and groups to coerci',e

situations. The relevance to the Chinese case is appazent: ;Ahether

it be at the level of the Politburo leadership or of the indlvidtal

chinesp peasant, all are under the stress at one tine or another pro-

44ced by the necessity of making choices which they would rather not

make. In the case of the Politburo, this ýandition is, no doubt, the

rule rather than the exception, where stress is pr'odu-ed not only from

the objective domesti and international issues which demand response

(if not solution) but also from the net;essity to "play politics"

against the other members of the Politburo. It would seem to me that

an investigation of the types of stress probably encountered, and the

variety ot responses to be expected should be an integ-al part of a

decision-making gtuo of the ChInsoe leadership group. Some work has

em-I -



already been done in thii areain the at hinene nase See, for inst6rice;

Roberr . Lifton, Thouht Refoxn ar~d the Psyc:hology of Totalism and

Ediar Scthein et al.. Coercive Persuasion and the sources referred to

ther.ein The clossi,al study by Bernard Bettelheim, "Individual and

Mass Behdvior in Extreme Situation," Journal of Abnormal and Social

kjXvcho.loV, 1943, pp. 41? - 452 is perhaps the most important reference

in the field aa a whole. The s-udy of "brainwashing'; is also germane

to tOe sWbject ,a good bibliography is given in the Schein volumne) as

well as the important study by Marie Jahoda and Stuart Cook, "Security

Measures and Freedom of Thought,' Yale Law Journal, 1952, pp. 295-333.

Also gerane is the recent book by Thomas Schelling, Arms and Influence.

The whole area of coercion theory is, as it should be, grounded in

psycl.ology: it may, therefore, be wise to consult some of the works

In that field (about whinh, unfortunately, I am almost entirely unfa-

miliar'. At the least, howeier, we ought to follow Lifton's lead and

,:onsult the worki of Fraud and Erikson.

An entire field of ,•tudy has grown up since the publication of

Leom Festinger's. A Theory of CognitIve Dissonance in 1951, His work,

which to me is very exciting, seems to bridge some of the previously

existing gaps between coer.:ion theory, mass behavior, theory of

ideology, arnd propaganda. There seems to be no reason to believe that

cOinese are any less susceptible to the cognitive dissonance process

than others: in fact, boh Lifton and Schein refer to it in their

works. It the project is approved, I should, therefore, like to so*

use of Festinger's work made a central concern. It has obvious

reference to all levels of Chinese society, including tha, of the

I
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Politb,,ro, and I should think thai: some fasn.inat~ng r.ase studies

could be made using his approach as a base.

44-' I also believe thav the theory of propaganda should also be made

use of in studying Chirese Commiunist decisior.-makhng. The project

should try to answer, in as definitive a marner as possible, jUst what

the propaganda process is in China and just how it: effercts the view

of the leadership group. Dc they really believe .i'eir own propaganda

as much as they would haie us believe, or is there a reserved sention,

orgarvizationally ar.d/or psychologically, where a xm.cxre "rational" view

of the world is held? What do we mean by "ratioral" i,. aun-h c.onditions?

The best tl-eoretical work on the subje.:t that I ýnnw of is Jacques

£.llul's hP anda: The Forzation of Men's Attitudes, Ot'ier works

in this large field include: John W. Albig, Modc.rr PubliL O2inionl
Gordon Allport and Lec. Po;tmar, T2hePc-Zholoqy.o Rwor; azed I-

Bartlett, Politi"2a. Propaganda; Edward L. Bertays, The Eynineerng

of Consent; Leonard W. Doob, Public Opinion and Pro anda; Leonard

W. Doob, P.Eaganda: Its Psychology snd Technique; Idn Harvey, TILe

'14T_ • biues of Persuasion; William Hummel and Kelti. Hu.tress The

Aa .Is ofPropaganda; Alexander George, Progndýa.Ana ls•ks; Daniel

""`.at. , et al., Public _inio.anti Prjopanda; Ri-hard T. LaPiera A

T'*MTeaEX. ol Soc.iaL Control; Harold D. Lasswell, Psy.:hopt~oogy -and

"PO tLCS; Paul F. Laza-sfeld et al., The People'b C'oie; Daniel Lerner

rod ), 2oaqanra In War atd Crisis; Robert K. Merton, Mass Pc.rsuasion:

"thSovial Psyholo of a War Bond Drive; Jules Monnerot, Sociol•m

_Lnd Pynhoglogy of Conmmunismr Marbury B. Ogle, PubliL Opinion ai,d

POM4 Mrg IMsttute of Pro~agqanda Analysis,~ Propagaida

L~iZ - %



Tochyr : , Ge-man Pacism; and rt'rderick T. C. Yv, Mass Persuasion

in Commur•ist '..hna.

.-M BibliograP hJ.c So.n1-es for the Studv of Chinese Communist

Zecticon III of this paper prcp.sed that one or more areas of

behavioial science be used as a theoretical base in attempting to

unde-rtanM the procees of deiii)Jor-making in Coununist China. The

particular source material abont China and ct-3 Communist system it-

self will, if the &chenme proposed there is accepted, be a function of

the approach,es) selected. Therefore, iL is impossible to detail the

pr•m•.ry sources which will provc. useful ::n th.- study until such

orientartun, are decided upin. rt is poss.ible, however, to do some

advanced wor. in the directin of finding out what is available, in

what language, and where to find it. !orxmnately, we will have avail-

able shortly a monument:-J. work uor tiie bibliography of primary and

sec•odary sout'-(,s for studying C(mn'inist ,hina. This is '.ontempora

w..ina: A Researeh Guide by Peter Berton and Eugene Wu 'Stanford:

l{oowvr In*]tottvon, forthcoming, 196'7. I have been able to look

over thN page proofs of this work and have noted e number of the

savrces cited therein and report thim below. It is impossible to

deal Justly with many ot the over 2000 s*.urces cited in this work,

just as it is '.mpossible to give full citation and evaluative descrip-

tion to some of them. What ts given here is a survey of the work,

p*rfomed with the aims of the Oresenr project in mind, and done with

the pre :.•tion that by the time the sec.,nd stage of the project has

arrived, the book will be pubLished. In ordcr to conserve space and

get the job done with, I give only the entry number of each item.
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u. Russian: 1193-1204;

d. Other: 1212;I :•, $•sez9s: 1213-1271, 1272-1298, 1337-1349, 1350-1383,

1396".1450$ 1451-1464, 146 5-1468al 1469-1469d,
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SOZJ1 RE CTIONS

hy

Lyman P. Vim SIyIe

PMOW for the Politburo Feasibility Study Conference,

8t*Ig*I u ivvolty.4 WO boom*" 1966



Nathan Leites' study is based on the assumption tnat the values

* and thought processes of an elite leadership group can be understood

through their writings and speeches, and through the corpus of material

"which seems to have influenced the development of their minds (In this

oase, Marxist writings and Russian literature).

It must be admitted, I think, that such an approach is a last

resort. It is primarily because we do not have better ways of studying

the operations of the Politburo that a study of Its operational code

becmes important.

Leites' work might be called an exercise in intuitive content

analysis. As he himself acknowledges, there is no claim to prediction.

Instead, Leites is trying to heighten the sensitivity of the reader to

the ways in which Russian Politburo leaders think, to create an aware-

ness, as it were, of the categories and parameters of their minds. But

these leaders, like other men, are. not wholly consistent either in the

values they hold or in the tholight processess they follow. Therefa.L,

there will be occasions in which two or more imperatives cume into

conflict, perhaps in a single mird, perhaps in the interacion among

individuals. Additional skewing of the decision-making process will

come from those extraneous forces which play such a large role in

politics: ambition, taste, eirotion, accident. Furthermore, even an

accurate identification of the re.evant values and processes still

leaves the problem of the relative weight and priority they will have

in a given situation.

In such a study, there is probably an unavoidable risk of circular

reaseoing: the categoies which the analyst sets up nome partly from
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his own mind and partly from the material itself. Unless there is

constant feedback between the alyst and his material, the reader

may wind up knowing more about L mind of the analyst than about the

minds of the leadership elite. Leites, I think, has been quite sensi-

tive to this problem, but there is almost certainly some subjectivity.

Leites ackaowledges this when he says that the categories need not be

set up and described in precisely the way he has chosen.

There is another methodological risk of which I think Leites has

not been so fully aware. Although he asserts the contrary (p. 18ý, he

seems to imply that the values and thought processes of the members of

the Russian Politburo are bounded (in a geometrioal sense) rather than

open-ended. The result is a rather static, rigid characterization,

which seems to allow little rcon for Lqolutionary development. This

1mpr•ss!.on is reinforced by the non-historical use of sources:

oita*:ion- are made purely on the basis on contemu, without concern

fw the t.*•e element.

The CCM Politburo has kept is own counsel witch far greater

opacity than the Russian. Th.s makes the preparation of a Chinese

operational code perhaps all the more necessary. Is such a study

presently possible in the case of China? Unquestionably It is, at

least at a certain level. Because of the ideologicaL conceptions of

the present CCP leadership, such a stlidy is perhaps even more appro-

priate to China than to the USSR. I tend to agree with Schureman that

the Party leaders in China are aware of the fact that they are aoware

that they are operating in terms of an operational code, which they

call "the thoaught f V" 56f•-utg." That Is, a body of action-
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oriented ideology which Is connected with theoxr," at its "upper" end,

Ibut which derives its greatest s~anctions from Its value in seeking

4 solutions to problems in the real world. In this sense, the opera-

S iit3nal code of the CCP is perhaps more explicit than that of the USSR.

One can see, with Schurmann, the generation of "the thought of

" i"l-Mao Tse-tung" as the generalized dialectic between real problems ard

MA the human mind, based on the perceived Welta:2schauuny of Marxism-

Leninism. My own study of one piece of this -'thought," (the united

front), leads me to think, however, that this process is not only

continuous (as Schurmann affirms) but also has a tendency toward

S ossification (which Schum.mann, I think, has insufficiently appreciated).

The process of generation and ossification of thought might be expressed

as follows:

(1) Problems x Mind (Marxism-Leninism) = Thought

S* at the same tiMe,

(2) Mmndlng af Ptoblams = Expeence;

(3) Generalized Experience Thought

Therefore, when new problems (P') are encountered, solutions may be

sought in terms of experience expressed as thought. This is the

tity impliled In (2) and (3):

(4) Thought = Successful Solution of P'.

But this identity may be fallacious, because it exchanges inde-

pendent and dependent variables. D;.ring much of the period during

Whioh Mao Tse-tung developed his theories, Problems were the independent

va--ab "- we* the dependent variable. Onc-e Apgght comes
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into both existence and awareness, it affects the perception of

Problems, and the nature of Solutions which are attempted. This is

an intermediate position, in which the relation between Theouht and
Problems partakes of both independent and dependent variability, But

the more effective ThoLg4 is in finding Solutions to a particular

range of Problems (Pl. P 2' P33 . . . P n), the greater the tendency to

- see it as the Solution to any range of P' Problems. Once the process

has reached this stage, ossification has set in.

in other words, there is a kind of escalation from the concrete

and flexible to the abstract and rigid. I think the "thought of Mao

Tse-tungft is presently approaching the upper end of this escalator.

It is tempting to try to periodize Chinese Communist history in

terms of these relationships, and I yield to the temptation witho%*

thinking that the result will be wholly satisfactory.

Up to roughly 1935 Probles seem to have been the independent

variable. By this time Mao had developed a number of elements of

Tho2wht, but had not yet integrated them into a coherent whole. The

process of integration, it seems to me, took place between 1935 and

the early 1940's (with perhaps the S movement as the outer

limit). Now nearly all of the elements of Thought ware developed and

the relationships between them spelled out, if not fully elabovated.

This was the period of intermediacy described above. Between the early

1940's and 1949, there were few Problems for which Solutions could not

be sought and found in terms of this Tho . - This period was important

in that it confirmed the eftaie.ee (and ham the value) 0 0bi*

body of oghts
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'I An element of intermediacy continued A•o exist during the early

and middle 1950?s. During this period, Mae and the regime were faced

by many P1 Problems which were not, or not wholly, seen in terms of

Thou Solutions, therefore, could be sought partly outside Chinese

SComnmunist experience. There was some of the sense of openness which

had characterized the Yenan period, because there was a willingness to

dqnsider PI Problems as still having some independent variability.

This period drew to a close, I think, during the traumatic years

between the Hundred Flowers, retrenchment of the communes, and the

failure of the Great Leap. For a variety of reasons which have to do

with both the successes and the failures to the point, Mao apparently

saw the enormous difficulties facing China as having noc yielded to

non- ouht, which was in turn endangering valid and vital elements

of nought. But If it was failure which threw Mao more fully back on

To it was perhaps also failure (or the spectre of failure) which

b p confirmed the commitment and added the last few risers to the

,;eScalation process. It is quite possible to reject non-Thouht s

ý the pragmatic grounds of failure, but one Thought is totally invoked

(as is presently the case), admitted failure indicts and condemns

Thowqt. To.oht then stands as a fully independent variable, and the

Proco3ss is not reversible. Failure can be explained only in terms of

betrayal ("revisionists who have wormed their way into positions of

authority"), or of ImprVper wtm veotanbg and ixplementation of

If these logically qxtraneous explanations of failure cannot

*U•'•Q%*fte .$,bw a nwv Tho!%ft must be generated, orP T t

'it.



must be rejected, in part at least. The two are probably synonomous.

Yet it can be argued, I think, that Mao's .Thoht is not irrational.

It may simply be that China's Problems are beyond reasonable Solution,

and will take Thouqht down with them. From Mao's standpoint, this may

be the tragedy of the P'hinese revolution, a tragedy which may well be

haunting his last years.

A PROPOSAL

Wa know that Mao Tse-tung's Selected Works are faulty in two

respects: first, they are incomplete for the periods they cover, and

they cover only up to September 1949; second, they have been extensively

re-edited, so that as Stuart Schram has pointed out, "one cannot accept

even a single sentence as being identical with what Mao had actually

written without checking it against the original version."

Now it may be argued with some force that the Selected Works are

suited to the study of the presen mind of the Chinese leadership,

that they have "scriptural accuracy" in that they reflect what Mao

#ants to go down in history as having said. But as an historian, I

believe that no understanding of CCP ideology will be complete without

a careful consideraticn of its evolution. Apart from the evident

historical value of such an approach, if we know how CC? idea]ogy has

developed, we shall be on stronger ground for extrapolation and

weighting. A present, however, we are simply not in a position to

dtaw trese kinds of conclusions.

I know of no one who has worked with the history of the CCP who

has not felt the lack of •Mhoritativa control over Mao's writings.
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•) It is possible for an individual researcher to try (sometimes success-

fully) to locate original or early versions of materials of particular

interest to him, and to make his own comparison. But this is laborious

in the extreme, may be repeating a textual comparison done by someone

w*nomto him, and provides only a partial view. Even Stuart Schram,

who has done more of this sort of thing than perhaps any other indi-

vidual, evidently feels the problem keenly. Control of Mao's writings

would be of great value not only to a study of the operational code of

the Politburo, but perhaps even more to the field as a whole.

It is for these reasons that I make the following proposal for

the handling of Mao Tse-tung's writings. It would obviously be beyond

the capacities of an individual scholar to establish such control. But

many scholars have worked on some of the writings as part of their own

research. if these Iforts could be brought into a central clearing

house, cast into a coamon format, and distributed to interested persons,

then it would bV possible to have an on-going project which would not

be Inordinately large. The result3 of such a project could be used

Iwmdiste3y•,t aW w0u4 continually increase in usefulness. The project

divides naturw • two parts, with the further possibility of later

Part I: A cooperating scholar with access to an original document

wuuld a•r•e to ha-e a copy of the original sent to the -learing house.

There a character-by.-character comparison would be made, in the men'ler

of the attached example. The comparative texts would then be returned

to the scholar, and he would prepare a (signed) preface covering (a)

biblioqr~pbX4w*1y*U• and auitkentio*ta of th otlgnal, (b) the



nature and significance of the article, and (a) analysis of the changes.

The preface and parallel texts would be printed (in Taiwan perhaps?)

and distributed in loose-leaf form, to be inserted in three-ring

binders. Those of Mao's writings not included in SW would also be

sought, but of course would not require comparative textual study.

The loose-leaf format makes it possible to deal with articles regard-

less of date. The recipient can arrange them in proper chronolgical

order as they arrive. Corrections and changes can also easily be made.

Part II: To enable the project to be as useful as possible, a

bibliography of Mao's works would be undertaken, including the libraries

which hold various important versions. Key articles (assuming originals

can be found), would be compared and then farmed out to appropriate

scholars for analysis. In this way, the essentially passive and random

aspect of Part I could be systematized and given direction.

If the project were succ- flu at these levels, it might be

expanded in several ways. Siaiii bibliographies and compilations

could be made for other leaders and for the Party itself. Periodic

Indexes might be prepared, so that the user could locate references

to, say, the "national s lsi," avd to alterations in these

references, Compara 'fow t" particularly
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Mao Tse-tung, "Introducing The Comnunist," HC, II, 593-605; SW1, II,
205-296.

, "• ._qr-hlan-tang jen fa-k'an-tzlu, 11K .gchlan-t nc eNo. 1, (Oct. 4, l9397T -1--10ý.--[located in Bureau Invesigation,

052.1/806/15661].

I. Bibliographic Informiation

There can be no questions of the authenticity of the original

document, since it appears in the first issue of the journal for

which it was written.

II. Nature of the Document

j The article was written in the fall of 1939, when ominous strains

were beginning to appear in the alliance betweeen the KMT and the CCP.

The early phases of the war, during which Japan had focussed most of

its effort against government forces in Central China, were now over

and a stalemate had set in. Now Japan was more concerned than pre-

viously with the CCP base areas which had developed rapidly behind

its lines. So was the XMT, which at about this time te.-inated its

financial support of CCP-led armies, and began to impose a blockade

around Shen-Kan-hing.

The first serious clash between COP and Government forces came

in April (Shantung), and was followed 1'7 fraterne. bloodletting during

the summer in Honan and Hupei. The united fror.n witth Yen Hsi-shan ir

Shansi was still in force, but was becoming more and more precarious

(the split came in December 1939). Shortly 'hercafter, between

December 1939 and March 1940, ars what the CC? has called "the first

anrti-communist Upmr•"

/
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Since The Communist was an inner-Party journal, the article was

not written as propaganda for external consumption, but for the guidance

of Party menmbers. Despite the exigencies of the situation, the essay

is of general significance (though the Party was warned to be ready to

cope wIth "any unexpected davelopments"). It sets forth Mao's view of

the historical development of the Party, its present general line, the

relationship of the classes in Chinese society (particularly with

refererce to the united front), and the Party's revolutionary strategy.

It is the earliest definition, to my knowledge, of successful revolu-

tionary strategy as consisting of the proper combination of the united

front and armed struggle, directed by a properly bolshevised Party:

"Our eighteen years of experience show that the united front and armed

ntriuqcle 3re the two basic weapons for defeating the enemy. The united

Pront is a uni.ed front for carrying on armed struggle. And the Party

is the heroic wairior wielding the two weapons, the united front and

eLe armed struc;* le, to storm and shatter the enemy's positions. That

is how the thee a e related to each other.'

Witb this d2efln'*`on, it seems to me that Mao has reached a higher

level of no.e2isatloo 'norning the way in which problems should

br. approached. .his viow reav.as quite consistent thereafter.

111, Anelysis c,': Changes

The ý,-t'cle h-z been amost completely rewritten in those sections

-1.c." deal wi the bourgeoisie. The remainder has not been very much

c iangod. In particular, SW discusses at length the "big bourgeoisie;"

the original not once makes such a distinction, but speaks only of "the
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C ~ bourgeoisie." This is sometimes accomplished by simply adding the

word "big," sometimes by inserting ". . especially the big bour-

geoisie," and sometimes by adding parenthetically "the big bourgeoisie,

which is compradore in character."

Above all, however, this change is reflected in a long insertion,

none of which appears in the original: (HC, II, 597-598; SW, II, 289;

compared texts, 10-11)

(3) The Chinese big bourgeoisie, which is compradore in
character, is a class which directly serves imperialism and
is fostered by it. Hence the comprador Chinese big bour-
geoisie has always been a target of the revolution. However,
different groups within this big bourgeoisie are backed by
different imperialist powers, so that when contradictions
among these powers become sharper and when the edge of the
revolution is mainly directed against a particular power,
the big bourgeois groups dependent upon the other powers
may join the struggle against that particular imperialist
power to a certain extent and for a certain time. At such
times, in order to weaken the enemy and add to its own
reserves, the Chinese proletariat may forr a united front
with these groups and should maintain it as far as possible,
provided it is advantageous to the revolution. (4) The
c-enpradore big bourgeoisie continues to be most reactionary
even when it joins the united front alongside the proletariat
in struggling against the common enemy. It stubbornly
opposes any ideological, political and organizational devel-
opment of the proletariat and the proletarian party, . . .

Other changes seem designed to give the piece of greater doctri-

nal sophistication, and to make the Party look a little better (the

original says that the conditions for a mass nation-wide Party are in

the process of creation; ,W says they are in the process of develop-

ment). Much of this increased doctrinal sophistication is the result

of the differentiation of the bourgeoisie, and the analysis of

imperialism's varying relation to this class, all of which is absent

in the original. What was called in the original "the ten years of
{

civil war" (i.e., 1927-1937) has been everywhere changed to "the ten

years of agrarian revolution."

I
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PORMAT FOR PARALLEL TEXTS

1. SW text in black in right-hand column.

2. Original or early text in red in left-hand column, with tick
marks (U) for each character identical with the SW text.

3. SW additions: a break in the red text, indicated by a vertical
Wd bar.

4. SW deletions: a break in the black text, indicated by a
vertical black bar.

5. SW substitutions: both versions, side by side.

INTRODUCTOR MATERIAL

1. Bibliographic information and analysis of the original or early

text.

2. Nature and significance of the piece.

3. Nature and significance of the changes.

KINDS OF CHANGES

1. Stylistic: changes which do not alter the sense, tone, or
enphasis of the original. Examples are corrections in grammar,
terminological clarification (e.g., "Third Kuomintang Plenum"
Instead of "Third Plenum), changes of unimportant words (e.g.,
the connective ho instead of y ), etc.

2. Minor: changes in wording which do not, individually, alter the
sense, tone, or emphasis of the original. But the cumulative
effect of minor changes may be significant.

3. Major: All other changes, particularly extended insertions,
d*s1tions, chano In k4? wmds, etc.
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TP.is popt r is "i, c-xamin,at 1n of the desirability, central to.7i,

aii, feasibiliiv ,.f a brc:d sr,.Ay of rhe operational code of the

ý!hariese Comik,,iaisr leides, as t!en from ,ny special vuiewpoint as a

cA'rural lint 1ropologist long con-eried with patterns of ihinese cul-

ture. inrd ud.Lng ,.'Litirs, and witit relationsnips between -orm.•uni-ation,

act).Ludes and oehavior in iamilies ayd other on-gting sysrems. f sxcial

7onkc'.N1,Ct•r. This viewpo-n•c is emphasized here quite delibe.trely,

Other rele'enr ;iewfoints exist, Lut mV most positiVe fun,:tiuz at" this

r.pln3k,ator, state is to _-on.:entrire on what this viewpoint hia to

of fer, wu .n irignr otherwise be ,tegle-ted, rather than to oLs,.cure or

diluue rt.is, prnmote redundan.rV by seeking areas of probable agree-

',,.nt wi':h others considering thr general problem.

.Tihv kind of ;tudy enrisiore-l is .igniii'.'aiirly related to the

i~iut.eering wcurk of Leites in Tne Operational -'ode of the Politburo1

ai '-ie U.osely rela.ed A Study of Bolshevias) but no means 1den-

t•:al to it In td, t, Leites' work can best serve our prosen" purmoses

.lot as a spe.ific model but rther as i springboard, in ,wo raspects.

its general tocus helpb to point u't the existeowe and defir,. the

natur'e ol a broad aim and aproo'.h co poliri,.s very relevant to the

study of Chinese cowunism, while .:loser examxnation of the wovk, and

of comments upon it, aids in clarify ng what would neeb to b( done in

addtifon or differently - beyond the eildenr matter of shifting focub

front the Soviet Union to China - in order to realize adequatelv trie

,"m of pr' ,ducin: a systematic forinulation of the operatioial prin iples

of the Chine.%e Cornlist leadership. To outline the nature oi this

tAsk is the main objective here.

1'
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LEITES' OPERATIGNAL CODE - 1) POSITIVE V7 LUES

The primary orientations of Leites' approach and (.orrespondinqlý

its primary contributions for a more general application, are encap-

sulated plainly in his very tirle - although this has not prevented

some of his reviewers from not merely disagreeing with the possibility

or desirability of his aims, but failing even to perceive it, as

illustrated later.

To title a work The Operational Code of the Politburo indicate6

immediately that Leites is considering polirics Cat lea-t certain

aspects of it) in terms of behavior of identifiable indiqiduals or

groups, while at the same time not, like many others, therefore dis-

missing the possibility of any general. analysis by labeling personal

or group behavior as totally unanalyzable because idiosymcrati., or at

best only analyzable in a parri,.ularistic, historical way as involving

"t"ur iqae" persons, situations and events. Instead, as "operational

code" also indicates, he is expectin4 and seeking '.ertcin behavioral

regularitieb, a set of principles. Esper:ially -.moortant, though his

text here must provide evidence beyond his title, Lei,;es is concerned

to dtetemine regiilaritieu in terms of general formal elements of con-

cept and behavior rather than foczusing mainly on behavioral content -

"The intention Is not to dis-iuss the major theories of Leninism-

Stali•nsm but to discover the rules wbich Bolsheviks believe to be

neoesseay for effectIve political conduct."'

Although referemnes in ý.he social science litera-ure 'o iictes'

oork appear quite scanty in relation to its Importance4 - perhapb

because it did not fit nea,•ly within the framework of any single

Iimow
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a,1dc'mic discipline - the major reviews which greeted its original

publication do serve fairly well to reinforce arin flesh out the fore-

goin- ,ket,.h ,)f its maln sigi& icance - though sometimes in an inverse

fashion - and its central weakness..

Merriam objects that The Operational Code made no new contri-

bution to our general knowledge ut political strategy,5 but Tmites'

object of concern %.s noL political strategy in 9en'oral, bit the

system chara.-veristic of the Bolshevik party. Similarly, Florinsky

ccit~icizes Lhe .4orl for not focus~iig on "major theories of Leninism-

Stalinism" but Leites was i'imin• not at the what of Soviet Corr.mnJ'm

but its how, not ultimate aims or broadest czoncept.ions of histor-i and

socievv, but generai principles concerning here-und-now politicai

action Thus both these reviews in missing the mark help define the

essence ot the work - and also help indieate how different it is fron

certain other, and probably more common, conceptions of pollti-al

analysis.

Several other reviewers perceived Leites' aims somewhat better,

but wore very doubtful as to their actual, or even possible, accom-

plishment. Towster objected that "Many of the alleged rules

are but sweeping generalizations." Moore, while appearing gener'ally

in fa,,or of Le.tes' "attempt to set out the basic prlnc:ýples of the

Communist Credo and the essential characteristics of Bolshevik thought-

ways" ds possibly nelping American diplomacy "to evolve . . . f rct .

personal impressions toward a more rational calculus of real forces."

ieverthelnss -epeatedly indicates doubts about the possibility of such

genrrl and systemaric analysis: by stating that "the ov7erall effect
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C)Is rarther s:rhematizerP' ani thar "the rkeacrie,-s of rl~e pr'sentai-.iorn

reminds thi.s review~~r -f Herbert Spen,-er," 8ar'id t.~ ý-ug jesting that

more attelltlol Jrigh'-iý~cv be q~toon tc cdetanili oki h .stotical context~s

and other mraui.al iLtforinaicr, perIhay-., gathered iny "A.-> :cishiorned

stool pigeons,"t raether thtvý to anlYSs IS Ofr1 i~t- I 2-zo.,.ý!rents by

Len~in a..d St.alin. , - nU.r -jeW IS Pct I.' MOPeK; ý; .i at- and pos9itive

statement by Guriart: 'Lei-r.es m~ethod a~n-l apprN~ r-,.I? i£,)1hevism

appear to be nior an histc-1, il-so-.ial s(vemer~t .A: s harvjirig world,

but a fuxtdarreý,tal, walms e/tre,-tempor~i atiz- ýe.'~~ ofl this

posilzIon is put in simplest ansi most extlreMe C, M'i .,n i.Jrq

"I'Mu'-h as oi-te would desize L..O !:LN)Iiiy i d :ýoil.fy S '. e. wei.hods at'd

operatlors 1r it, Just -,ot. possible to reCu-re *c ,ei ýu-urh t2:at:, kinjer-

garten trmnlg.

The:,e stricrures are sevev~e, tDut iin suc:h .wv ~as flo-.v they :,-n

only be a.-.cepted if we are w~illing to hold at leasL. ov,ý ot two ge),eti1

propositioris implicit in these crit.iAsirs: I. Maet the -Svtor-ne-r3 of

poliric.] leaders aet not signiftIantly rel. ted to their Detl'ýiior a,

leader~s of societies,, or 21 that their stateuentz (arid Sswie a., tois

are 31grifLicarit but on'I~y specifloally, so the# r, iniore goýneral rii

aind chai'acerizati& is possible. The firSt prjpusltion rno. oily -ou

matrar to be tested out, not pwonounced u~pon T?-e ditil:ulry of

establisth!.,; what relaiceiuships may hold is o-awv!' Jfl. ai diftccte

que3tion. The second prupost~ioin, ttiough, amutv. t(-. Jonial of vha

possibl'iUy of a sy ert- IfIc t*;ork In. thib area - A~.er o aIv,6,n

alms at -r-ea~lng gent.-cililry aIi systematizitioA .je, r!'e h*,-t

4W 600--r-wo a-



glory ol soience lies in its "sweeping general.zations," so long as

these can be shown to accord with empirical observations, for just

such generalizations are essential for making sense - a unified,

ctonnrent, systematic view - out of a vast welter of fearts. In the

presen'- instane, it is actually Leites' merit, in spite of Gurian's

objeLtions, that he really is looking for fundamental aitd extratempo-al

attitudei in Bolbhevissm This does not mean he believes there is

nothing else relevant ro Soviet history and politics. it does mean

that to whatevet extenr saoh attitudes exist and endure they are

always l rcial to Bolsiievik interpietarions ot and reaction to what--

ever histori'.al events occur. Men do not respond to events, but to

their -.ilews of events - and the more Bolshevik views dLffer from our

own•, the mome essential to unierstand the ba!ir nature of this viewing -

that is, views whicn are (Jereral, pervasive, and enduring - if we are

ro understand oovreLtly any more limited or detailed matters.

It is therefore Leites' chief merit - and much to his credit -

that he aimed primarily at this end. A similar aim seems equally

desirable, ai:d equally feasible in prindiple, for the case of Chinese

Commn.nism, although tnere are certain problems pecuLiar to that case

which need special consideration; these will be discussed later.

2: WSAKNESSES, AND THFIR LESSONS

Despite the Importance oi Leltes' dim, and his considerable suc:.ess

in implementing it, there are still significant defit-encles in his

attempt. The main areas of weakness - what needs to be done more,

better or differntl7 - an be illuminated by considering the critical

foci, of reviewers who understood his aims better and were reasonably

r
-



synipathertc to them. After rhis, we may pr'oeed ro analysis of how

any study ot :he operatinq print iples of the .'.hinese C-mamunist leader-

ship should be approached so as best to avoid tnese weaknesses while

preserving and inplementing a s 1milr, ( eul ra! al' .i.

Thompson notes that Leites' "analysis rests explicitly on the

propos~tiorns that study of Bolshevik texts is valable as a predictive

aid since its practitioners are devotees of a se,.ular religion; that

the Politburo thinks its record , is sue-essful and

due to appli-ation of "correct" Lenlnist-Stallinist principles," ard

then goes on to comment that "VTie careful reader will diser. .ontra-

dic•3axs, ambiguities, and overlappings . especially an he. foirmu-

lations derived from, Bolsnevik texts . . The question then be:-omes -

Whetn does the Politburo favor one or anohtcr :ourse of af::t'or. as the

most expedient in terms of advancing the Part-v's interest? ibnhappi]y

The Operational Code gives "omparati -ely lattle help in predicting

bhoice where alrernatIves aze r.losely balan ed. The riddle remainb,

although Mr. LeIres has taught us a great deal about the rules and

strategy of the game.: t 12 This criticism, e..hoed less tlearly b,.. other

reviewers also, remains valid and central even though Leites himself

acknowledges the existen:'e of su--n adbigiAities and contradirtions, and

eveq though he, quite correctly, points out thiat these fa.,tors them-

selves derive from and reflect significant jspects of the Bolshevik

code: "Throughout, statements have been cons,.ru,_ted usirig words and

phrases trom the writings arnd speeches of Lenin and Stalin. This

results in statemerft which may of!. ,. be impeL-fec' , or contradictory,

from a scient! fie point of view, but which do represent an at ruaI

'.d-~0 -ft wow*~-s' -
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pattern of Bolshevik thought Fur the same reason, in grouping these

rules into c.haprers, the repetition and overlapping whi,-h has develo-Ved-

bas not been eliminaled Indeed, the lack of codification by the

Bo3sheviks not only makes ýu.h imnperfe tions inevitable, but, from an . -

MlytI4 point of view, makes them significant.' 15-

These nimperfections" are, Indeed, significant; something further

about the Bolshevik code is conveyed by the existence of such ambi-

gultV.s, inconsisten ies, and gaps, It is, in fact, the first and

most essential task of the student des,- Jbing any new or puzzling

ýfield to convey as fully and accurately as possible how it appears,

and in the realm of hurncn systenms, especially, behavior and even

stated principles will always originally exhibit apparent ambiguities,

inconsistencies or gaps These must be noted and preeervd as part of

the data to be accounted for, at least eq#*Uy with W*ht Oppeaa•

Udtially clear and orderly.

This does not mean A.hat, attempts to predict human behavior by

clarification of general rules or principles Is necessarily futile,

' 1-rutless, or minslading. In the first place, certain general aspects

Ot this problem need ex.ilicit and positive statement. Leites himself

bas taken note of some of these points, but not all, and they are so

baslc that maximum clarity and emphasis are desirable. 1) Attempts

ý1*01 analyze and (even more) to predict specific events via general rules

j w always apt to involve some, and often a considerable, degree of

"4  rtainty, especlally -n new or complex situations. Only the most •

Uqhly developed sciences Lan make detailid predictions reliably from

theoretioI and even tdevlo in aertain* USW y closely

O"
A"

44. ,



speci d, c e. "The Bolshevit coxe as presenred below is o. 0'ours

very far from heing bfLIJf1CCt t t pre,4-t Pelitburo be•avior in every

giver. situation. You .•annr.. predict the sctre .n a g•we from it*

r'ules; nor cau you predi-. -tt withov lunowing the rules 14 ftt ta

recognize this uncertainty, tkubigh it nms- be psycho2agically diffic.lt.

already is a valuable step toward better pr- :Irtioj; it .: icaSt th.

Sneed for further investigavion, an.4 i.r helps avoi.-i the e~treme erross

always likely to result from straining toward d cervainri that is not

I ediately obtainable. "Th1e answer,' de,,elopee under such pressure,

As likely to be an especially poor answer. 2 To obtain even d quito

imperfect set of rules or principles :an be of great v,,ve ir. s.eral

ways. PirSt, envisiou~rg ttae existence of any such rules is iary help-

ful es a general but conmtsatt reminder That t heir rules ar#, p, nbafly

not the same as our rules. This point shoild: be objious, but ordi-

narily it Is repeatedly ignored - .-ad awst ",.noce'l wira Peipect not

to detdL but to the far more !Important level of pervisive a~id banic

ge,,eVal preVMse1 . We 'ontinutaly tond to vlew thet tir UJmstdýes an~d

Sbthavim of others, ard "know" wbat it. goinq )n: ,.- :ording to ovr own

-ode. Arnd as Mark Twain bald "It's not what de don't Know ,na. uake*

tha movt t-•otble, It's what we know that isr'r so," Se"od) re- en a

l ea'•ect or partial code czan serve to ,nor•iB trruw the rarane of

alternatives wi~hln which predI• tion must gras.ple with unf erta~nty.

Pn imperfect code may do this both riegativeli, by at iv-sv i,:,. luding
15

eertain conceivable al ernati/nea, or more poulti.vely by irnJi-agng

a range of poisible altematim.

"--O -
S. .. .9..,• •, .. '.'••., ,.*9m• ,, o...- ,,'' - - " .,• • ,m



These broad points are of primary significance precisely because

they are so general and fundamenral, but it is still desirable and

possible to proceed further. The ultimate aim should be the formu-

lation of a picture of the Bolshevik (or Chinese Communist) code that

would be considerably more explicit, comprehensive, systematic, and

accurate than their own, and thus suited to more accurate understanding

of past events and prediction of behavior to come. Such a view would

be our construct as detached observers and analysts, avoiding dis-

tortion of the data of Bolshevism according to the first rule of

science stated above, but according to a second rule, going further

In formLlating it systematically. These two points taken toqether,

in fact, express the essence of the scientific. aim generally, Such

ar aim really is not unreasonable, or even very remarkable, to apply

to this area. Its counterpart in related areas Is often common expe-

rience. For example, not only can a psychiatrist often discern

characteristic patterns of behavior and fram them predict what an

individual or a family group will do, in a certain situation, more

accurately than the persons involved, but every layman has also known

similar instances, where as an outsider he could understand and antic-

ipate the behavior of a friend better than that person himself.

Indeed, much of Leltes' original operational code formulations already

represent steps beyond the formulations of the Bolsheviks themselves

In exl liritness and systematizetion: "The Party has never allowed a

detached arialysls, or even an attempt at codification, of its ideology

by its theoretkiians. Besides, the Bolshevik operational code is, to

a considerable extent, presented merely by implication . . . without

being clearly state in Vner4 fa.,,
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C)•• But how can this aim be carried on with respect to the "imper-

fections" - the ambiguities, the inconsisten, ies - of the Bolshevik

material ;and later, the Chinese case)? What else might Leites have

done with his data should have been added? Leites himself approaches

the key to the problem in stating about inconsistencies that "As is

frequently the case, the unbeliever finds it easier to detect such

flaws than the believer" and in the statement cited above that

these imperfections are not only inevitable but significant. His

failing is that he does not folbow through the implication here - that

such ambiguities, inconsistencies and gaps are themselves a at of

the code, and that what is needed is to analyze them also, along with

the clearer and more consistent elements, and to integrate them into

a single whole.

This might well do more than just fill out or add on to the

picture of the operational code, making it more comprehensive. Tt

might also bring out new fundamental points otherwise hidden. One

such possibility is of particular importance, Leites' analysis, by

centering largely on the most clear and specific principles of the

bolshevik code, almost necessarily emphasizes its rigid, monolithdc,

6nd imperviour aspects. Thus the picture that. results, while being

helpful toward understanding and anticipating Soviet actions, might

to some unknown extent turn attention away from possibilities of

Influencing them in desirable ways by outside political actions, Any

study of the Chinese C.,mmunist operational code should therefore take

special care to include consideration of whatever is less definite,

M at **licit$ So that Its basic t•ms does not amt to foreclose

ii



possibilities for enlightenment in this crucial area. At any rate,

ir apthropological studies of *;ultural patterns generally, nor only

are ambiguities and apparent .:ontradictions ob,.iously a locus of max-

imal unr.ertalnty initially, bý.t .;orrespondingly their analysis and

resolution often proves a locus of maximal enlightenment. 1 8
F

How can this further level of analysis actually be carried on ia

any given case? since it appears itself to propose what is illogical

or contradictory, such as the unification of contradictions into one

whole. Again, more specific critical focus on several aspects of

Leites' Operationol Code is enlightening and helpful. What aspects

of his work are not compatihle with greater clarification of ambigu-

ities, resolution of contradirtions, and elimination of gaps? - at

least when they are gaps; here as everywhere one must remain alert to

the question whether we may not be categorizing as 'gap" from our

standpoint some areas that merely seems of little significance within

the Bolshevik system, or is dealt with from some other angle.

In the first place, although allowances must be made for a pio-

neering effort in its field, Leites' work is remarkably simple in

overall organization, and tor a work aiming to present a code. it

gives little attention to synthezis and systematization. Its own

organization points this up clearly - there are listed some twenty

chapters, each dealing with a significant theme of the Bolshevik code,

but these chapters are, in the main, quite separate and isolated from

one another. This means that, in effect, we are presented with a list

of themes, but these parts of the code are not interrelated, even on

one level. And there is even less attention given to questions of more
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complex structure, such as possible relationships between themes or

principles of different levels - for instance to the problem of what

rules or principles are more general than others, which represent

special cases within the more general, rind so on. On this whole

matter, Leites only marks certain rules as being particularly important

- which is mainly a quantitative statement that does not touch the

problem of structural relations; and in passing iirl~ien that 3 few

points, such as that the Party's constant goal is to in,,rease its

power, are of greatest generality. There remains little explic2it ý-on.-

cern with systematization, although attempts to view how general

formulations fit together is a main avenue in science ntoward testing

and refining their accuracy of description and statement.

Three aspects of this general problem of inadequate systematization
I)

stax-d out partictlarly as areas of negle.:t and fields for potential

improvement. T•m of these ar* broadly related to the above-menviored

relative neglect of differences in levels and of Interrelations among

such levels. On one hand, Leites gives almost no attention t.o dis-

cerning and describing any principles or premises, either of thought

or of feeling, that are broader or deeper than the speciitally polit-

ical principles which torm Pis main target. That is, although there

is some rer:ognition of differences in leiel between explicit ptin-iples,

principles that are unstated but probably relognizablv Ly Bolsheviks

if stared$ and Implicit principles quite remote Vram thneir awareness,

he does nor actively inquire about the nature of any Bolshevik behav.-

ioral principles that are wider and less spe..alized than the

specifically political, nor the nature of unconscious basic premises

7. ..... _-
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"" -and patterns of cognition and emotion. Yet regularities at such

levels must exist as a foundation for the more conscious, spe'ific

and focused political orientations, and should help to define and

illuminate the latter, and especially to clarify their interrelations,

by viewing them within such a broader framework.

It may be noted that this analytic weakness is consistent with

Leites' great concentration on specifizally political materials -

especially the recorded statements of Lenin and Stalin; it is only

mitigated somewhat by limited attention to the treatmant of certain

politically-related themes in classic Russian novels. More attention

to 1'i less specifically political statements by Soviet leaders and 2)

contemporary artistic expressions on political and social topics,

which are ri('her and more concrete than direct political statements

if less focused and authoritative, should correspondingly have tended

to broaden and deepen the picture of the political themes themselves.

On the other hand - similarly but in an opposite direction - The

0perational Code gives little general attention to the relationships

between more or less cons-ious conceptions or rules and actual behav-

ior, although it should be evident to all but the most extreme and old-

fashioned believers In "will" and "rationality" that what men do in

practice does not correspond in a simple, exact, one-to-one fashion to

their beliefs and principles, even for such dis.iplined and determined

people as the Bolsheviks. Indeed, such a focus on self-disciplined

behavior is often an indication of doubts and suppression of cuntrary

tendencies which are likely to be manifested in some less simple and

direct way. All this has an obvious significance for the aim of pre-

dieting behavior from a stated code of principles, but it also has,
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.'onversely, an important bearing on the investigar lon. and foritulitic

ot any such code in the first place; it suggests that some examni-

nation of statements about behavior in such situations. Both are

relevant, and they should be taken ac ounr of together. Leites cer-

tainly is con.;erned about and conversant with Bolshevik actions as

well as their statements, yet he is weak ofi this matter because he

puts aim and intent so much in a dominant position. That is, he

largely - and largely implicitly - assumes beha'ior will parallel

stated principles, if these are but stated frankly, whereas frdnkne-•

versus deception is only one part: of this problem of correspondenct

and he does not inquire into it further. C rrespondingly, his examJ

nations of principles and a-&.tions predominantly invol°ve explaining

historical actions by demonstrdting their agreement with the code,

with little viewing in the other dire..tion - that is, using actions

inductively, explicitly and deliberately, as materiel to develop,

refine and systematize the principles of the operational ;ode. In

this sense, actions may define and explain statements as much as

statement.s define and explain ations - since both are forms of .om-

munication, how should it be ot~herwise? The essential matter in su(

clarification and correlation of comnuniations at the two levels of

political statemen and pol~iial a-tion is to avoid the misleading

set of false alternatives re.zurrently proposed, espeoially in politl

affairs, th•c statements eat'her are "'true," or else they are "merel>

propaganda," and thus "false." Comaunications, essentially, are

neither.

I
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Finelly, Leites tend3 to state his operationol '.ode in the fLM

of completely general and rather 1ý,olated principles, wfth very little 7

mention of the contexts or cond:rtons in which they apply. Tnie is

not, of course, absolutely thie ,-ase; probably it _ouio ivot be. But

there is only a limited mention of certain contexts - for example. the

mos-_ general one of Bolsheviks perneiving Bolshevism as always lur-

rounded by enemies and tiierefore in constant danger of a

or the distinction between situations of advance and of retreaL - and

further, rhere is little explicit recognition that principles of action

must be reflared to contexts. Actually, the two are necessary equally

and in conjunction if a code is to specify behavior, and though they

are of difterent orders, analysis of -ontexts, ana of their relation-

ships, sin- this again means '.ne system ot main PoUItAdl contexts

asseen by the axtors, is a task of similar nature and ,omplexity to

analvsis of principAles of a.tiov. Also, rather evidentLy, a study of

the .ontexts in whi h pd1ti- ular principles of action apply should

contribute greatly toward resolvinug ambigties and contradictions

that wo'.ld appear otherwise.

All ot the above, by bringing up many aspects for study in addition

to prir,:iples of politi,:al acivun, migt make the task of tonaulating

any operatlonal. .ode at a.ll seen impossibly large, , omplex and dif-

ficult. In pra ti .e , however,, it should work the oý.her way. To

neglet. signifir-ant ani ne,.essary parts of a job makes it really

more difficul t. The in. lusion o0 the faetors men. oored "nould rather

- at every -tage, and on whatever scale u study is chosen - make for

a more comprehensible, reliable, and systematic view, and thus ultimately

I

4'
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' tfor greater simplicity. On this basis, we may now consider the

application of such an approach to study of the Chinese Communist

leadership.

OND ,iESE COI4MUNIST STUDY 1, THE CULTURAL ,rONTEXT

4t'-- Much time and space have already been spent on a general analysis

of problems involved in formulating a political "operational code" as

" exemplified in Le-tes' work, and much of the following discussion of

investigating the corresponding area for Chinese Communism will also

be in rather broad and general terms.. In part, this reflects a rel-

ative scarcity of specific substantive material that is directly

relevant, but more importantly it reflects a deliberate emphasis.

Basic principles are as crucial and difficult to perceive and being

perceived, to hold to, in such study as they aro in its obipct, polit-

Ical behavior itself. Therefore they should rezeive special emphasis

at the outset, or they are not likely, in the pressing course or-

al research, to receive adequate attention later.

Three areas relevant to planning any sTudy of Chinese Communism

olmilar to Leltes' Soviet work will be considered here: 1' conparison

of the Chinese and Soviet cases, 21 delineation of objec'*ives and

a•> approach for a Chincse study, which in,,hludes improved handling of the

Sproblems revealed by the prior Soviet study, and 3) surveying the

relevant existing resources for such a study. These will be taken up

in order, although with some overlapping and repetition since they are

ift-rrelated to a considerable extent.

Any study of Chinese Cummunist poliriýzal leadership should take

ex %taviv* a ooe of two r*lted aspects of the cultural context -

Now�



Chinese Communism itself, as an overall cultural system, and behind

it,, traditional Chinese culture. The latter is important as aecos-

sar.ýly a major basis for whatever the present Chinese Communist cult=e

and society may be, despite formerly very widespread views that

Communist China is "un-Chinese," and despite the obvious prominentie

of an imported Marxist-Leninist ideology. Apart from the fat that a

large part of the population with which the Chinese leaders must deal,

and they themselves, were brought up within the traditional culture,

even the most revolutionary socio-cultural w:hanges must in many ways

be based on or related to earlier and more general cultural patterns

of the society, although these changes and relationships may be com-

plex, and of various kinds - such as persistence of old patterns, or

even t'eir revitalisation, adaptation of old forms to new content or

the cuonerse, or a rever',al of overt and covert attitudes. To take an

extreme example, even when a revolutionary change really attacks and

reverses a traditional practice, there is a still relatlonship of

inversion between the new and the old, not a lack of connection, and

knowledge of the old may thus still be very valuable for pemceiving

the hew clearly.

There are two sIgnificant values assoi:ated with su.:n deliberate

focus on cultural contexts. First, there is a safeguard against too

reddy and easy identification of Chinese leaders' statements or actions

as mn'ely "Communist" or "Marxist," leading toward over-simple inter-

pre-atIons that ignore the nature or extent of Chinese modifi,'at-din

and reinterpretatIon of what they have adopted. This danger is prob-

ably less great now than earlier, duvri the heyday of the Sino-Suviet

A
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()•[ i• alliance, but it is still significant, especially when the point of

j, .departure for our work is a study of Bolshevism. Second, attention

to traditional Chinese patterns can be positively useful as an aid

in discerning the nature of present, and more speifically political,

7-patterns more clearly and fully, especially in cases where statements

or actions are ambiguous or obscure; the general frame or background

helps define the particular picture, as mentioned earlier, as well as

the converse.

These considerations, though they are more generally applicable,

are of particul]ar importance for the case of studying Chinese Communism

China has not been considered as "The Mysterious East" without cause;

its culture is indeed exoti<. and very foreign to us - more so than for

Russia, though there are also good grounds to believe the cultural

differences between China and Russia, and even between Chinese Communism

arnd Russian Communism, are Lso great. This poses serious initial

-Vioblems for a study oi the Chinese Communist "operational Code," s!nce

a psh-Cultural 3tudy its first stage would require a description

Sthe field of study which sees behavior "relative to context and

'from the native point of view' tapping the cognitive

'MOO* of participants in the culture; and the thoroughgoing avoidance

. o i t he iositnon of alien descriptive categories on those

SWrtlds.1119 It is all too easy, in order to escape from t.he dange• of

Wtng puzsled and confused by the foreigness of .nineue and Chinese

Coimmunist behavior, unconsciously to see it ethno?.entrir.ally, from

our point of view. Several popular variants of this, Lndeed, are

current s•ltdy. OCAe Is the above-•metioned simplisti ideftification

i -,-
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wf-,:h Marxism-Leninism; d:,ir .,ei involveb the .unl:eption of C"hinese

Crnunist leaders as movi.,ated purely by a lust Tor power, and a

third the notion tha': their benavior is just "Irrational," and hus [

rill not or cannot be explalned or understuod further.

Or. the other har;a, this problem is not insurmountable, and it is

importa,,. to recall ti'at witl- more foreign and complex situations the

po-ential rewards of any real grasping of basi' psy-.ho-ulturUl orier.-

tiviorts for: tmderst~anding ideas and bhazvior are multiplied calong with 4
t-e d-fficul•ies. A study ot the code of the .'hnese Oowunist leader.s |,

tierefore appears to be rery desirable - likely to be at least as

-.aluable as Leltes' original 6tudy, arbd as tecksible in pzir.JAple.

At. the same time, sinre 'ne proposed study does derive trom tqe

prior Soviet study, Q: is Important - as a partial .ounterfotý e to the

irluence th% iportanrion of a •mae and an ideology must exert or, arty

4.iewing of Comsuim i:. "" 11* - to note more spe.if±,ally and 2on-

i 'etely via a few exampleh how Chinese cultural factors might signif-

icantly altetyaroWus politrially ipore.ant matters, and correspnn,_'ngly

atter_. their itudy, The very ideas of a Polieuro) and of en operational

--ode eeod careful conslderation first ot all. It is tar from :ertaira

I'n adjartre how much the rhbtae- leaderhip iniolves a group equivalent

to the Sfiet Politburo. T,.i queation is rnot resolveble just by

findiang a group of leader, with a aimilar title or formal structutr!,

ae -te &•tm• oning of these liaders might still be unlike the Soviet

(.ase in urexpoeted ways, i,.fueacd ty older ,:nineat. -onceptinns of

li.ade-shlp wi, orgJaniza, ion,2C SiMlatly, Lhe ways in whith a :.ode of

pola" iial a•tion to Made eXplicit, e., ressed in mttaphors, or left

S.... . 4
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implicit, and the relationship of statement and overt behavior may

• be very different, in the ý.hese instance, where there has been a

long tradition oi indirect and allusi-.,e communication, The same 1dnd

of ..ovsiderations hold for many other areas less immediately related

to an "operational code," but where differences in basi.; conceptions

of government and society in Cnina, as against either Soviet or

Ameri,.an views, may still be very relevant to our sear,.h for a better

grasp of Chinese Ccnmmunist behavior. A number of su.;h additional

areas will be mentioned later, all involving complexities related to

the fart that " ultures may differ not only in ýIie ways they catego-

rize and segment some aspec:s of experience, but also in the v.-ry
aspetts of experience they 8ele-t and group toge -her for catego-

rization,''21 These complexities do not mean that a study ,omparaole

to - and going beyond - T'a- of Leites camnot be done for Chinese

'ommunism; they do meat that one must ccnsta~zcly be wat -nful abou:.

the assinptlons, explicit or implicit, which frame the work, and that

in order to be comparable in esence, a Chinese Stvlay may need to b:

QW te different ix detail.

2) OBJE TIVES AND APPROACH

The v-hree related marte-s ; i examire here are he g:,neral objer I i
and more spe, ?it,. f o:,i of exami,,ar Ion for a study 0t the operatIons of

the iLJriese Comm;wist leadership, the proper appzoa(,h re thee ar".

and the ki-ds of materials nieeded in implemenring uhis apwea:h.

The o',erall aim of any srcri study may be stated az the developme.iý

of a progressively greater' capacity to understand and i o pmrdict the

ev .1tOM04 P"
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behavlor ot thq Chinese Communi, leadership wi..i a similatly

improved view of the probable responses at the Chiese populace to

suwh behavior db an importan" se-ondar-r eim. Leites' .-oneeption of

delineating an "operational ^ode" remains appropriare for transfer to,

this aim, giv'en certain modifications and exrensions.

A number or more spe:iftc fo-i of i-quiry -entral to this aim

can be stated initially, altnoaugh scr, specifivation should nor- be_

carried taro tar at the outset:; i, is important to allow other foci

and emphases to emerge f rom the material af actual data on these

initial points are examrined. !
Firsz atteition slhould be directed to delinea-iug a pL.:ture of

the general current .ýIt-.ation, as the Chinese Commuanisr leaders them-

selv.•s c, onceiJe it, iLogethep wits iome corresponding ac,ou--t ot the

historical background a5 it appeac's to their eyes. This would Include

a uon.ý.err, wiuw. their views botb of internal politi-s - rhe state and

uature of Lxtimnunist China - ai ot Chinjts International relations.

Tnese tabiks in.olve more tha, a static- sauary, e,,er, of Mao's words,

e.seut r.a as these are; the aim must be toward dete.ýing how pollt-oeal

b tut ions are coneptualize,1 and analyzed, and what aspects are

emph, ized or ignored, so as to _larity the gener.-' iture of their

viewi ard ivs differene-n fromi our own, ab well a.,, what parti.;ular

c-onten-' thev perLelve. For example, Chinese Communist views of the

ite are likely to be related at soame level to pervasive older Ideas

that "the nountry Is like a big family' and associated ideas about.

"benevolent." 1-ontrol t•rom the top, while international relations must

involve feelings about the great diffefteOes in relationship with out-

siders as against family members.
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"Secondly, attenrion must be gt%,en to the goals ot the Chinese

leadership., in similar tems,. i, would be only natural to consider

ttis in terms of imnediate and long-range goals, but rare musc- be

taken with even such a distinution - their own viewing may not. make

a separition in just this way, so comon to us, and indeed their ion-

ception of goals, or of the relationship between present aiita.*,n and

ftuvte -oadij ions may be signaf{,.anrly different. T~xeref ore, it is

Uportant also to explove the wider field of Chinese c'ommunist con-

cep lions ot 2ol1ti., al organization and behavior, A rwiber of importdit

topi,:.& should be examirned wl-hin this. Straregy and ta,,•ts, in war

and pol:Uips, has beer, a ueo.er of Chinese attention from the an ient

times described in the "Romance of tha Three KXng'douis" right tp to

Mao'3 "On Guerilla Wartare.." Conceptions of Leadership, and relation-

ship* with the led, are important, and must be related to typical wayj

of povmoting cooperatioi - long a Chinese preoccupation - and dealing

with onflict and dissent. Merhods of :ategodlzing polit-Ical sit...

atioam, such as Mao's distinction ot "antagonistic" an,, 'nu-

antagonibtPi aro-tradi..tio',s" need .:unsideration, along with the

mpea:ed Chinese Communist muuncing of mass campaigr.s ot focused

actIon, which seem related to *ertain cultural emphabes on extreme

conce.tration of, attention, perthiaps wderlai' by fears of ý;Oafusion

*Me disorganization.

At still more general levtels lie two other to.i of specific import:-

anca for study. xexmination ot relationships between political state-

ment and a-.tjons, alway-; relevant in a psycho-cultural studv, is

especially important for C.sna in view of the traditional attitudes

I
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to cominunication mentioned earlier. And for any iný.reased under-

standing and ::ontrol of international relations, study of Chinese

Communist (and traditional Chinese' attitudes toward influencing

others and being influenced is essential,

In approaching these foci of study, as suggested in discussing

Leites' work, the essential point Is to aim for a unified picture of

Chinese Communist principles of political action as a whole - first

in their terms, and eventually in a related but wider view.. In fact,

thit, approach lb probably more important thai any choice of initial

topics, since by its very nature it leads inquiry from any one point

to those others which are signifis'antly related. It is in some ways

easier to carry out and demonstrate than to describe abstractly, but

several main points for suah as approach can be specified here. First,

tWere is a foc us on what appears common and recurrent, rather than on

de idsi•g, from external criteria, what is especially important or

signifh¢ant. For example, in examining a group of statements by

various Chinese Communist leaders, this would mean giving most atten-

tion - at least for a considerable initial period - to what they all

say, rather tian to any per:eptible differences, At a time of apparent

poliLti.al struggle like the present, this is esperially important for

pursuing a broad understanding of their basic. system, rather than

be, omirg hung up on questions like "Who's really in charge now?,"

which, despite pra<tical importance, are only meaningful gi-ien a prior

understanding of the system of political premises they still share,

ard dispute within, Second is a constant aim toward generalization;

that Is, using specific observations of recurrent emphases in Chinese

N
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Communist statements and a,.rions .o formulate broader "hacrdr"eriza-

tions of their views, combined with .:hertki,,g all St' h .. hara.. terizatiorns

by further specific material. Third, observations arid generalizations

about various topic:s must be progressively ii-terrelated. This orien-

tation Is already implicit in the preceding dii-ussion of important

foci for initial study, where mainy of rme topi-s mentiorned ane rather

evidently cornected with eah ocier, ei .Jer on a sn~imla-, level., ur i"

terms of more specific or moae general aspe,'ts oa. a re~stigari re

focus; it should be pursued deliberarely ami rigorously Fourth.

-ontexts must be sought a;id arpalyzed. T7.is applies Pi several senses.

The most obi.ious is that differei-t kinds ot politi--al behavior should

be considered - first dis•rimi-ated, and later again -oruterted - in

relatior. to different politi-al slir.at'oiib, am c,'ese are ..or;-ei--ed by

the leaders. Again, prnnv.iples of greater generalit. '.dn well be ,,eer,

as contexts for corTistnter:wi of morm spae ifi.- or Limited nature; the

series 'stated prIrn:iple - implicit principle - u1or..,:iout premfiibe"

is a set of progressively wide, con-ex-s It t-.iA ser.se. Emotional

attitudes may be a cortexi for lde,-logy. F'amily pat terns may be a

sitificant context for other peroidl relatlorships.

As this approach is pi;rsued ;ia examination of the reqularities

and relationships discernable In a.".ual U=Lu.idtlfonal data, the

constant goal must be toward fitetrela-tn'ý ar,J svstewatiz8tIon itoto

a unitary whole. Of aourse apparent gaps oz, .mntradl,'"ions will

repeatedly came into View, but the goal sniould not therefore be

abandoned too readily. fjymes' gereral advic.e Is very pertirierit to

) chInese Clowdmtl in particular: "it is essential to resist the
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temptatiot rc assign an dspe,, o a natl.ve r.ulture too easily to a

tamiliar _aiegrcy, by either rot irvPest-igating its full range, or 4y

explainiTg dis, repan,:ies away as due to -onfuslon, or ignoranne, or

breakdown of an old system, or intrusion of a new one, S.,.h may be

the ;.ase, but often enough rVie diffi.fulty is faiture to discern a

prin,:iple or system an~ually in use, one whi.i; makes the full range

of varla•aV oJ iitelligible."22

All 1-hts emphasis or tsewing Chinese Conmunism initially from 1
within, so to speak, doeb not mean that their .'-nararterizations are I
to be taker as perfectly rorrec', nor that their .ialuations are to 1e

accepted, though it ingh! appear so to scien..ists accustomed to more

external .dlewing ur data than are anthropologists. Hymes clarifies

rhii. also: "The familiar but in-crre-t ,atejory may. o" ourse, ,rome

rom. either a natlpe or an, ehno.]ogi..al Cmnne generally, ai, outside

s-'ervti ,.] sour.e, The new apnproa-b a~oids the S-:ylla and ..iarybdls

of Identifying valid theory and býiartitii: releran.e with eitlher

native forvulations or exibtlng ethnologi,-.al rrr. i-; this instance,

politial] nfnuepts. The new approach does tvor reje-t nariie formu-

1tJoS, whi-h a4re of g'roak heurist'i,; value; ,or does IL reject

r Awirtiie study and tlte ger..raJ, on,.epts su'.n svudy demands; but

it. ilaists or refining the empiri-a) basis or t;omparatU.,e study, by

providing more surely 4alid descriptions of the individual systems on

WhM,,.:h ,.omparative study must depend " 25

That is, or.e again, tne first task is no see -he t.ystem from

Within ir order that it: may ýhel be seen, des-ribed, judged, and

dealt with more accurately, adequately, and appropriately from without.

A

. 'S.. -. 4* n
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This takes pla-e noL by any sudde;i s'ift of srar'-e, but progressively

as the approach outlined is carried rut in af ual stuldy.

The materials appropriate for su.:h a study or .he -7hinese Com-

munist code tan be outlined rather simply aad briefly here for maximm

clar.I.y, leaving -errai., mote detailed and pra-ti'al marters for dii-

cussion in the foliowing set;tion on "Re.our:es "

Three general principles diok.t maxerio•s may be si.ated; it should

be evident how these ame .,o.onoanr with pr*e'ious satements about the

aim antd approach ot !1uch a stidy. First, pt-imary axtercion siould be

glven to dctual cfinese r'rmxnuuisr statements, w-1, h se,'ondary emnphasis

on simple, - oncrete desejxipti.,,e a,.-ourits of t.,inese Communist. Deharier

by others; a, -ounrs of their ideas or aL•ions iSiat alreaJy livnLve out-

siders' abstra.,t: categories, wne,.her impli'it ur explicit, popular or

szienrifir, should be used sparingly and ,:aui(ousl. Se,,ond, tne raw

materials ior study should be limited in quantity, so that they Las, be

examinied Ir. a relatively lelsurelv ye' iptensi'e manner. This pr-,vides

mddxmum opportu,-t.y Vor per-.elving the order i:iher,•n;. i1, the idaLt them-

selves, wita rela', 'ely minor dar.gers, sin e -LIlucal - and uspe. idlAv

Cmwunist .- maerials tend to be ;ery repetltiou6 as weil as systemsn I

In , uatrvst, laije quanti:Jes of data promore excen'sive ard more :uper-

A.lpial examinatjor,, aowd exert presSures tor rapid establishment o1

sper-ifted bybtems of data handling - whi h alieaddy imply the extensive

use of categories probably joreign t'o the system ur-Jer ttudy. Third,

t:-,e order of study should pro.eed from Initia- wxamin-itori of spe.:i-f-

ally pollrit:al materials to examination of --ipplementary mate!ials ut

less focused but more cswrrete and ri';her nature fa parallel to st.udv
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of spenifi-s in rela7ion to ,on,.extsi, but. witch recurrent returns to

exa...na1lon ot the most nighly political data in the light of what

has been per-eived elsewhere.

More spepifi;ally, suc.- research should begin with study of the

most explicitly and spez-iti.,ally political statements by Mao .nd other

Chinese ,onommuist leaders. including both statements ot principles and

descriptive or axialytical chara.terizations of politiual situations.

So tar as is feasible, whole sTatemet.ts should be studied rather than

ex.erpts, in order better to per-eive what they view as unitary and

relationships and strur.ture within such units, and the same of state- P

ments e/,amined should cover as wide a variety of political topics as

possible.

Less direccly politi.,al sreements of these leaders are also

important. Some, such az mllitary writ ir.gs obviously are tloselv

related to politir.s while ottters, even philosophiual or poetic-al

works, pro' !de useful background, espe:.ially sin:e Communist political

dis-ourse itself tends to slogans and srereotypes, though sometimes

enri!hed by Imagery, which is otten worth part-i.ular attentiox.21

Lower-leitl Chinese Communist writings, such aa press reports,

are likely to be of value mairly for the Oepiction of recent sper-ii

policies or situationb of interest, as they tend to stick rautiously

to the most established stereotypes. In fait, the writings of Mao him-

selt, despite his long immersion in Communist ideology, probably

exhibit more freedom and richness then any other dire(.tly political

statements.

i



The limitations of these kinds of data in regard to abstractness

o~f language avd restricted point of view would, In ordinary anthropo-

logleal study, be met by field observation and interviewing. This is

nor possible in this instance, but the same fuxnctiur. ran be performed

t~o a considerable extent by study of other kinds of malterial,. Fic-

tional materials¶ -:re most valuable because they must flesh out political

themes in depii~ting them In terms of coivýr'ete situations of social

inzera'ýtior4. H~ovel.s are good for this purpose, but films are even

Al better', sinre they provide vi.aual as well as verr~al material. Inter'-

views with any available Chinese informant$r, whether symnpathetic or

lat~ti-Ccm~muniit , can be especially valuable, since they t-an. be guided

and focused onto particular problematic topi,:s, ~it they are pitched at

:_an appropri.ate level. The real use of such ioterviews is not to get

"-factual data on political events or polittcal beliefs. Rather i? is

to get at uanderlying attltudes andi basic pr'ezises related -a Chinese

CQMuIuISt, ~4"V4 #WW'OMI, "Wiew4n's iVelownt to pollticol

Des-ariptive 4vgOa4nts of Commiunist ýihirka by ir'st-tiand observetts

re of valuxe - tWV*w together with new reports ok Chlz~ese events, taTnd

ain aspects ot iixj mateo-tas) provide' the mtwin hasii ton goi., g

orid p-irely Chinese PoWmni8l '0V p--.13 anel exarflogi'qt~e~2~in

T, %40 between stoteru rd a'ýtlkns - but they ha". impnr~a. limitas-

P, tie.-rs, ?fe Ujftitatlon oWinfarily emp,-avize4, t.1mt as'y rorelg. observer

ore allowed only a comm, Ucad I ield of ober,ýat innr, Is certainly

Aigniticant-, but beyond this, such observJers project their own o

( o~*ptuax frmows Irsto W% dwt.T~s Is a 34kely source of

4 *71
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(7) "9 misunderstandirg, and it is greater the more an account of China, lay

or scientific-, departs from simple reporting of direct observatiotts. -

Finally, materials. on traditional China of similar kinds to those

listed for Conmmuniý t China exit t shoud be exzmuned si lt.iy, if

to a more limited extent.

3.) IM5OURCES AVAIBLE

Study of the Chinese Commurdst leaders' code as outlined here, on

whatever scale or operation, would be both scientifically and practi-

cally valuable, and perfectly feasible in principle. The overall

question is "What reesour.es - io terms of -oncepts, methods, raw

materials, data sovmes, fi:;d.ngs ard persormel - are available now

for tttilizatior an such research?" Within this tnere ib a specific

practical question - "To what extent has such work already been done,

what partial tirdings already exist?" In my view, the arswer to this

"d duestior. is quite pessimistik - I see little existing work of the kiyd

,, described on this subject %hich c•ould be just "plugged in" to a research

program on the Chinese Comunist. Ledership - but to the wider quest;ion

the answr go .OPQeu tft by surveying the*

4

7:t is uPfortur-ately true that the state of anthropology in rela-

dton to these questions is generally indicated by the ,omplete absence

Vsin,.e its publitation or any reference to Leites' Operational Code iii

the irdices or such major journals as the Americar, Anthropologist and

the Southw-usterr. Journal oaf A_•9r2ology, even though his study reflected

much anth ologinal Inlumice. the" has) in fact, been a decline of

~-AM
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anthropological interest in spe' ifirally psycho-(,ultural studies,

es'ecially politi'al oes, sinc-e the early l950's, although this line

of interest still manifests itself in a varietv of studies, a very

+ .' similar basic orientation is currently being stated and ultilized in

other anthropologi,.al wark, The psycho-cultJsral tield as su-h is

24reviewed so comprehenaidely by Honigmann that no further. retere'ue

is needed here. Or, the other hand, after lorg ,eglect, the fdeld of

"political anthropology generally is be.oeming more ad(t1iie in re'.er't

years, It is the subje-t of a ;:titical analysis and review by

"a brief general review by Fried, 2 6 and of a recerr 'olume of papers, 2 f

including two related to Chii•a. Such works, begirrning w.th the classic

African studies of Fortes and Evans-Pritchard,25 have beer influential

in expounding a more inv.lusive yet more behavioral -Lw of poltai-'s:

"We have not foLud tnat the theories of politIral philosopher.5 ha-,e

helped us to unoerstand the societies we have studied . for t-,eir

oon,'luslons are seldom formulated in teorms of ob.servable beha ,ior or

capable of being tested by this criter•on-. Pollta:-al philobophy 'aas

chletly converned lkself with how men 2ght to live ard what torm o.

govetrnmnr't they ought to have, rather than with what are their polit-

ical habits and insturutjoM. 29  Sut these works do not deal directly

with the kind of study ,:ontemplatvd here, and also are still ror erned

Mainly with primitive societies. Much the same is 'rue •tf dudies of

culture change, an area potentially rele 'ant to the revoluttorvary

transformarions in China, except for some suggestive general concepts

Suao as tat of ".vitall " ents."3 0



The !ituato is somewhat better as regards methodology, not so

nu-'h because of any recen. ad,arn .es (though Honiginann cites a few

r~eleva'tt plkeb.es, and ai, artile by Colby 31 should be noted) as be.au•c

cii '4ork or Head ard %etvaux on itudyirig cultures at a dis••nce is

still 6 mnre of ,'dluable dis7uss-ion and examples.

For 21runa as a subjep.t of lnqu:lry, rhere Is a vast amount of

descriptive material. and morv-or-less formulated pictures of various

kin&, both tor rraditional and Comunlsr petiods. Bibliographies )

buch as vnosoe of Falrbank53 and Hucker44 provide guidance to large

amounts of material in English. Th Ie problem is not a lack of

material - it anytbing, there is to much - but that the great major-

Ity of these studies are too far raoved from that oonrtealated here

tor the;ir findings to be immediately applic;able. There has bo

relatIvely little anthropolocgical work wn Modern thtna - most anthro-

pologists are still avo.ding wor6 on major cunteuapomry societies -

especially on Chinese puitics, * and there has a~so been little work

by others -oncerr.ed with careful and systematic delineation of Chinese

,:ultural patterns ia 1o0e relation to empirical data. Rather, emp.r-

it.al st~udies have usually been tactual in a nkrmo*ly limited way,

while Droader views of Chinese patterns h.:-4* usually been not only

impreswioristic bur biased. St..h material can be useful, but it must

be used, 3refully, as a kind of data rather than ae established

findings, arid in 6.;.h a cas, It is often both easier and safer to

sti,.k more closely to ise of raw materials d1recUy.

It is fortunate, then, that the situation regarding primarte data,

Adth two exceptions, ii good. There is an abundance of material by

Klao readily available, and some by other Chinese Comminist leaders,
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"as well as lar'ge quanritles ot Chjvesn' news and ,..- mer, in transLitrion,

a--,eounts by various Western obser,/erm of China, end m'e ent Chrnese

fiction. The exceptions c..on'ern the inaccessibil.ty ot hirna fur

direct field observation, and Chinese tilms, which are availetle out-

side China only with difficulty and in limired r.Lmbers.

PIr-1lly, as to personnel, the situation again !. one where tnere

is a fair supply of scholarm intecested in CnIna. -u" wnobe i;:)int of

view id quite distant from the approa.-h dizzrussed here, and rhere as

e fair runber of antaropologists Lo wnom thl-. approa,-h would

* ý,erally make sense, but who are con, erned w:Lrb problem.- iemut e t vo.,

1.Vna or p*lItics.

'rho main raeqtisite for the kind of study d•:,"ibe.i ar.i .ýdroc¢ate.]

here, then, would be to bring together some. of the Teneral pr•,'il-le,

conceptsi, VWe3ll, #ad rw materis that now stdaid isolated and ap-r*

4..
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